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ABSTRACT

This study examines whether grammar instruction
treatment, input processing, facilitates in learners of
English as a Second Language (ESL) a distinction among sets
of phrasal verbs containing prepositions.

Input processing

emphasizes difficult grammatical forms and provides a model
for the behavior of the varying roles of phrasal verb
prepositions.

Such instruction follows three steps:

(i)

explaining the relation between a grammatical form and its
meaning, (ii) informing learners of language processes that
adversely influence the form-meaning relation, and (iii)
implementing "structured input" activities that target the
form in linguistic input, facilitating form-meaning
relations.

Prepositions in phrasal verbs perform specific

roles for exclusive purposes, for instance in verb-particle
constructions eat up, clean out, send on where prepositions
mark aspectual properties for "completion-of-activity"
(telicity) as well as "affectedness" of phrasal verb objects.
ESL students were selected for the control and treatment
groups.

Each group participated in a pretest and posttest.

Each test included three tasks:

one comprehension (yes/no

multiple choice) and two production (sentence completion and
written narration).

Time (pretest/posttest) and instruction

(informal IP/formal explanation) were independent variables.

11

Scores were the dependent variable.

Preposition use is

difficult for ESL learners, yet no generalizations explain
learning difficulty nor has instruction addressed this
difficulty.

Input Processing furnishes needed instruction

and is consonant with current linguistic theory (Minimalism):
Word-order phenomena obey "frame alternations" that shift
meaning by varying syntactic configuration (movement to
alternate sites in phrase structure).

Language acquisition

centers on mapping functions linking semantics with syntax;
thus, pedagogical practice and linguistic theory are united.
Structured input activities are likened to natural input
that children are exposed to when they acquire language.
Acquisition processes link meaningful items in a mental
lexicon to grammatical patterns constructed by a mental
computer. Second language learners create links between
meaning and form because they make decisions about meaning in
input structured to highlight the form in which meaning is
conveyed.

Statistical analyses show treatment effect for

input processing instruction on the comprehension task, so
subjects' ability is improved through attention to mapping.
Production task data were inconclusive yet revealed
significance of frequency of prepositions' functions.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO DISSERTATION PROJECT

1.

Preview of Dissertation Project
The function and usage of prepositions are a problem for

adults lecurning English.

English prepositions ceui form

complex units with verbs; these are commonly referred to as
Phrasal verbs.

I study the problem of learning phrasal verbs

through a generative linguistic analysis and implement an
instructional treatment on phrasal verb synteix.

The

dissertation thus concerns pedagogic grammar as well as
theoretical analysis.
The instructional treatment for the project is Input
Processing, or IP (VeuiPatten, 1996; Lee eind VeinPatten, 1995).
This style of teaching grammar directs students' attention to
a grammatical construction without making them aware that it
is being explained.

A vsuriety of these focus-on-form

exercises have been designed by second leuiguage acquisition
resecurchers for classrooms where grammeur is taught implicitly
through exposure to input that is already mostly understood.
It is assun^d that the input will also prompt further
development of second language knowledge by involving
students in the use of understanding new meeuiings.

This

manipulation of ii^ut is a characteristic of communicative
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language teaching, or providing contextualized languageleeiming opportunities (Omaggio-Hadley, 1993). If input
manipulated for coi^rehensibility pushes second Icuiguage
development forward,

IP instruction should prove more

effective in the results it produces than explicit
instruction in second language grammar rules.
The empirical research reported here includes data that
I collected from adults studying English as a second language
(ESL).

I used pretests and posttests to examine their

comprehension of sentences euid their production at sentence
and discourse levels.

My resecirch shows that ESL students

given IP instruction in phrasal verb syntax perform
significantly better in comprehension than those provided
explicit explanations of the same grammatical phenomenon.

2.

Identification of the Problem emd a Theoretical Account
Ve find today several approaches to the scientific study

of Icinguage.

Among these, much vciluable scholarship has been

produced by examining two aspects of second lemguage studies:
the developments that adults meike as they use their nonnative
language outside the classroom, euid the lessons that teachers
provide inside the classroom when resjponding to adult
students' problems with using a nonnative language (Strevens,
1991).

In the field of applied linguistics, researchers

study language learning difficulties, like with English
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phrasal verbs, and devise solutions for them in order to
promote language proficiency (both fluency and accuracy).^
One persistently problematic construction for ESL
students has been phrasal verbs.

Phrasal verbs are comprised

of verbs accompanied by prepositions as in (1).

Phrasal verb

prepositions behave in certain ways as if they were parts-ofspeech other them prepositions.

In (2), the preposition up

obeys only one rule of word ordering (like a preposition).
In a phrasal verb like (la), up obeys one rule of word
ordering, and another rule in (lb).
(la)
(lb)

Max ran u£ the bill.
Max ran the bill up.

(2a) Max ran ugi the hill.
(2b) *Max ran the hill ug.
Sentence (2b) exhibits ungrammatical verb-object-preposition
word order (designated *); this same order is grammatical in
(lb).

With the phrasal verb run up in (1), we intuitively

understand that sentence (la) eind its counterpart (lb) cire
equally accepteible.

Because the verb-preposition combination

of run plus up in (2) is not a phrasal verb, it cannot
sustain the shifting word order of run j)lus up in (1).

The

characteristics underlying the behavior of phrasal verb

^ An issue in the field of applied linguistics is the dichoton^ of
fluency and accuracy. Traditional explanatory grammar instruction can
promote accuracy, but it usually hampers fluency. Communicative
language teaching fosters fluency but often at the expense of accuracy.
Focus-on-form exercises try to develop fluency and accuracy equally
(Doughty and Williams, 1998).
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prepositions confound categorization (Are they a preposition
or something else?) and flout word order usage (Are they
prepositional or postpositional?).

With such cheiracteristics

signifying phrasal verb syntcuc, we Ccui overcome possible
barriers to proficiently using English phrasal verbs.
The dissertation cuialyzes the formal linguistic features
of the English phrasal verb construction.

Thus, the study

extends beyond instruetioneU. application to a proposal for an
analysis of the target knowledge that is proficiently used by
native speakers of English.2

This dissertation uses

grammatical instruction in the service of eui inquiry into a
larger question of second language acquisition, but it is a
question for which the concepts from first language
acquisition provide some explanatory information.

In other

words, the classroom instruction in this particular
linguistic construction and the testing for knowledge of it
will elaborate cui account for distinguishing between the
English verb-preposition ccxnbinations in (1) and (2).
An importeuit objective concerns communicative modes of
pedagogical grammcu: in second leuiguage classroom settings.
The hypothesis tested in the dissertation is whether IP

2 It is important to note that one form-focused approach to greumnar
instruction, Rutherford's (1987) consciousness rcLising, maintains that
classroom materials do not instill students with grammatical knowledge
-but rather help the processes that are responsible for developing second
language grammar. Thus, materials used to deliberately attract students
attention do not contain the product of the Icnowledge to be attained in
the grammar lesson.
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facilitates in ESL lecimers a distinction of prepositions in
phrasal verbs from prepositions fulfilling different
functions.

IP highlights difficult grammatical forms for

students by implementing structured input activities
(VeUiPatten, 1996; Lee eind VanPatten, 1995).

These exercises

are engineered to transform linguistic input into intake.
IntcUce is that subset of input that is processed beyond short
term memory eind shuttled on to the developing second language
grammar (VanPatten, 1996).
VanPatten's (1996) IP research suggests that structured
input activities supply the appropriate materials for serving
the mechanisms that drive hiamans' innate eibility to leeuni and
use leinguage.
(UG).

This ability is Chomsky's Universal Grammar

UG is a computational system for combining linguistic

structures that operate according to a finite set of
immutable principles cind narrowly adjustable peurameters
(Chomsky eind Lasnik, 1993; Chomsky, 1986a, 1981).

My IP

research is unique insofar as it pertedns to English phrasal
verbs.

Moreover, I propose that the relevant language-

learning processes manifest mapping functions that link
semantics and syntax, reminiscent of Tenny (1994; 1992) euid
Van Hout (1997a; 1997b).

My study also brings structured

input (VcuiPatten and Oikennon, 1996; VeuiPatten and Sanz,
1995; VcinPatten and Cadiemo, 1993) more in line with
Chomsky's Minimalist Program (1998; 1995; 1993).
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Another theoretical issue in Second Language Acquisition
(SLA) concerns whether proficiency in second language syntax
involves conscious or unconscious recognition of word order
rules.

This topic must be addressed because it affects the

method one applies to grammeir instruction in the classroom.
If conscious acknowledgment of grammcur rules promotes
proficiency, then formal explanations of word order
operations should suffice.

If formal explanation is

insufficient, then unconscious recognition of grammar rules
offers eui alternative, informal route to second leuiguage
grammatical development.

The next section takes up this

issue.

3.

Learning versus Acquiring a Second Language
Many SLA researchers distinguish between learning and

acquisition processes.

That is, in developing a second

language grammeu:, one's proficiency may be viewed as a sign
of language output that is screened by conscious knowledge of
formal linguistic rules (learning) or as a sign of language
output that is imbued through unconscious exposure to
naturally occurring speech (acquisition).

A conventional

position in SLA studies is that formal instruction in grammeur
cein only produce a corrective monitor on leuiguage production,
but informal es^sure to natureU. linguistic content primarily
produces genuine grammatical development (Krashen, 1985;
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1982).

The distinction between the monitoring cuid the

developing of one's language knowledge cein be compared to the
distinction between knowledge of managing performance systems
and ein autonomous competence module, or one's instinctive
knowledge of how to operate the computational U6 system,
(Chomsky 1986a; 1965) on which performance is dependent.
In this debate, the terms "learning" and "acquisition"
are sometimes used to distinguish the two kinds of knowledge:
Learning refers to detecting grammatical constructs after
deliberate instructional intervention (Schmidt, 1993; 1990),
euid acquisition refers to reeilizing grammatical constructs
after natural language exposure (Krashen and Terrell, 1983).
The central question is whether leeuniing explicit
explcuiations or acquiring implicit attributes will advemce
productive and receptive proficiency.^

Phrasal verbs suit

this question well because the word order inconsistencies
illustrated by prepositions in (1) and (2) can be taught
either with formal expleuiatory instruction or with informal
illustrative emphasis.

With the increasing popularity of

communicative leuiguage teaching, instruction has heavily
favored the latter.
To promote proficiency in the spirit of communicative
Icuiguage teaching, second language teachers and teacher-

^ Krashen (1982) argues that "learned" linguistic knowledge cannot
become "acquired" linguistic knowledge.
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trainers have highlighted the mecuiingful consequences of the
natural linguistic features in difficult-to-master
granunatical patterns.

For example, patterns such as the

ditransitive verbs in English have been memipulated by means
of highlighting text with boldface and color-coded print;
emphasis has also been presented through classroom
interaction among students who eire guided by materials that
draw attention to a grammatical construction and aid in the
processes underlying language development (Fotos, 1994;
Sharwood Smith, 1993; Rutherford and Sharwood Smith, 1988;
Rutherford, 1987).
My research on ESL students' mastery of phrasal verbs
addresses explicit-learning versus implicit-acquisition
debate.

It also evaluates the effectiveness of a specific

instructional treatment for phrasal verbs.

Previous research

has demonstrated ESL learners' difficulty in mastering
phrasal verbs and has suggested that this is mainly due to
the veirying functions of the English preposition.

But no

method of instruction has responded to that suggestion.

4.

Multiple Functions of the Preposition
Like predecessors, I will assume that the diverse

linguistic features underlying the English phrasal verb
impede its complete mastery by adult learners.

These

features concern the differing manners verb and preposition
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form either two separate lexical units [verb plus
preposition] or one complex unit [phrasal verb].
depends on the function of the preposition.

The choice

In this section,

I will identify three kinds of functions for prepositions.
When a verb and preposition combine as sepeurate lexical
entities, the function of the preposition is spatial.
Prepositions function spatially if they are being used to
locate an object or activity in relation to another object.
The spatial function is primaury, and the exact relation
between this function and the nonspatial functions of
prepositions is a matter of debate.

When a verb and

preposition combine as a single unit, the function of the
preposition is idiomatic.

The meaning of the single unit

often appecurs not to be derivable from its constituent parts.
One other nonspatial function forming a phrasal verb does
seem fairly predictcible, however.

When a verb euid a

preposition combine together as one lexical emd one
functional entity, respectively, the function of the
preposition is aspectual.

If a preposition functions to

denote the completion of the verb to which it attaches as
well as to denote the affectedness of its object, then the
meaning denoted is aspectucU. because linguistically marking
an event as conjpleted is a feature of verbal aspect.
Spatial prepositions cure considered independent
constituents in verb-preposition combinations.

Such
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prepositions, like other units in the lexicon, convey
concrete information eibout the real world (space in this
case).

The spatiality communicated by such prepositions

fundamentally relates the location or direction of an object
or an action to cuiother object.

Because a preposition

associates with the location/direction of its object, spatial
prepositions head their own constituent phrases and do not
attach to verbs that they associate with.

In English, for

instcuice, a head word of a phrasal constituent that takes an
object complement appears to the left of that object, and
spatial prepositions obey this rule of syntax.

The sentences

in (3) demonstrate this.
(3a) Max sat ^ the table.
(3b) Max sat ^ it.
(3c) *Max sat the table OT.
(3d) *Max sat it on.
The phrasal object of the spatial preposition, both in full
(e.g., the table) and pronominal form (e.g., it), must appeeur
to the right of its head for the utterance to be well-formed.
Idiomatic prepositions also appear to obey this rule, but
aspectual preposition appeeur to obey a different rule.
Idiomatic cind aspectual prepositions do not head phrasal
constituents.

Rather, they associate with verbs to form the

complex units of j)hrasal verbs (e.g., read about, read over,
read up on^).

The problem of the ill-understood phrasal verb

^ According to Quirk, Greenbaont, Svartvik and Leech (1985), these three
examples indicate three types* prepositioncd. verbs (read about^).
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is the preposition.

Several resecurchers have stated that

prepositions eire among the most difficult items for ESL
students (O'Dowd, 1998; Cornell, 1985; Kaluza, 1984; Meyer,
1975; TeUcahashi, 1969; Heaton, 1965).

The difficulty is

caused mostly by confusing the spatial relations denoted by
prepositions with their nonspatial functions.

Both the

combinations involving the idiomatic (not deducible from
compound parts) and the aspectual (verb completion from
composite modification) functions cure considered the subject
of phrasal verb studies.
The combination of the same form with a different verb
might produce an idiomatic reading on one occasion, like in
(4), and an aspectual one on another occasion of a verbpreposition combination, like in (5).
(4a) Max decided on the report.
(4b) *Me»x decided the report on.
(4c) Max decided on it.
(4d) *Max decided it on.
(5a) Max sent
(5b) Max sent
(5c) *Max sent
(5d) Max sent

on the report.
the report on.
on it.
it on.

The function of on in (4) is to compose a single unit with
the verb to ejgjand its meaning emd/or its complementation.

phrasal verbs (read over), and prepositional-phrasal verbs (read up on).
The first^ t:wo t:-yfes, -which I am calling idienafcic and aspectual, are of
specific interest in all phrasal verb research. I consider the third
type to be also idiomatic.
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But note that idiomatic on in (4) obeys the same rule of
syntax that spatial on obeys in (3), repeated below in (6).
(6a) Max sat on the tcible.
(6b) *Meuc sat the teible on.
(6c) Max sat on it.
(6d) *Max sat it on.
Aspectual on in (5) obeys a different syntactic constraint.
On functions in (5), I claim, to mark the aspectual property
of temporal-bound or telicity. as well as the collateral
property of affectedness-of-object, or delimitedness.
Although mai^ reseeurchers have addressed the difficulty
of mastering verb-preposition combinations (e.g., Sveurtvik,
1988; Cornell, 1985; Meyer, 1975; Takahashi, 1969), no one
has drawn generalizations accounting for the multiple
functions of the single category preposition.

I think such

generalizations would be useful for instructors.
Acknowledging this deficiency, I have used the IP method to
design an instructional approach to ESL students'
difficulties in mastering proficient uses in the production
and reception of English phrasal verbs.

I turn now to a

justification for my method to be used in teaching English
prepositions injphrascLL verbs.

5. The Need for Instruction on Preposition
In this section, I discuss problems with instructing the
structiire cuid constituency of the English phrasal verb.

I
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examine one intuition eibout why this grammatical construction
poses such a challenge to adult learners of English and the
suggestion for how the challenge should be met.

The

intuition also proves important to my resecurch design.
Recall that prevailing second language acquisition
theory and pedagogy assumes that mastering second language
grammeir is an implicit process euid that explicit grammar
instruction is not natural acquisition*

This dissertation is

informed by this body of work, but it also borrows from one
ESL user's intuitions about teaching and learning English
prepositions and j)hrasal verbs.

Teikahashi's (1969) intuition

provides a counterpoint to the IP instruction studies in this
project and furnishes an alternative perspective on how to
teach prepositions emd phrasal verbs to ESL students.
However, Takahashi (1969) only suggests a method; he never
outlines an actual application.
Works on IP, on the other hand, are very specific about
its application.

IP interrupts processing of a grammatical

function that is confused for another function.

Several

factors contribute to ESL students' confusion over the
differing functions of prepositions.

An IP application cein

help ESL students distinguish between types of functions.
Such instruction appears well-suited for prepositional
fxinctions because the differing combinations between verb and
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spatial, idiomatic, and aspectual preposition present a great
challenge to instructors for a number of reasons.
Instructors sometimes say that phrasal verbs cire
nonstandard idioms for more formal, one-word equivalents
(e.g., look over = examine, talk about = discuss, or put up
with = tolerate).

But this is not true.

Some phrasal verbs

have no one-word equivalents (e.g., look up * search) and
many phrasal verbs have multiple one-word equivalents (e.g.,
run down = reduce, criticize, decelerate).

Moreover, phrasal

verbs differ in syntactic restrictions as shown cdaove in (4)
euid (5).

Phrasal verbs cure also numerous, and they range in

degrees of idiomaticity.

In naturally occurring English

speech, prepositions in phrasal verbs are monosyllabic eind
vary in stress.
illogical.

Above all, their usage often seems

The seeming illogic of the English preposition

has been identified by some as the most significant barrier
to successful acquisition by ESL students.

Those who speak

English natively have trouble explaining many common everyday
expressions that use prepositions (Meyer, 1975).
Teikahashi (1969) blames the explemations given by
teachers for the functions euid usages of English prepositions
(Teikahashi, 1969).

Many who teach English as a second

language, he claims, do not explain functions logically or
provide a conceptual guide for their use.

A logical

explcuiation, according to TcUcahashi, would involve providing
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a way to derive meaning of prepositions from their uses.

He

also reports that, while definitions of the English
preposition abound, they are of little use to ESL students
because the majority of texts eind references lack
understcuidable statements eibout the functions of
prepositions.

Thus, much lecuming becomes the responsibility

of students, who memorize or use einalqgy and inference
(Takahashi, 1969).

Without clearly defining these functions,

instructors do not complement what students find in their
texts, references and dictioneuries.

TeUcahashi doubts that

any intervention by instructors will supplement what learners
are already doing on their own without classroom help.
Because ESL students use instructor-free strategies like
rote as well as emalogical eind inferential learning, the
question of what instruction could be provided by the teacher
becomes critical.

Unfortunately, many teachers simply inform

their students that the function cuid usage of prepositions
involve intuition, eind this relieuice on native intuition
prevents many ESL students from mastering prepositions
(Takahashi, 1969).

The best alternative, TGUc£ihashi (1969)

claims, is to appeal to a logical definition of prepositions
based on how humans j>erceive spatial properties and express
these properties in English.

This DSvcho-phvsioloaical

perception of the English preposition by TeUcahashi (see also
Landau and Jackendoff, 1993; Talmy, 1983) motivates my
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analysis of the category Preposition in the next chapter.
Based on Euclidean geometry, Takahashi's psycho-physiological
understcuiding of the category Preposition forms the basis of
an instructional mode grounded in Euclid's three-dimensional
logic for determining geometric relations from the raw
materials of point, line, plane, cuid area.
Assumptions made by Takcihashi to analyze prepositions
according to the spatiality of geometric properties eire meant
to inform a method of instruction.

In chapter 6, I describe

how Tcikahashi's intuition is used for the project, but his
intuition points to the most salient aspect of the category
Preposition, space.

This facet is treated in the next

chapter, where spatial features receive a fuller treatment.

6.

Capturing Native Knowledge of Prepositions
I have described the claim that the category Preposition

is hcird for ESL students, teachers cmd researchers alike.

In

fact, the only group that may not find prepositions to be
pesky cure children mastering them in their first language.
Some prepositions are among the first words uttered by
children in English (Fisher, Hall, RaUcowitz, emd Gleitman,
1994). Eventual]^, these children become fully competent
English-speeUcers who have mastered what is for second
leuiguage learners of English cui impenetrable "wall of native
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language consciousness" of the functions cuid usage of English
prepositions (Takahashi, 1969, p. 233).
A native facility for a second language is what most
adult lecurners want, what second language teachers hope to
instruct, and what linguistic theory promises to describe.
It is also what linguistic resecurch invites us to explain.
But can linguistic accounts for the category Preposition
resolve this ESL development problem?

It will be argued in

this dissertation that linguistics can serve pedagogy.
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CHAPTER II

DEFINING THE CATEGORY PREPOSITION

I.

The Need to Attend to Prepositions
A definition of Preposition (in English or any language)

is overdue.

Descriptions of the category vary from text to

text, euid many of these descriptions are vague.

Indeed,

Svartvik (1988) lists that first among the distinguishing
features of prepositions is that they are difficult to
define.
not.

He finds it easier, in fact, to define what they are

In generative terms, prepositions cemnot act as sisters

to tAat-clauses, infinitival clauses, or nominative
pronominals.

Sveurtvik borrows his "definition" from the

English grammar he compiled in Quirk et. al. (1985).

But the

description in that earlier work is applied only to central
prepositions (e.g., at, on, in).

His larger set includes

marginal prepositions, too (e.g., because of, concerning,
with respect to).

Marginal prepositions bear some affinity

to other parts of speech, so they involve more elements (like
the conjuntion because or the participle concerning) thein are
usually considered English prepositions (Sveurtvik, 1988).
Sveurtvik's primary goal is highlighting prepositions'
abundance euid frequency so that they cure not abandoned by
applied linguists.

He reminds us that, in written texts.
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prepositions occur as often as one word in every eight eind
implores that they be taught, not ignored (Svartvik, 1988).
In addition, einy improvement in teaching prepositions should
be considered inextricably related to attempted improvements
in describing the category (Svartvik, 1988).
The next sections develop a definition for the category
Preposition that is meant to facilitate ESL instruction.

But

if a definition is also to be helpful to linguistic theory,
it should be universal.

To establish a universal definition

for the category, I tease apart its several functions in
English.

Separating a definition from these functions is

important;

The functions that Preposition fulfills are in

all languages, yet they do not use Preposition for these
functions.

Rather, they use other means to fulfill the

functions that are accomplished by English Preposition.

In

fact, the term Preposition is not universal because not every
language situates this peurt of speech before its object
(hence preposition).

The term Adposition is preferable

because it does not assume the order of its placement in a
phrase cind thus m^ apply more universally, eind the term also
represents just one function that is common to all Icuiguages.

2.

Defining A(^sition: One Category, Many Functions
The division of space into the vertical (up-down),

horizontal (left-ri<ght), euid latereU. (front-back) dimensions
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helps define Preposition as a semantic category.

But it is

of limited help because the forms used to denote spatial
reference also serve to fulfill nonspatial functions.

This

shift between spatial cind nonspatial functions undercuts the
possibility of a unified category on purely three-dimensional
grounds.

The literature on prepositions often considers them

a quirky member of the Adposition class.

I use "adposition"

here for all linguistic expressions for spatial relations,
including affixes, case inflections, and spatial adverbs,
which Svorou (1993) identifies as a syntactic category that
represents the semantic content of a "spatial gram."i
In many cases, English prepositions are characterized in
contradictory terms as both spatial and nonspatial.

One such

contradictory characterization is shown in Demonte (1987, p.
150).

The form a in Speuiish often functions as a "true"

preposition (i.e., denoting space) that is "semantically
full," but under certain conditions it also functions as a
"dummy" preposition that is a "mere structural case marker."
The example in (1) shows the spatial true preposition, which
purportedly rej>resents the real category.

The example in (2)

shows the nonspatial dummy preposition, which is not a real
category but a grammatical mcirker indicating a direct object.
^ Encoding a basic human ability, spatial grans are used to detect the
locat^ion of physical -otojecta and events in -relation to an alreadylocated object. Humans locate objects on "a psycho-physiological level"
. and-also describe the locations of objects- on-a-linguistic level, but
L only in reference to the vicinity of already-located objects (Svorou,
1993, p. 8).
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(1)
(2)

Juan senta a la mesa
"Juan sits at the table"
El chico sigue a la chica
"The iDoy follows the gxj^"

Similarly, van Riemsdijk (1990) on German and Dutch
postpositions and Grimshaw (1991) on languages with
Determiner Phrase and Inflection Phrase refer to duallyfunctioning prepositions.

They separate a lexical property

that is part of the category Adposition from a functional
property that is peirt of a fxinctional category.

Such work

suggests that some prepositions are more like inflectional
material (e.g., function elements, like nominal and verbal
morphology) than like derivational material associated with
lexical items (e.g., content words, like nouns and verbs).
In considering Ancient Greek, Latin, Seuiskrit, and
Classical Arabic, as well as modem-day German, Emonds (1985)
contrasts a lexical or visible category that is phonetically
realized with an en^ty or invisible category that is not
phonetically realized.

Visible-category prepositions mcurk

noun phrases with ablative case in (3a) or genitive case, and
invisible-category prepositions mark dative case on indirect
objects, the oreoositionless-datives in (3b).
(3a)

Der
"The
(3b) Der
"^he

Vater nimmt das FcUirrad von dem Kind
father tcUces the bike from the child"
Vater gibt das Feihrrad dem Kind
father gives the bike to the child"

One hesitates at the task of finding a single definition
to capture both a material entity preposition euid its
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immaterial null counterpeirt, a purely structural entity
devoid of einy concrete reference.

Tentatively, Kaluza (1984,

p. 109, my emphasis) avoids defining the category altogether
in favor of defining by extension "28 bits functioning both
as prepositions euid pcirticles."

Kaluza's particles (what I

call aspectual prepositions) function nonspatially much like
empty or dummy prepositions; yet, they do not express the
exclusively grammatical information that semeuitically vacant
prepositions do.

What particles actually express should be

considered along with their syntactic propeirties.
nonfixed word order is shown in (4) below.

Their

Kaluza recommends

that applied linguists give full attention to a grammatical
emalysis of aspectual prepositions, but their ultimate
affiliation with lexical Adposition or nonlexical function
element attracts little of his attention.
Bolinger (1971) describes aspectual prepositions more
distinctly.

They are somewhat spatial because they denote a

concrete reference, emd they are somewhat adverbial because
they perform a verb modification.

Acting simultaneously as

spatial referents emd adverbial modifiers, aspectual
prepositions must contain "two features, one of motionthrough-location, the other of terminus or result" (Bolinger,
1971, p. 85).

Note that Bolinger's definition of aspectual

prepositions neeurly peurallels Takeihashi's spatial definition
for Preposition in that aspectual prepositions convey path-
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Isading-to-goal (a relationship that will be explored in the
next chapter).

Howeverr if they eu:e in any way spatial, then

aspectual prepositions must be differentiated from purely
spatial preposition in (5) eund purely adverbial preposition
in (6).2

Neither of the latter demonstrate the same

syntactic behavior as aspectual prepositions in (4).
PURE ASPECTUAL

(4a)
(4b)

Max rsui up the bill.
Mcix ran the bill up.

PURE SPATIAL

(5a) Max ran up the hill.
(5b) *Max rsui the hill up.
PURE ADVERBIAL

(6a) Max ran up there.
(6b) *Mcuc ran there up.
(Adapted from Bolinger, 1971)
Though each up in (4)-(6) has a different referential
function, the phonological and orthographic forms are the
same.

This fact may influence ESL students, teachers, and

researchers to catalogue them all under the same category.
But Tenny (1994) says that the phonetic and orthographic
resemblance of these three ups is only superficial.

Their

syntactic distribution critically distinguishes them.

Her

description relies on a linguistic level more abstract than
the phonetic, specifically the point at which the lexical

^ The distinction between adverbial and spatial uses made by Bolinger
differentiates twu inuduiiigst the meaning u£ "Max ran up the hill" as
Max's running from^ the foot to the top of the hill (spatial) and as
Max's running back and forth across the top of the hill (adverbial).
This latter use is termed an "ad-prep" by Bolinger (1971).
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structure of semantics joins the grammatical structure of
syntax.

The case in (4) displays the nonfixed phrasal verb

synteuc for a verb-particle construction, where a preposition
tcUces peirt in a process that she describes as measurino-out.
When a Noun Phrase (NP) stands in direct object position,
this constituent measures out the extent to which the event
denoted by the verb affects its adjacent internal argument,
the direct object NP itself (Tenny, 1994).

There are two

constraints on verb internal argument positions:

An NP

functions as a direct internal argument, euid its ability to
measure out the full effect of an event must in turn be
constrained by an indirect internal argument (e.g.,
particle), which delimits events to a degree of total
affectedness of direct objects by their verbs.
Aspectual prepositions in phrasal verbs like (4) force a
reading of the direct object NP as totally affected by the
event, Tenny (1994) indicates.

A purely spatial preposition

like (5), she continues, will not necessitate a delimited
interpretation (i.e., a temporal end-point) for the verb and
therefore cannot be associated with the measuring-out
procedure (Tenny, 1994, pp. 149-150).

Aspectual prepositions

cure not purely spatial prepositions, and their ostensible
spatiality (i.e, Bolinger's motion-throu^h-location) cannot
fall cleanly within the three-dimensional features of the
true, lexical Adposition.
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A unification of the prepositional types in (4)-(6) Ccin
be based on the logic of psycho-physiological criteria noted
by TeUcahashi.

But rather thein investigate the varying

functions of Adposition, TeUcahashi prefers to explain the
difficulty of learning the category by criticizing teachers
for ineffective instruction.

According to him, a better

pedagogical approach would use a "logical" explanation of
points, lines, planes and cireas from Euclidean geometry.
Takeihashi seems to mean a "geometric" explcination because he
never reveals how an explanation would proceed logically.

If

the motion-through-location sense of space that Bolinger's
aspectual prepositions represent were of the geometric sort,
then such a sense would obey the same word order constraints
as the purely spatial and adverbial prepositions that do not
fulfill the aspectual preposition's delimiting function.
That is, the syntax for the up in (4) indicates a
different categorial membership than that for the up in (5)
and (6).

I do not endorse a category for aspectual

prepositions independent of Adposition.

I do, however,

assume a categorial inconsistency because aspectual
prepositions, if truly spatial, would then be fully lexical
and obliged to obey the syntax of lexical heads for phrasal
constituents (i.e., left-headed PPs).

Since an aspectual

preposition appeeurs either to the left or to the right of its
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putative complement NP, as (4) shows, it cannot be the same
up as its counterparts in (5) and (6).
I turn now to Adposition's nonaspectual functions.

In

the next section, I review grammatical prepositions and then
neirrow my focus to spatial reference as the primary function
of the category Ac^sition.

This prefaces some drawbacks to

formal classifications of spatial prepositions that attempt
to capture prepositions' behavior with highly eibstract
symbols.

As an alternative to these formalisms, I consider a

structure for Adposition that is not a computational formula
but rather a configurational cUastraction of spatial
relations.

This symbolism is based on Takahashi's intuitions

as well as resecurch on linguistic representations of space
(Lemdau and Jackendoff, 1993; Talmy, 1983).

3.

Distinguishing Among the Functions of Adposition
Having no universal definition for Adposition may seem

plausible because of the multiple functions of the category.
Even firmer reason against a universal adposition is its
cUssence in some Icuiguages (Lyons, 1968).

Though some

naturally occurring lemguages may not appear to include such
a category, they all permit directional and locational
reference for concrete entities euid the activities that
relate them.

An examination of the world's languages revecils
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that Adposition is just one of several different linguistic
mechanisms used to encode spaticU. properties (Klein, 1983).
The function of Adposition to refer to real-world space,
I claim, fulfills the same spatial reference denoted in
languages that do not use adpositions.

And even if

adpositions appear to operate in distinct ways within a given
language, this should not obscure their basic function.
Moreover, a language that appears to have no adpositions may
in fact have them hidden in a complex morphology:

For

example, linguistic elements that denote a direction may fuse
with verbs-of-motion as suffixes (Lyons, 1968), which shcure
with these verbs the same basic spatial features (Svorou,
1993).

In this sense then, it is possible to identify a

cross-linguistic adposition category, regardless of whether
adpositions adjoin to NPs, act as independent lexical items,
or even adjoin to the verb.

In other words, sentence

position and syntactic dependency can no longer serve as
appropriate criteria for a universal definition (Croft,
1990).

Lyons focuses on spatial relations denoted by

suffixes of the category Verb that conceal the category
Adposition.
lexical unit.

definition of Adposition identifies a single
Adposition esteiblishes a spatial relationship

between two NPs or an NP and a verb (where one NP must be an
already-located object); it also conveys nonspatial
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relationships that are solely grammatical eind appecur to be
unrelated to spatial reference (Croft, 1990).
To define Ac^sition, one must first distinguish lexical
and grammatical elements.

Spatial adpositions denote

geometric relations while other members of the adposition
class denote only grammatical relations.

To clarify this

distinction. Croft (1990) compcires expressions of motion and
direction using j>repositions in Russian, Czech, and German.
The examples below show that the preposition on communicates
a spatial relationship but case endings for the objects of
the preposition on vary according to whether the preposition
refers to a direction or a location.

Locative case is used

for location and accusative for direction (German has no
locative case but uses dative).
Czech
(7a) pokldd^
I-put
(7b) Kniha
book-NOM

knihu
book-ACC
lezi
lies

Russian
(8a) on polozil knigi
he put
books-ACC
(8b) knigi
lezat
books-NOM lie
German
(9a) Ich
I
(9b) Die
The

na
on
na
on

stul
table-ACC
stol-e
tcible-LOC

na
on
na
on

stol
teible-ACC
stol-e
tcUale-LOC

lege die Biicher auf den Tisch
lay
the books on the-ACC table
Biicher liegen
auf dem Tisch
books lie
on the-DAT teible
(Adapted from Croft, 1990)
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The important distinction here is between independent
adpositions exemplified above by on eind the markings for
accusative and locative/dative case.

These case meurkers

attach to NPs in Czech euid Russicui and to articles, or
determiner phrases (DPs), in German.

The adposition on

conveys the spatial relation of contact between books and
table, but the adposition does not determine the grammatical
relations of accusative and locative/dative of NPs.
eure affected by the status of the verb.

These

If the suffixes on

NPs were the only way these languages denoted spatial
relations, then the category Adposition would seem not to
exist:

The spatial relation would then be conveyed by the

case ending.

If we detach the spatiality (on = "contact")

from the grammaticality (case assignment) of adpositions,
then they qualify as a syntactic categoi^ like nouns euid
verbs do.
Croft (1990) adds that adpositions cure also used to
express a purely grammatical relation.

Such relations appear

unrelated to the spatial relation that are normally denoted
by adpositions.

Consider for insteince the verb give in

English and German in (10).

These sentences exemplify the

empty preposition, a grammatical marker proposed by Emonds
(1985).

In English, however, the empty preposition must be

replaced by to to grammatically mark the indirect object (10)
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of the verb when 10 is placed to the right of the direct
object (DO), as in (10c).
German
(10a) Er gibt
he gives

dem Mann
the-DAT man

den Brief
the-ACC letter

English
(10b) He gives

( 0 ) the man

the letter

(10c) He gives the letter to the man.
If the lO-DO order in (10a) were alternated to DO-10 in
German, there would be no independent adposition that is
added to the structure as there is in English, which uses a
spatial adposition as a grammatical marker in (10c).

In

German, we would find only a grammatical particle synthesized
to the definite article of 10 to signify dative, as in (10a).
The data in (7)-(10) suggest that speakers know that
some adpositions must conform to requirements of grammar
(necessary case assignment) but not to the concrete geometric
properties of three-dimensional space.
requirements exert a strong force.

And grammatical

Data suggest that adults

cire inclined towards producing adpositions that signify
dative case, a nonspatial relation.^

The relations expressed

by nonspatial adpositions cire not lexical but functional.
When operating as functional elements, adpositions have

3 Pfaff (1981) reports 17 of 28 German foreign workers insert visible
prepositions of various kinds to signify the prepositionless-dative.
noQoaT-nh in ESIt-suggests that adpositions are salient in marking dative
case: Dative NPs preceded by adpositions in DO-IO order are used
earlier than lO-DO order where no adposition comes before a dative NP
(Mazurkewichr 1984).
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restricted lexical content and thus are referentially empty
at some eibstract level of language.

This level involves the

point at which lexical items eire syntactically arrayed for
semantic and phonetic realization.^
Thereforer grammatical adpositions would seem to lie
outside the universal spatial gram definition (see footnote 1
in this chapter) provided by Svorou (1993).

Due to their

status as function or structure words, several traditions
consider grammatical adpositions and their spatial
counterparts to be morphological inflections outside the
lexical sets verb, noun, adjective and adverb (see Rauh,
1993; 1991).

Attempts to reduce all adpositions to purely

grammatical material struggle to account for the real spatial
content contained in their lexical entries.

The highly

formalized symbolic systems used for this do not capture the
three-dimensional reference of spatial adpositions.

Even

formal systems that allow Adposition a lexical status face
difficulties in formally representing three-dimensionality.
Considered alone, semeuitic formulas might have no
implications for the syntactic cirray of linguistic items.
^ ander a Principles & Parameters model, this level of abstraction is
D-Structure. Stowell (1981) claims that contents of the lexicon are
first arranged by -texieal insertion, a point in-a structure's derivation
where lexical elements are inserted into X-bar schemas. Grammatical
adpositions with no lexical content must be arranged at a later phase in
the derivation, S-Structure. under a Minimalist model, this level of
eUsstraction is the numeration as in Harantz (1995, p. 360), where both
lexical and functional elements cire "spilled [onto] a working area" for
£irrangement, but: ne -B-Structure or lexical insertion helps distinguish
between lexical and non-lexical adpositions.
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But if mastering a language involves mapping between
semantics and synteix, then formalizations of meaning might
influence representations of word order, especially when one
considers that aspectual prepositions enjoy different word
order constraints than nonaspectual prepositions.
But once one proposes an influence of semantic material
on syntax, one challenges the autonomy of syntax (Fodor,
1983).

A syntactic module independent of all other mental

modules has important implications for the study of language.
Such em independent module should use structures that are
derived only from its own inherent properties.

Therefore,

the grammatical structure of a given language must
demonstrate no influence from other modules, like the visual
or conceptual system.

However, some views on language claim

that linguistic knowledge is used primarily to "carve up"
nature (Whorf, 1956), and not all languages assign meaning to
the world with the same precision.^

The notion that meanings

shape the way the world is understood challenges syntactic
autonomy because an autonomous module will yield languages
that convey simileir mecuiings.

The rigorous formalisms that

characterize an autonomous syntactic module reflect the
commensurability of meanings in the world's leuiguages, but
formulas should account for variation found across languages.

^ In the language Cora, the same preposition is used for both English
inside and behind because the meaningful relation conveyed is "hidden
from^ view" (Vandeloi-ae, 1991).
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In the following sections, I wrestle with the autonomy
of syntax.

First, I discuss why Adposition cannot be

construed as simply inflectional material and why it is
appropriate to conceive of adpositions as primeurily lexical
(though with inflectional tendencies).

Then, I eirgue that

the lexical content of adpositions should not be represented
entirely with formalistic rigor.

It should also be

represented by configurational criteria rooted in the
perception of space and expressed in terms of a fioure-around
spatial relation.

The configuration of figure-ground has

implications for syntactic representations.

The discussion

proceeds on the basis of the assumption that a lexicon is
comprised of items that are open-class or closed-class.

4.

Adposition in the Lexicon
Rauh (1991; 1993) presents readers with a moderately

charged debate over the status of Adposition.

The debate

centers on whether adpositions are lexical (open-class) or
more closely associated with a grammatical infrastructure
(closed-classJ on which lexical items are draped.^

Further

inquiries may provide a conclusive reply concerning the
lexical status of Adposition.

But such investigation will

^ Many criteria are used to distinguish between open- and closed-class
items, but none work perfectly. For example, one criterion is that a
^—desed-class itea-t»s -little if no concrete H^eference, like the English
preposition of. However, there is an easily detectable difference in
the meaning of move out Aere and move out of Aere, so such criteria can
apply only as working definitions, not as specific theoretical clciims.
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also illustrate the complicated nature of the "terminological
nuisance" known to us in English as "preposition phrase"
(Fillmore, 1969, p. 367).

Before einy closer examinations of

the veirying functions of the preposition, "lowly... but
especially rich [in] syntax" (Jackendoff, 1983, p. 60), I
must first establish an informal all-puii)ose definition of
Adposition on which to found further discussion of Phrasal
Verb in the following chapters.
Because adpositions in any one language are limited in
number, they are often classified with other closed-class
items, like auxiliary verbs, inflections, and determiners
(Jackendoff and Landau, 1993).

If prepositions were in fact

closed-class items, or function words, then they would not be
lexical items like open-class content words (nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs) since closed-class items do not
convey eibsolutely necessary content in communicating messages
(Bowerman, 1973).

Yet the preposition sometimes demonstrates

the syntax of open-class items.

Like its lexical confreres

Noun, Verb, Adjective euid Adverb, Adposition also displays
distinctly syntactic properties.
complements and takes specifiers:

For example, it selects
It also displays semantic

properties, such as substitutions and argument structures
with theta grids, like two-place predicates (Rauh, 1993;
Jackendoff, 1983).

If the English prepositions cure in fact
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closed-class items, then their open-class behavior presents a
gucindeiry for using an open-/closed-class distinction.
For the most _peirt, English prepositions perform limited
grammatical functions.
characteristics.

These functions are closed-class

For example, prepositions to and for meirk

the dative case, of the genitive, eind by marks the agents of
passive voice.

Beside these grammatical prepositions, there

is a fundamental set of prepositions that perform beyond the
basic requirements of the grammar of English (Bowerman, 1973)
and exhibit the lexical properties mentioned above when used
to describe spatial configurations (Rauh, 1993).
Nonetheless, a traditional response has been to ignore
the referential content of space conveyed by adpositions in
favor of a view that adpositions simply perform grammatical
functions (Emonds, 1985; Fillmore, 1968;

Hockett, 1958;

Gleason, 1955; C. Fries, 1952; Curme, 1935).

Jackendoff

(1973, p. 345) laments over these scholars who
seem never to have teUcen prepositions seriously...
the neglect of prepositions arises from the
assumption that prepositional phrases invarieUaly
take the form P-NP: if this were the case,
prepositions would indeed be dull.
Jackendoff (1977) cirgues against reducing prepositions to
simple case meirkers in Fillmore's Case Grammar, a framework
that he says undervalues the role of Preposition.

Jackendoff

adopts Chomsky's (1970) Lexicalist Hypothesis as well as Xbcur theory.

Jackendoff subscribes to Chomsky's construal of
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the lexicon because it accounts for comparable structures
found across lexical categories, like complements in (11a)
and specifiers in (lib).

PPs, like NPs and VPs, demonstrate

such structures by following the generalized schemata of base
rules for the syntactic realization of lexical categories
(Jackendoff, 1973).
(11a)
(lib)

X'
X"

—> x-yp
—> Spec-X'

As Chomsky's Tremsformational Grammar developed into the
theory of Principles and Parameters, adpositions continued to
be understood to demonstrate the behavior of other lexical
categories.

The examples in (12) show that English

prepositions ceui be intransitive (a-b) or transitive (c-d).
(12a) John stayed in the house.
(12b) John stayed in.
(12c) John went into the house.
(12d) *John went into.
(12e) *John went into the tabTe
The anomalous (12e) shows that the lexical preposition into
will not tcike just euiy complement but only one selected
according to the sememtic properties of the preposition.
That some prepositions cure intransitive is curgued to account
for verb-particle phrasal verbs whose left- and right-headed
syntax (discussed in section 2 of this chapter) may thweirt a
Lexicalist account (Fillmore, 1968).

Emonds (1976, p. 82)

tries to reconcile aspectual prepositions in verb-particle
constructions with the Lexicalist Hypothesisi '"Post-verbal
pcirticles' eire in fact intransitive prepositions [and] a
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particle movement transformation optionally moves them next
to the verb."
The Lexicalist Hypothesis locates prepositions in eui
open-class lexicon, a move that does not go uncriticized.
Emonds (1985), for example, contradicts his eeurlier (1976)
analysis and decides instead to distinguish prepositions from
lexical categories Noun, Verb, and Adjective.

Emonds' more

recent claim stems from the widespread use of adpositions
across languages to fulfill grammatical functions.

The

apparent open-class lexicality of spatial adpositions shrinks
under overwhelming numbers and high frequency of nonspatial
functions.

Adpositions should not count among a language's

open-class lexical entries since the supposed referential
content representing spatial relations does not sustain it as
a lexical category.
One appealing aspect of the Lexicalist Hypothesis is
that each major syntactic category can be expressed by two
single lexical features, +/- N and +/- V.

This is appealing

since each permutation of the two features represents an
open-class item.
(13a)
(13b)
(13c)
(13d)

+N,
-N,
+N,
-N,

-V
+v
+V
-V

=
=
=
=

a noun
a verb
an adjective
an adposition

However, in Emonds' (1985) theory of syntactic categories,
only (13a)-(13c) cure possible lexical heads.

The head P

(unlike N, V, and A) is not a lexical category; it is a
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greunmatical category, so no formal features differentiate
spatial adpositional phrases from particle adpositional
phrases.

The category Adposition remains unified (as any

formalist would prefer it).

And, like in the Structuralist

framework of C. Fries-Gleason-Hockett and the Case Grammeir of
Fillmore, the category retains the quality of a closed-class
functional element instead of an open-class lexical entry.
One peculiarity of the Lexicalist Hypothesis is that the
lexical category P has a completely negative formal
characterization, [-N, -V].

As N. Fries notes (1990), it

remains to be explained what the eibsence of features should
represents.

He responds by suggesting that the double

negative specification may prevent lexical P-heads from being
inflected and participating in word-formation processes
(ecunnarks of function elements); however, he adds that one
other conceivable feature (i.e., +/- DIRECTION) is primarily
responsible for the formal featural analysis of these lexical
P-heads.

Secondarily, the +/- DIR feature distinguishes

lexical P-heads from other nonnominal and nonverbal classes
of heads.

This added feature confines a spatial relation of

direction (+DIR) or location (-DIR) much like the universal
one proffered ecurlier for cross-linguistic adpositions, so it
may formally identifies the category as a lexical head.
feature captures the fact that adpositions denote space

The
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(direction/location), and it provides a residue of space that
may be a property inherent to other functions.
Unfortunately, even those prepositions that encode
three-dimensional spatial reference present inconsistencies
for a definition in abstract terms.

In the next section, I

contrast computational eind configurational representations of
the information conveyed by adpositions to point out
disadvantages of formal representations.

Formal analyses

that are based on computation, I argue, should be
complemented with configurational representations that are
based on spatial cognition.

The representations that are

discussed later will ultimately help shape the manner in
which adpositions are represented syntactically.

5.

Representing Lexical Adposition
Transfer verbs in the world's languages (such as put,

place, and give in English) include two internal arguments.
One receives its semantic role from the verb, and the other
receives its semantic role from an adposition internal to the
verb phrase.

Prepositions in this situation complicate the

task of their classification as either curguments of a verb or
predicates with an object.

In terms of formal logic, a

preposition in a treinsfer construction plays two simultcmeous
roles: (i) a term filling £ui curgument place of the predicate
signified by the verb and (ii) a predicate assigning an
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argument place indicating the point of reference for the
transfer event.
(14a)
(14b)
(14c)

Max put the ticket in the slot.
Max placed a sheet over the body.
Max gave the paper to the teacher.

The problem for formalizing transfer prepositions within
a predicate-logic framework is that they both fill the
argiament places of predicates and act as two-place predicates
assigning argument positions for two other related entities
(Rauh, 1993; Jackendoff, 1983).

The double function of

transfer prepositions confounds first-order logic.

I suggest

that this complication may present a stable criterion for
defining Adposition.

The space accorded to the three-

dimensional world by Euclidecin geometry necessarily clashes
with the predicate calculus of possible mathematical worlds.
A definition based on space should say that an adposition
that can be simultaneously an argument of a verb and an
argument-assigning predicate must be a spatial adposition.
In other words, the difficulty that Adposition poses for
formal representations provides for it a distinction as a
lexical item and not merely as an inflectional element of
grammatical function.

Rather theui defining adposition by

what it must not do, as in Sveirtvik (1988), I define the
category by what it must do, act as predicate relating
arguments euid, when a peurt of transfer verbs, act as an
argument itself.
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Another formal symbolic system that spatial adposition
confounds is Case Grammar.

In this model, the spatiality of

adpositions confers on the category a referential content
that strains the effectiveness of formal mechcuiisms reducing
all adpositions to morphological inflections.

Case Grammeur

captures how a deep structure (the mental structure of a
clause) is comprised of universal categories housed in the
base of a transformational grammar; it also explains how
transformations derive a surface structure (the spoken form
of a clause) from deep structure (W. Cook, 1989).

According

to Fillmore (1968), the sentence is basically a structure
consisting of a verb and NP(s) that are related to the verb
through case relationships.

Moreover, verbs do not act as

predicates but rather as propositions because all NPs are, at
the base, VP-intemal (i.e., there is no VP-external subject
to be predicated of).
In other words, verbs contain a sentence's eventual
subject (Fillmore, 1969).

Propositions consist of a verb

constituent and other nonverb, NP constituents related by a
set of syntactic functions, as in (15).
(15)

Prop —> V Object (Dative)(Agent)(...)

All NPs inflect for preposition K, as in (16) below.

K may

get erased later in the derivation by tr2msformational rule.
(16)

NP —> K (Det) (S) N
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This formulation allows all lexical constituents to have
lexical heads.

Yet, as easily as prepositions eire now

expunged from the lexicon (since they es^ress deep-structural
case relations and depend on verbs), prepositions yet exist
that bear lexical content (Rauh, 1993).

Even Fillmore

troubles over them.
His proposal for prepositions is that syntactic
functions (Agent, Object, Dative, Instrument, etc.) associate
with prepositions.

Prepositions account for a variety of

sentences transformed from the base into subject-predicate
structures.

But these sentence structures state the same

proposition, as in (17).
(17a) John broke the piggy-bank with a hammer for
his son.
(17b) The piggy-bank was broken with a hammer by
John for his son.
(17c) "The hairaner broke the piggy-bank.
English prepositions by, for, eind with signify cases used to
match underlying relationships between synteix and semantics.
Yet when e:^ressing space, prepositions are
"semantically nonempty" (Fillmore, 1968, p. 21).

In these

instances, adpositions are derived from the lexicon and
selected according to spatial properties inherent to the
adpositional object, for example, at the_dogr, on the street,
in the room (Fillmore, 1968, p. 32).

Spatial prepositions

undercut Fillmore's account of Adposition, but the disabling
factor indicates the identity of Adposition, as it did in
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predicate logic.

The Case Grammar notion that the selection

of prepositions from the lexicon is determined by the spatial
properties of prepositional objects coalesces with Talmy's
(1983) notion of figure-ground.

Thus, a computational model

that struggles with lexical properties in spatial adpositions
is better equipped when united with a configurational model.
According to Case Grammar, the preposition that heads
the constituent Preposition Phrase is selected in accordance
with the intrinsic spatiality (based on the three dimensions)
of its object.

The object position of a prepositional phrase

acts as the ground of a figure-ground relation (Talmy, 1983),
so the spatial properties of the ground determine not only
the head of the phrase but also the configuration of the
entire prepositional phrase.

Recall that spatial adpositions

eire two-place predicates, so they establish a relationship
between two entities by meeins of predicating two arguments,
the figure and ground of a configurational model.
According to a configurational account, two argviments
are associated with an adposition, which signifies the ground
on which a figure may be located.

The ground consists of a

relatively leirge, immovable entity that is used to ascertain
the location or direction of a relatively small, mobile
entity (Vandeloise, 1991).

However, the relation that is

denoted by the adposition yet estcdslished by the ground is
asymmetrical such that the architecture of the synteuc for
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prepositional phrase is determinate:

The ground must be the

sister to the adposition, its object, as in (I8a).
(18a) The bicycle is in front of the house.
(18b) ?The house is behind the bicycle.
(Adapted from Vandeloise, 1991)
Talmy (1983) explains that the asymmetry in (18) suggests the
fioure-ground of all spatial relations holding between
entities or between entities and activities.

This relation

is established by the ground because its spatial properties
influence the form of the adposition, as in Case Grammar.
Talmy claims that spatial material inherent in figure-ground
is translated into grammatical material since figure-ground
relations share an affinity with Case Grammeur's Preposition
Phrase structure.
The spatial material of figure-ground treinslates into
lexical material in another way.

Recall that one reason for

categorizing adpositions as closed-class items is that they
are limited (in relation to nouns and verbs).

But spatial

adpositions must be lexical because th^ convey some
conceptually concrete material (plausibly +/- DIR).

Talmy

(1983, pp. 227-228) states that adpositions are closed-class
items because th^ are limited in number but for a reason:
[Adpositions are] grammatical forms... limited to
quite particular aspects and combinations of
aspects [in representing] a skeletal conceptual
microcosm... an organizing structure for further
conceptual material (including that expressed by
the open-class elements)
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In other words, spatial prepositions seem like closed-class
items because only a limited number of figure-ground
relations can be represented conceptually, euid this limit
restricts the number of expressible spatial relations.
Talmy (1983) presents this notion within a framework
that is rooted in the way that space is mentally represented
and how these mental representations translate into
linguistic forms.

Talmy's (1983) idea is that not every

conceivable configuration is encoded linguistically.

If we

stood at the south edge of a field we had just plowed from
east-to-westr auid the plow was situated at the north edge
directly in front of us, then we would express this
configuration with a single preposition, "The plow lies
across the field."

However, if we stood at the south edge of

a field we had just plowed in a concentric spiral working
towards the middle, and the plow was situated in a three-foot
hole dug at the center of the spiral, then we could not
express that configuration with a single preposition (though
we could invent one, e.g., "The plow is sprouah the field").
Talmy also asserts that the limited number of words used to
describe cind understand space meeuis that the mental
representation of space is eui infrastructural scaffold
without precise contour.

Language, then, reflects the

limited ways that humeuis mentally represent space.

This

assumption challenges syntactic autonomy because the possible
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structures of language are determined by an extralinguistic
cognitive capacity.
Landau and Jackendoff (1993) offer a similar view of
space and cognition.

What we see with our eyes is not

exactly what we perceive with our minds euid consequently is
not what gets linguistically encoded.

What we encode

linguistically roughly corresponds to the way the mind
represents space,^ so linguistic and spatial understcuiding
map onto each other (language drawing on internal
extralinguistic cognitive space, not external material
space).

Cognitive space is mentally represented by (i)

primitive geometric patterns and shape components, (ii) axial
planes in vertical, horizontal, and lateral directions, and
(iii) dimensional j)erception qua Euclideeui geometry (Landau
and Jackendoff, 1993).

Landau and Jackendoff's (1993, p.

219) claim that cognitive space is a stripped-down version of
"a limited number of shape components" representing real
space, and Talmy's claim that cognitive space is a
configuration teUcen from a skeletal infrastructure of real
space are both reminiscent of Takahashi's intuition of
psycho-physiological properties translated from real space
simply into the points, lines, surfaces and cureas of Euclid.

^ The claim that is made by Landau and Jackendoff (1993, p. 218) is
that "any spatial dlHtinctions we can encode linguistically must be
capeU3le of corresponding to spatial representation."
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The open-class lexicality conferred on spatial
prepositions suggests that such prepositions cannot be simply
closed-class elements.

At the center of one argiiment in

support of lexical P-heads (Rauh, 1993), we leam that no
framework for classifying prepositions has cheuracterized the
whole set while many studies have tciken up only subsets of
the category.

My attempt at classifying the whole set is

founded on cognitive grounds, the psycho-physiological
comprehension of material space as a mental figure-ground
relation, and this proposal is a nascent account for the
diverse functions performed by English prepositions.®
Perhaps this proposal is what Gleason (1955) suggests when he
claims that, with some functional elements, the term function
is only sometimes useful because the concept is difficult to
define; thus, a continuum seems to exist for such items,
ranging from the purely grammatical to the considercUsly
lexical.

I would surmise, based on his insight, that the

category Adposition fluctuates along a continuum comprised of
lexical-to-grammatical qualities.
I classify the whoTe set as fundamentally spatial. The lexical
adposition denotes either a location or direction using a figure-ground
structure, the figure being small and mobUe -in relation to the ground,
which is large and immobile. Also, following Svorou's (1993) definition
of a spatial gram, the ground constitutes an already locatable object.
This means that information conveyed by the ground is previously known.
Adpositions which do not denote spatial relations are members of the
category, but they are nonlexical because they do not function with the
complete set of attributes associated with figures and grounds.
However, they stiJ^-Bay -preserve some residue-of the location/direction
reference accomplished by fully lexical adpositions, as I will show is
the case for phrasal verb prepositions.
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In the next section, I identify a basic classification
for the category Adposition.

The primary classification

applies to lexical adpositions as spatial grams, linguistic
devices that detect the location/direction of objects and
events based on previously known locations of objects, which
reflects an essential human skill (Svorou, 1993).

Already

locatable objects tend to be permanent (i.e., large and
immobile) cind are useful in finding small immobile objects
whose locations are unknown.

The consequent figure-ground

relation is identified by em adposition whose spatial
properties seem to be derived from the dimensionality of the
ground (Fillmore, 1968).®

In fact, Adposition's spatial

properties are not derived from the ground but rather from
the mental representation of space derived from perception
(Landau and Jackendoff, 1993; Talmy, 1983).

Adpositions that

do not function in precisely this way are functional
adpositions maintaining a remnant of spatial reference.
Phrasal verb prepositions exemplify this preservation well.

6.

Classifying the Adpositional Set
The primary function is to describe the location or

direction of an object in relation to another object as a
reference point.

According to Svorou (1993), our ability to

Xandaa and Jackendofl (1993) claim that the only adpositions that
appear to be influenced by the dimensions of their objects are the
expressions along and-across in the world'-s -lan^iiages.
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describe an object in such a way is closely related to our
ability to detect eui object in that way, eui extralinguistic
cognitive faculty operating on a psycho-physiological medium.
When a linguistic expression is used to describe space along
a psycho-physiological line, this expression denotes
material, referential content cUsout the real world and, as
such, appears to demonstrate the same linguistic behavior and
constraints as other expressions that convey such content.
Describing spatial relations between objects is the
primary function of Adposition, and it is a lexical category
even though some of its members do not always function in
this fundamental way.

In fact, so many members of the

category do not function spatially that some linguists
dismiss its lexical status and unify prepositions as a
functional category with little material reference.

These

accounts stipulate expleinations for adpositions denoting
space.

Such stipulations become necessciry since the

semantic content inherent in spatial relations cannot be
easily compressed in a category meant to classify nonlexical
content, like grammatical relations.

Accounting for the

semantic content of spatial adpositions resists highly formal
theories that reduce material reference to a computational

Scholars who accept that Adposition is basically lexical sometimes
rely on the notion of a prototype with radiating categories where the
-prototypical levol -is -the most inclusive o£
t^e attributes that
correlate with a category (D'Andrade, 1995).
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formula.

But semantic content has substantial ramifications

for the syntactic structures used to serve a more efficient
method of grammar instruction in English phrasal verb syntax.
In this study, the semantic account for the spatial
reference expressed by adpositions includes a configurational
approach.

By including configurationality, my study does not

reject the computational representations of the category.
Indeed, the figure-ground configuration from Talmy (1983)
adopted here bears a close resemblance to the transformations
of Case Grammeur to explain the lexicality of spatial
adpositions.

So the configurational approach complements a

computational one, and the former provides a very basic
schema for how a semantic structure of the category
Adposition corresponds to syntactic structure, as in (19).
(19)

Spatial Relation
Figt
Adposition

Ground

The configuration acts as a template for which a linguistic
structure bears a striking resemblance.

If it were a

linguistic principle, the template would describe the
subjects of prepositional phrase as figures and the objects
as grounds.

But extralinguistic knowledge of space need not

shape the syntax; instead, it may correspond with a
felicitous representation of the autonomous module.
It may happen that synteix and space have coincidental properties and
"therefore look alike. -The asynmetries demonstrated by figure-ground
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We already know from a psycho-physiological
understanding of the category that universal Adposition
describes the location or direction of a physical object
(figure) in relation to einother physical object used as a
reference point (ground).

A configurational representation,

which is semantic because it tries to capture referential
material, can translate into a grammatical representation.
By virtue of its semantic content, Adposition heads its own
phrasal constituent, the complement of which takes the
position ground, or object of the adposition.

I cover the

position figure in the remainder of this section.
The position figure in (19) houses the phrasal
constituent on to which Adposition Phrase attaches.

The

issue of attachment plays a significant role in explaining
the way English prepositions in (20) associate with verbs
when they form the construction phrasal verb, a matter to be
discussed in the following chapter.

Naturally, the target of

attachment in question is the lexical head of verb phrase
relations, as we saw earlier in (18), may accidentally correspond to
asymmetries in syntactic structure, liJce those discussed by Jackendoff
,^1983)-. In English, we have asymmetries between grammatical subjects
and objects.
ia.
Mcuc entered the room
ib.
Max received the package
iia. *The room bentered Max
iib. -*The-package subceived Max
— The possible verbs in (il) seem unacceptable because they upset a
natural order, Agent-verb-Patient shown in (i), just as the possible
figure-ground relation in (18b) upsets a similar natural order,
small/Hobile-Adposition-Large/lfflmoblle. The spaticil does not
necessarily cause the grammatical, nor vice versa, but the fact they
. share a tendeney-may-xiiiply a deeper nexus betwean spatial and syntactic
modules.
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(VP).

When a spatial preposition attaches to VP, it does so

as phrasal constituent preposition phrase PP in (20a), and, a
such, is the head of its own phrase.

Nonspatial functions of

Preposition, however, lack the semeuitic content intrinsic to
a lexical head.

Though nonspatial prepositions cire members

of the category Adposition, they do not sustain phrasal
constituency (complements and specifiers) and are not
lexical.

So, nonspatial prepositions act as functional heads

(PS) attached to a phrasal constituent NP or a VP as in (20b)
and (20c).

Rauh (1993), employing the schemata in (20),

adheres to the Lexicalist Hypothesis, so the phrase structure
(PS) meurker in (20a) represents a fully projected PP with an
XP in ground position and head V in figure position.
20a. V

20b. V

P

20c. V

YS

The position [Spec, PP] in (20a) reveals that Rauh's
generative framework is Principles and Parameters, not
Minimalist, which is not an issue because it does not involve
phrasal verbs.

Nor is the PS mcurker in (20b), representing

grammatical prepositions meurking case, as Spanish accusative
a, English dative to, or German prepositionless-dative do.
The following chapter investigates the PS mcurker (20c),
representing phrasal verbs.

Rauh capitalizes on the
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projection of P-head in the PS meurJcer for (20a), and, through
a gradual process of head-migration (Nichols, 1986), P-heads
drift toward the heads of other phrasal constituents with
which they most closely associate.

Rauh's system is useful

for uniting the category preposition by recognizing that the
semantic content of spatial relations qualifies it as a
lexical head.
verbs.

But it does not address the issue of phrasal

In the next chapter, I explore what Rauh's analysis

omits, looking specifically into the attachment of
prepositions to verbs.
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CHAPTER III

PHRASAL VERBS:

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

colloquial barbarism, licentious idioms and
irregular combinations
Samuel Johnson

1.

Phrasal Verb Terminology
In reviewing the history of "verb-adverb combinations"

in English, Konishi (1958, p. 128) alludes to Samuel
Johnson's comment above to show how disparagingly this type
of combination was once considered.

In his own time, Konishi

remarked, these complex verb-preposition units had become
acceptable, as reflected in the national motto of England,
Muddle Through.^

This combining of verbs and prepositions

has become so common among speakers of English that it is now
one of the lemguage's most productive constructions:

A list

of over 3000 such combinations can be found in Collins
Cobuild Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (1989).
Phrasal verb now replaces the term "verb-adverb
combination."

The newer expression stands out today among a

^ Dr. Johnson's at-ti-tude sarvlves in the form of a prescriptivisra
inveighing aga±nfft^t:he-nse of these informal ^conbination in favor of
items that convey the same meanings. Kennedy (1920) is a good example
of the regret for the combination's productivity.
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host of contending designations.2

of course, euiy term for

complex verb-preposition units would be better from a
linguist's point-of-view than Dr. Johnson's 'colloquial
barbeirism.'

However, I think that we should take great care

in selecting the technical term for this construction so that
it illxaminates the function eind usage of the prepositions
that are in it.

I distinguish between function and usage in

the following way:

Function concerns the information

conveyed by a syntactic category, and usage concerns the
sentential position taken by a syntactic category.
Each term used for this construction has its attraction.
For instance, Live's (1965) term discontinuous verb implies
an inherently non-contiguous verb-preposition combination.
But her analysis does not support the conclusion that a verb
and preposition are nonadiacent (verb-object-preposition), as
this dissertation argues.

I adopt the term phrasal verb for

the present study primarily because it is most closely
2 A nearly complete list of terms is represented in the following
researchers' analyses. The already men-tioned verb-adverb combination in
Konishi (L958) is also ea^loyed by Nilsen {1972), wood (1955), P.
Roberts (1954), Zandvoort (1953), H. Roberts (1936), and Kennedy (1920).
The term verb-particle construction is used by Pelli (1976) and Lipka
(1972), and verb-particle combination is used by Eraser (1976).
Sometimes the focus of analysis is directed at particles as in den
Dikken (1995) or in Palmer (1968). Preposition is also sometimes
-repi«ed by the—term adverbial, used with phrasal verb as in Spasov
(1968) or with idiom as in Hill (1968). Other analyses focus on the
verb and classic-the-combination as a two-imrd verb (Meyer, 1975; Taha,
1960) or as a separable verb (Francis, 1958, where we also find Curme's
(1947) separable compound and a host of other terms) or as a
discontinuous verb (Live, 1965). The most commonly used term, and the
f—ono adopt^ed
is phrasal verb (Sroka, 1972; Bolinger, 1971;
- Potter, 1965; Mitchell, 1958; Jowett, 1951; Smith, 1925, its first
uaage^ though not_ita_coinage).
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associated with the customs of traditional grammar (Potter,
1965).

This is important because I use two traditional

grammatical features to characterize phrasal verb
preposition, aspect and transitivity.

That is. Phrasal Verb

is not a compound taking the lexically-unified form of a verb
and preposition combined into a single unit of the category
Verb.

It is instead a composite of two non-adjacent

categories, a lexical verb plus a nonlexical, functional
preposition.

The distinction between compound and composite

becomes important in the analysis of the construction, for
the former suggests the syntactic properties of a single verb
while the latter suggests the syntactic properties of a verb
fused with those of a preposition.
But simply establishing a suitable technical term for
the phrasal verb construction is not the ultimate end to
research on its complex nature (Sroka, 1972; Spasov, 1968).
It is more vital to provide that structure with a definite
form in order to confirm the idea that Phrasal Verb is a real
construct.

Therefore, providing the particular form with a

name does not weigh as heavily as defining that form.

The

solution to defining the structure of phrasal verbs lies in
einalyzing the uniqueness of phrasal verb prepositions.

I

proceed on the assunption that, in the composition of a
phrasal verb, the resulting ccxnposite receives a significant
portion of its status as a category from the grammatical
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functions (aspectual and transitive) and the grammatical
usages (adjacent and nonadjacent to verb) of Preposition.
The aspectual cheiracteristics of phrasal verb prepositions
provided in the following sections warrant the preposition a
dual categorical status, partly verbal aspect (an end-point)
and partly prepositional space (a path-goal).

2.

Bolinger's Features for Cheuracterizing Phrasal Verbs
Perhaps the difficulty of characterizing phrasal verbs

is the reason that the subject matter has enjoyed only
sporadic interest since Kennedy's (1920) monograph.

The most

interesting attribute of his study of the phrasal verb
construction is that it used "no criteria... for separating
similar but different constructions" (LipJca, 1972, p. 18).
As Bolinger (1971) reports, scholars have only gradually
approached phrasal verbs, piece-by-piece, following a few
favored criteria without ever considering a complete set from
previous studies.

Bolinger catalogues nine ways of

distinguishing phrasal verbs from other verb-preposition
combinations.^

Discussing all nine tests is not my goal

^

Bolinger's nine tests are given below. All titles, except no. 8,
Tests 4, S, and 8 are discussed in
this section.
"L. The replaceability -test:
a. They worked in the proposals
b. They introduced the proposals
2. The passivization test:
a. They worked in the proposals
b. The proposals were worked in
3. The nominalization test:

r -whl<;h he titled liimBelf, are mine.

,

-
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here, so I will highlight the three that bear on the
identification of phrasal verb prepositions as aspectually
functioning members (end-point and path-goal) of a composite
category.

I will discuss these in this section and return to

them in succeeding chapters.

As background, I review

Bolinger's conceptualization of the distinct composite
stmicture for phrasal verbs.

Then, I discuss the three tests

used to affirm that conception.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Bolinger (1971)
requires that a preposition function in two ways to qualify
as part of a phrasal verb:

It must convey the notion of

motion-through-location (path-goal), eind it must
simultaneously denote a terminus or result (end-point).

In

other words, the direct object of a phrasal verb acts as a
location through which a preposition moves toward its goal;
the goal appears to be the end-point of a verb that is framed

4.
5.
— 6.
7.
8.
9.

a. They worked in the proposals
-b. Their %#orlcing in of the proposals
The preposition>position test:
a. They worked in the proposals
b. They worked the proposals in
The pronoun-position test:
a. They worked them in
b. *They worked -in-them
The adverb-position test:
a. They worked ±he proposals right Jji
b. *They worked right in the proposals
The accent test:
a. These eure the proposals they worked In
b. These are the uniforms they worked in
The definite-noun-phrase test^:
a. They worked the proposeils in
b. They worked in the proposals
The list test:
Phrasal verbs cannot be compiled into exhaustive lists
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as a completed event.

Prepositions must modify phrasal verbs

in a spatial way (motion-through-location) and a temporal way
(terminus or result).

Because of these two chcuracteristics,

prepositions in phrasal verbs form a unique structure, namely
a composite of Verb and Preposition.

But the function of

Preposition in Phrasal Verb differs from its fundamentally
spatial function by operating primarily in a resultative way,
a function of verbal aspect.
The aspectual function of prepositions in Phrasal Verb
constructions is shown by their resultative meanings.

A

result presupposes eui end-point to an event denoted by a
verb.

Modifications to verbs that include their completion

involve a feature of verbal aspect known as telicity.

The

composite structure in (1) demonstrates a resultative clause
that expresses a telic event in the form of a phrasal verb.

NP

VP
V

He

let

NP

the reins out (A: loose, V: go)
(Bolinger, 1971, p. 91)

The interchangeability of Adjective and Verb in parentheses
with the aspectually functioning preposition in let out shows
that the preposition shares a common function with the
adjective eind verb categories.

That is, the function of the
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structure in (1), regardless of syntactic category, is to
predicate a resultcuit state of the phrasal verb object.
Hence, a clausal structure S is embedded in the direct object
NP.

The bare infinitive go and the adjective loose attribute

to the object a resulting condition initiated through the
causative verb let.

The Preposition in Phrasal Verb denotes

a simple result.
And, more radically, it denotes a causation, depending
on the initiation of a causative by the verb.

The extent to

which the preposition in a phrasal verb can be 'causative'
depends on the extent to which the verb directs "the means of
its action" (Bolinger, 1971, p. 95), ranging on continuum
from full causation in (2a) to empty causation in (2b).
(2a)
(2b)

Aim the gun down (verb is full causative)
Get the pill down (verb is empty causative)
(adapted from Bolinger, 1971)

In other words, the preposition in a phrasal verb assumes the
semcuitic role of causative operator when the accompcuiying
verb feebly conveys the means of its action as in (2b).

In

these instcinces, the phrasal verb preposition functions as a
quasi-verb and retains the category usually reserved for a
verb; the verb then relinquishes its specification as
predicating causation (Bolinger, 1971).

The point here is

that resultative meeuiing conveyed by the structure in (1)
requires a predication of causation, and this causative
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quality falls to the verb and the preposition in varying
degrees based on the cause that is initiated by Verb.
This relative causative attribute of phrasal verbs adds
to the resultative sense of the preposition (end-point) a
feeling of "intrinsic consequence," or intentional result
(Bolinger, 1971, p. 76).

The property of causation added to

the resultative mecuiing suggests that the phrasal verb
construction has been designed for a particular semeuitic type
expressing an intended outcome.

This distinctive semantic

character is reserved for phrasal verb constructions, a kind
of individual category that denotes an initiated-resultative
meaning shown in the clausal structure in (1).

The

infinitival and adjectival counterparts to prepositions in
(1) act as initiated-resultative cognates of phrasal verbs
because they too have the same nonfixed syntax found in
causatives (Bolinger, 1971, pp. 75-76).

We shall see that

causation is the source for flexible phrasal verb synteix.
For example, the alternation of the adjectives in causative
predicates (3a-c) and (4a-c) is considered questionably
acceptable, but the nonfixed syntcix of the same adjectives in
noncausatives predicates (3d-f) and (4d-f) is not even
remotely acceptable.
(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
(3d)
(3e)
(3f)

I drained the glass dry.
He pounded the clay soft.
She whittled the stalk short.
I poured the glass dry.
~He worked the clay soft.
She chewed the stalk short.
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(4a)
(4b)
(4c)
(4d)
(4e)
(4f)

?I drained dry the glass.
?He pounded soft the clay.
?She whittled short the stalk.
*I poured dry the glass.
*He worked soft the clay.
*She chewed short the stalk.
(Adapted from Bolinger, 1971)

When this nonfixed syntax applies to two nonadjacent
syntactic categories in a composite structure with initiatedresultative semantics, the causative reading provides the
word order in (4a-c).

(4d-f) reveal that noncausatives fail

Bolinger's most crucial test for phrasal verb prepositions,
the Definite-Noun-Phrase test (1971, pp. 15-16, 61-66).

This

test determines whether a preposition is actually a part of
structure proposed in (1):

If a preposition that appears in

the clause-final position of (1) may also appear between a
verb and its object, then the preposition passes this test.
In other words, the test identifies a verb-preposition
combination as a phrasal verb when the preposition precedes
(as the adjectives in 4a-c) a simple definite noun phrase, "a
proper name or the plus a common noun" that is a direct
object undergoing the change-in-state predicated by a
resultative clause (Bolinger, 1971, p. 15).^

This particuleur

^ The causativity of phrasal verb constructions is critical to testing
verb-preposition combinations but a problem in some verb-adjective
combinationst For instance, consider the causative turn in the
construction "to turn X Y" as in "to turn the mug frosty." The sentence
*It turned black the banana fails Bolinger's (1971) Definite-Noun-Phrase
test (see footnote 3 of this chapter), but the same causative turn with
a more idiomatic reading like "to spoil" passes the test ("it turned
sour the milk"; p. 76). Idiomaticity significantly affects causative
phrasal verb constructions (.see Hampe, 1997).
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test for phrasal verbs is essential because it indicates that
nonadjacent verb-preposition composites cure basic and that
adjacent word order is the alternative, not vice versa.
Other tests do not reveal the nonfixed nature of phrasal
verb syntcix as well.

A less sophisticated version of the

Definite-Noun-Phrase test is the Preposition-Position Test.
It states that phrasal verb prepositions may precede or
follow the direct object of a phrasal verb (Bolinger, 1971,
pp. 10-11).

Bolinger notes that this test is not very useful

because direct objects are normally followed by modifying
words and phrases, like adverbs.

It is therefore not

surprising that a preposition (possibly acting adverbially)
would also follow a direct object.

The distinction made by

the Definite-Noun-Phrase test (that a phrasal verb
preposition, unlike an adverb, may precede a direct object)
helps the Preposition-Position test become more reliable
(Bolinger, 1971, pp. 10, 15).

The test that Bolinger

considered the easiest to conduct is the Pronoun-Position
test.

This test determines that a direct object pronoun of a

phrasal verb generally precedes a preposition.

It is the

converse of the Definite-Noun-Phrase test.
These three tests emphasize the feature to be explored
further in this ch^ter, the nonfixed syntax of phrasal verb
structure.

The Definite-Noun-Phrase test shows us that, in

cases where the structure permits it, the clause-final
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modifier of the resulteuit state may alternatively stand
between a verb and direct object, unlike any other form of
modification.

The Preposition-Position test shows us that

this modification is a possible alternative, but it does not
show us what makes that alternative available (like the
Definite-Noun-Phrase test does).

Finally, the Pronoun-

Position test shows us that this modification is no longer an
alternative, which is the exception to the nonfixed synteix of
phrasal verb structure:

No phrasal verb preposition may

stand between a verb and a pronominal direct object, the only
instance of fixed phrasal verb syntax.

Prepositions obeying

these three criteria fulfill the aspectual function that
characterizes the composite structure of the phrasal verb
construction.
Bolinger (1971) also discusses verb-preposition
combinations that are not phrasal verbs.

He observes that

the key to the making a distinction is Preposition.

Verbs,

he explains, fall not only into phrasal and nonohrasal
classes but also into prepositional or nonprepositional
subclasses (see also Palmer, 1968; Mitchell, 1958).

The

class of nonphrasal verbs involves subclasses of
nonprepositionals as in (5) and prepositionals as in (6).
{5)

to take

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)

to tcUce to
to rely on
to confide in
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Likewise, the class of phrasal verbs involves subclasses of
nonprepositionals as in (7) and prepositionals as in (8).
(7a)
(7b)
(7c)

to put up
to take on
to leave out

(8)

to put up with

In my survey, the proper focus for phrasal verbs is on what
Bolinger calls the phrasal nonorepositional type in (7).
The phrasal nonprepositional category is of interest for
its curious syntax.

As shown by the Definite-Noun-Phrase

test, phrasal verb prepositions may occupy two sentential
positions, either in between a verb and its object or in
clause-final position, the case of nonfixed synteix.

The

possibility of alternative sentential positions for phrasal
verb prepositions is not available when pronominal direct
objects are part of the composite structure, the case of
fixed syntax as shown by the Pronoun-Position test.

This

syntactic oddity of the phrasal nonprepositional type has
been attributed to nongrammatical features, like the
operations of compositional semantics or the pragmatics of
prosody.

One should be aware of these accounts because they

stray from syntactic structure and can lead to the wrong
conclusion that the structure of phrasal verb constructions
is a lexically-unified compound, not a composite formed by a
verb and functional preposition.
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3.

Influence of Prosody on Alternate Word Order
A general peculiarity of prepositions is that their

appearing adjacent to verbs seems optional, as in (9).
(9a)
(9b)

Max climbed (up) the mountain.
Max drank (up) the milkshcike.

(10a) *Max climbed the mountain up.
(10b) Max dremk the milkshcUce up.
But the preposition of (9b) and (10b) enjoys alternative
sentential positions.

These phrasal verb prepositions are

interesting also because that word order alternation is no
longer available in (11a) when the direct object of a phrasal
verb happens to be a pronoun.
(11a) *Max drank up it.
(lib) Max drank it up.
Because pronominal direct objects must occupy the sentential
mid-position in phrasal verb clauses as in (lib), meiny
investigators believe this criterion is sufficient to
identify a verb-preposition combination as a phrasal verb
(e.g.. Live, 1965; Mitchell, 1958; Francis, 1958).
This midposition criterion is often used as the
distinguishing feature of phrasal verbs.

But it leads away

from the grammatical features of aspect, an issue of syntax,
to the pragmatic features of prosody, an issue of phonetics
plus syntax.

Lipka (1972, p. 26) reports that Bolinger in an

unpublished manuscript complains about the midposition
criterion as "the most persistently repeated misconception
about phrasal verbs."

Most others mistcike this criterion for
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a granunatical one because they view the direct object pronoun
as moving to the midposition from a clause-final position in
phrasal verb structure.

Bolinger dismisses this structural

operation, rather identifying it as a prosodic one.

The

prosody of English language interacts with news value^ in the
message expressed by the structure of phrasal verbs:
Pronominal direct objects in phrasal verbs are less
newsworthy than prepositions, which retain clause-final
position and secondary stress (Bolinger, 1971; Erades, 1961).
Appeals to prosody as the source of phrasal verb syntax
go back to the neogrammaricms of the early 20th century who
recognized that phrasal verb prepositions may receive stress
while other prepositions usually do not (see Jespersen, 1924;
Curme, 1914).

A major flaw in these appeals is that they

assume an individual has a previous understanding of verbpreposition combinations from their contextual usage, which
cemnot be expected of those who have not^et mastered native
use of the construction (Kaluza, 1984).

Although some more

recent scholars also make use of intonational features (e.g..
Palmer, 1968; Mitchell, 1958), they do not rely on such
features alone to account for an adjacent verb-preposition in

^ The relative news value of a piece of information calls to mind a
principle of Functional Gramncir known as given/new, in which clauses are
givea (clause-initial-) -and new information
built up according
(clause-final). This idea is also closely related to 'information flow'
(Chafe, 1994), 'communicative dynamism' (Mithun^ 1992), and 'functional
sentence perspective' (Firbas, 1992; 1986). Pronouns are by definition
given information because they have (con)textual antecedents.
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phrasal verb structure.

And while many rely on midposition

as the key factor in determining that Phrasal Verb is a
compound structure, only Teiha (1960) claims that prosody by
itself demonstrates a unified structure for Phrasal Verb, a
single unit of verb plus preposition that acts as eui adverb.®
The neogrammcurians were aware of the inconsistencies in
phrasal verb prosody, however.

One example of irregular

prosodic features is bisyllabic spatial prepositions {intOf
above, between).

Unlike their monosyllabic counterparts,

such prepositions receive secondcury stress, like a phrasal
verb preposition would.

Plus, in the verb-preposition

combination come in, stress may fall on either constituent
depending on the contextual information about the forbearance
expressed by the speaker (Kaluza, 1984).

It would appear

that prosody interacts in a number of ways with pragmatics,
in this instance.

Because it is such an interactive aspect

of language, prosody cannot offer the kind of consistency
that would allow explanatory generalizations as other
approaches that prosody has supplemented.

4.

Influence of Semantics and Syntax on Alternate Word Order
Semantic and syntactic accounts are rcurely pursued

together.

Each analysis focuses on a different type of

^ Vein Dongen (I9T9) refers to the phrasal verb preposition simply as an
adverb, which is a liberal interpretation for Erades (1961), who views
it: -as -a pred.icate, -aace like a verb.
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feature to establish sets of criteria.

Semantic analyses

concentrate on issues of closeness between the verb and
preposition combined to form a phrasal verb, or how close the
meaning of the phrasal verb is to the original meeining of the
verb and preposition comprising it.

Syntactic analyses

concentrate on issues of attachment between a verb and
preposition combining into phrasal verb.

For example, how is

attaching to a verb qualitatively different for phrasal verb
prepositions than it is for prepositions that do not fulfill
an aspectual function, like spatial prepositions?

Batteries

of syntactic tests are customeirily used to show that
aspectually functioning prepositions associate with verbs,
but spatial pr^ositions associate with their objects.
One syntactic test is question-formation.

This test,

along with several other simileur procedures, reveals that
spatial prepositions like in (12b) have a closer syntactic
relationship with the objects following them than the verbs
preceding them (Fraser, 1976).

The syntactic attachment of

spatial prepositions to their objects permits a preposition
to follow its object to the head of the sentence, what Ross
(1967) called oied-piDina.

Because aspectual prepositions do

not pass the syntactic question-formation test as in (12a),
they do not sheure the same point of attachment with verbs as
do spatieil prepositions.
(12a) *Up what did Max drink?
^2b) Up what did Max climb?
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Methods used to gauge differing points of the adhesion
between prepositions and verbs have often involved semantic
attributes, not just strictly syntactic ones.

Because

syntactic tests like question-formation show that phrasal
verb prepositions associate with verbs and spatial
prepositions do not, a semantic account assumes that this
syntactic analysis reveals the verb-preposition combinations
of phrasal verbs as forming a single unit of two lexical
items tightly fit together into one syntactic category.

The

degree of adhesion between a preposition and a verb is said
by a semantic account to be a syntactic relation, but it is
not syntactically determined.

The relative point of

attachment of a preposition to a verb is semantically defined
by compeiring the meanings of the two syntactic categories
that are combined to form a phrasal verb with the meaning of
the newly formed single compound lexical structure,^ that is,
the closer the meaning of the new compound to the old
originals, the more adhesive the syntactic attachment of verb
and preposition.
The problem of adhesion is actually comprised of two
separate problems.

The first concerns the phrasal verb's

syntactic complications (fixed vs. nonfixed word order).

,

The

^ The concept: of the compound category used here is based on an
understanding that a phrasal verb forms a semauitically inseparable
'sense-unit' (Felli, 1976). Despite the fact that pronominal objects
separate these units, ^ey still function-cis-single lexical items.
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second concerns its semcuitic complications (a synthetic unit
with content that veiries in dissimilarity from its
constituent parts).

Naturally, the second problem receives

the greatest attention in semantic accounts.

For example,

the semantic approach would observe the closeness of the
meaning of the verb hangr and preposition up with phrasal verb
hang up in (13) in comparison to throw and up with throw up
in (14).

The meaning of the phrasal verb in (13) is deduced

from its constituent parts, unlike the phrasal verb in (14).
(13a)
(13b)

Max hung up his painting.
Max hung his painting up.

(14a) Max threw up his dinner.
(14b) Max threw his dinner up.
(14c) (Meuc threw up.)®
Rather than remark on the nonfixed syntax of phrasal verbs,
semantic accounts concern themselves with the fact that the
phrasal verb hang up is about "hanging something in an upward
direction" but throw up is not cUsout "throwing something in
an upward direction."

Alternate word order may simply be a

matter of moving a phrasal verb preposition optionally (with
noun phrase objects) or necesseurily (with pronominal objects)
to clause-final position.
® If this particular phrasal verb were originally transitive and then
became intransitive after a deleted NP disassociated from it, then it
would serve as an eKcellent example of a ca^fee^ery in transition, a
lexicc^ item that becomes a grammatical marker through a communicative
process of pragmatic extension (i.e., the deleted NP is understood but
unspoken). Because the meeming of phrasal verbs like throw up do not
resemble the meanings of their constituent parts, they cilso show the
kind of behavior indicative of categories in transition (6. Fielder,
-personal communication, -March 14, 1999).
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My solution to the problem of adhesion calls for greater
attention to nonfixed synteuc in phrasal verbs and for ein
explicit answer to the question of how verbs and prepositions
adhere to each other by addressing the syntactic attachment
of verb and preposition.

5.

Adhesion Problem:

Figurative and Systematic Attachment

As mentioned earlier, some analyses identify the source
of phrasal verb synteix with a set of nonsyntactic criteria.
Prosodic analyses show only that intonational patterns
interact with several aspects of language, so prosody may not
provide a consistent way to form generalizations about
phrasal verb structure.

Because of prosody's interactions

with other language systems, semantic eind syntactic analyses
have been sought to reveal the source of the nonfixed syntax
of phrasal verbs.

Many analyses assume that verb-preposition

combinations are unified lexical entities because the
preposition associates more "closely" with a verb than with
eui object, as evidenced by some syntactic tests.^

The

syntactic adhesion between verbs emd prepositions in phrasal
verbs has been exploited to create a continuum of degrees of

^ At the turn of the century. Sweet (1900; in Sroka, 1972, p. 15, my
emphasis) used tfag^term group verb for the phLAual verb construction
where prepositions act adverbially and thus are "closely connected with
the preceding verb."
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closeness between the phrasal verb's meaning euid the meaning
of constituent verb eUid preposition.^®
A steadfast semantic method analyzes the relative
degrees of syntactic adhesion based on the closeness of a
phrasal verb's meaning to the original mecinings of the
combined verb and preposition,

Regardless of how one

measures degrees of adhesion, one cannot escape the fact that
a pronominal object must interrupt that unity by changing its
structure, even if a phrasal verb functions as a single unit.
These facts inevitably lead us back to

^2

syntax.

go, the

issue of semantic closeness between the meaning of a phrasal
verb construction and that of its two constituent peurts
should be syntactically determined.

That is, the several

degrees of adhesion created by the point of syntactic

Kennedy's (1920, p. 9, my emphasis) verb-adverb combinations
describe phrasal verb prepositions as adverbials which are not "'welded
together with uni-foEm -dosenesa [but] differ -gceatly in respect to
closeness of combinations [such that it is] a hopeless undertaking to
attempt to classify every [one] as either close enough... or loose
enough.'"
Kruisinga (1911; in Fraser, 1976, p. 64) states that a relationship
between a verb and prepositions that act as "adverbs of place" in
phrasal verbs can tie either "very close" or, in special instances,
"extra close" to the verb.
The idea of an extra close verb-preposrtion attachment is portrayed
syntactically in Poutsma (1926; in Fraser, 1976) because in phrasal
TOT-ha a verb and its complement are compounded ^gether such that they
^ form a close union that is sundered only by a direct object pronoun.
Kruisinga (1911; in Fraser, 1976) also contends that fully-fledged noun
phrases rarely intervene between a verb and its complement ad-prep in
phrasal verbs.
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attachment of preposition to verb may be defined by the
relative semantic influence of the preposition.
Two degrees of adhesion to be explored in this section
are a figurative and a systematic degree.

Phrasal verb

prepositions may experience either a figurative semantic
closeness or a systematic semantic closeness with the verbs
that they attach to.

A description of these two degrees

(Fraser, 1976) presents figurative phrasal verbs as idiomatic
frozen forms that do not express the same invariability of
modification as systematic phrasal verbs.

The difference

between the figurative degree and the systematic degree is
determined by the preposition's effect on the verb's
selectional features.

The phrasal verb preposition

influences the acceptability of the figurative idioms in (15)
and the systematic modifiers in (16) by unpredictably or
predictcUsly altering the meaning of the verb as well as
influencing the verb's ability to have a direct object.
(15a) Mcix looked up the address
(15b) *Max looked the address
(15c) Max scaled down the models
(15d) *Max scaled the models
^5e) Max figured out the puzzle
(15^^
figured the puzzle

A focus on syntactic features often has semantic implications:
Jespersen (1924, p. 323) suggests this in his observation that the
sentential position of phrasal verb preposition influenced their
-semantic functioa;
When the particle comes after the object, this must be
governed by the verb, cind the pcirticle accordingly is an
adverb;~but. when the particle precedes the object, both
alternatives ctre possible [i.e., adverb or preposition].
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(16a) Max
(16b) Max
(16c) Max
(16d) Meix
(16e) Max
(16f) "Max

ate up his breeikfast
ate his breakfast
drank down the juice
drank the juice
tore out a piece of paper
tore a piece of paper
(Adapted from Fraser, 1976)

Fraser (1976) states that the phrasal verbs in the
sentences (16a), (16c), and (16e) involve a verb and
preposition attached to a systematic degree.

While they all

differ in meaning from the bare-verb stems in the sentences
(16b), (16d), and (16f), the phrasal verbs differ from the
bare-verb stems in precisely the same way, namely a direct
object enters a resultant state by dint of the action of the
verb.

He also observes that both verbs and phrasal verbs in

(16) share identical cooccurrence restrictions:

At no time

ceui an instance of drink up occur where drink cannot.
Figurative verb-preposition combinations do not have
identical cooccurrence restrictions like their systematic
counterparts, yet they do retain the ability to alternate
their word order like all phrasal verbs, indicating an
initiated result.
Fraser's (1965) dissertation is a good example of a
semantic analysis of Phrasal Verb.

It implements syntactic

tests to determine which prepositions associate with verbs
but then uses the results of these tests to identify a
semantic source for alternating word order.

In his

dissertation (see Lipka, 1972), Fraser employs several
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syntactic criteria to conclude that the phrasal verb
construction must be an idiom made up of compounded elements
that are inseparable units.

This conclusion is based on

results from syntactic tests, like these three:
Question-formation:

Up what did Max climb? vs. *Up

what did Max eat?
Parenthetical-interruption:

Max ate up, without a

pause, the cake that we baked vs. *Max ate, without a
pause, up the cake that we baked
Infeasible-conjunction:

*Max looked up the results

and over the charts
Eraser's early research supports the analysis of phrasal
verbs as idiomatic expressions comprised of compound verbs
and prepositions forming single lexical units.

Eraser's work

had a tremendous effect on transformational grammar in
English.

Lipka (1972, p. 24) explains that Eraser's

dissertation eventually served as a basis for Legum's (1968)
derivational transformation.

That transformational rule

applies to a unified category, a single syntactic constituent
or idiom qua Katz and Postal (1964).

According to Legvim's

proposal, English phrasal verbs are compound lexical entries
formed by verbs and j>repositions which structurally underlie
surface strings of the word order verb-object-particle (the
eventual output of Legum's Forward Pcurticle Movement rule).
Previous semeuitic analyses typically provide the phrasal
verb construction with some consistent explcinations.

They
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account for figxarative euid systematic degrees of semcintic
closeness that are determined by how much syntactic influence
the preposition exerts over the verb's cooccurrence
restrictions.

They have also shovm that these degrees exist

by virtue of some point of syntactic attachment between verb
and preposition.

However, they stop short in examining the

syntax of phrasal verbs because their analyses end with
syntactic tests that only show a preposition to associate
more closely to the verb than to the object.

Such tests

accept that phrasal verbs eire idioms, or lexically-unified
compounds, a conclusion I challenge in the next section.

6.

Analyses of Phrasal Verb Based on Lexical Idiom Bias
Fraser (1976) mentions Katz and Postal's (1964) work to

explain his understeuiding of phrasal verbs in a theoretically
neutral way for a general audience.

However, his analysis of

Phrasal Verb characterizes the construction as one of Katz
and Postal's lexical idioms, "a single constituent or series
of constituents, whose semcintic interpretation is independent
of the formatives which compose it" (Fraser, 1976, p. v).
Evidence against postulating the lexical-idiom status for all
phrasal verbs is Fraser's (1976) own list of verb-preposition
combinations.

In the list, we find prepositions that cire

attached to a systematic degree, as exemplified in (16).
Prepositions that affect verbs in predictable, systematic
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ways cure comprised of subsets, including those that retain an
adverbial force thanks to their original spatial attributes
(Fraser, 1976).

Phrasal verbs hang up and tear out, for

example, are semcuitically dependent on their formatives since
their meanings eire easily deducible from the meanings of the
constituent verbs and prepositions.

They should not qualify

as the lexical idioms of Katz and Postal.
But the function of a systematic degree of verb
modification by prepositions adds a further problem to the
lexical idiom framework.

Another systematic subset, the

completive sense of the preposition, comprises a considerable
number of the systematic verb-preposition combinations in
(17), yet the subset also populates idiomatic, figurative
combinations in (18) that are much more common than
systematic combinations (Fraser, 1976, pp. 6-7).

A

completive meaning denotes an end-point for the verb's
action, culminating in the resultant state of the object.
(17a)

Meuc drank down the soda in five minutes,
(complete)
(17b) *Max drank down the soda for five minutes,
(incomplete)
(18a)

Meuc looked up the word in five minutes,
(complete)
(18b) *MeUc looked up the word for five minute,
(incomplete)
Both systematic and figurative combinations express a sense
of completion in sentences (17a) and (18a).

Each degree is

reminiscent of Bolinger's feature terminus/result.
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Figurative combinations by definition should display the
greatest idiomaticity, or the greatest independence from
initial formatives.

But their semeuitic content seems largely

dependent on the systematicity of modification made by the
preposition.

To account for this problem, Fraser claims that

the systematic denotation borne by the completion subset of
prepositions is essentially that described in Whorf (1956, p.
70), an activity done to completion.

By appropriating this

description into his general analysis, Fraser weakens an
approach that is already too much focused on semantics
(figurative idioms) and not enough on syntax (systematic
composites).
Fraser's conflation of such disparate frameworks of
linguistic description, from Katz and Postal to Whorf (from
the universal to the relative, no less), is too drastic in my
opinion.

Further, his investigation of the semantics eind

syntax of English phrasal verbs proceeds from the unexamined
assumption that all phrasal verbs are idiomatic compounds.

A

more critical study would question the formal syntactic
appciratus (generative model) through which a verb eind
preposition attain their sentential position.

It would also

investigate the putative abstract semantic features
(aspectual relations) that are manipulated by the linguistic
system.
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7.

An Aspectual Analysis of the Phrasal Verb Preposition
This section emphasizes syntax, particularly the

traditional granunatical features of phrasal verb
prepositions.

My study of nonfixed phrasal verb synteuc

begins with a focus on how the aspectual features of these
prepositions interact with transitivity.

I solve the

adhesion problem by presenting prepositions as associating
with verbs but not forming idiomatic compounds with them, as
figurative combinations suggest.

Instead, I propose that

Preposition associates with a verb as an independent category
functioning in a systematic way.

The systematicity of the

phrasal verb preposition's invariable modification suggests
the regularity of a syntactic operation, not the variation of
an idiomatic one.
Analyzing prepositions as manifestations of verbal
aspect morphology resolves the adhesion problem.

Some

researchers have noted the proclivity for spatial
prepositions to mark aspectual distinctions (e.g., Bybee and
Dahl, 1989; Brinton, 1988; Chung and Timberlake, 1985).
Others have capitalized on the notion of a sepcurable
preposition to explain a compositional semeuitic process
inherent in combining a verb euid preposition into a phrasal
verb (e.g., den Dikken, 1995; Tenny, 1994; Pustejovsky, 1991;
Dowty, 1979).

Everyone examining these aspectual

prepositions is informed by a distinct set^ of theoretical
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assiunptions about aspect and thus has some predetermined
objective, like proposing a general theory of aspect or a
predicate calculus for computing aspectual denotations.
goals are simpler;

My

first, identify the role of aspect in

English phrasal verb syntax;

second, limit theoretical

assiamption to the examination of aspectual morphology as the
nucleus of linguistic development.

This investigation

devotes itself to cin examination of the phrasal verb
construction in relation to the semantics of verbal aspect
and the meinner in which the meaning it denotes is manifested
by morphosyntax.

I take as my formalization of the raw

materials for moiphosyntax from Tenny (1994; 1992).

7.1

Tenny's Description of Aspect
Tenny (1994) describes the English phrasal verb (and its

counterparts in Russian, Finnish, and Mandarin) in terms of
how aspectual information (semantics) must coincide with
grammatical structure (synteix).

She emphasizes how both

systems share formal expressions.

That is, semantic and

syntactic representations involve material similar enough to
facilitate the mapping of a given structure onto a particuleur
mecining, a linking theory, as in Tenny (1992), Grimshaw
(1990), Jackendoff (1990), eind Fillmore (1968).

Tenny views

phrasal verb prepositions as performing a semantic function
(operating as a secondcury predicate) that ascribes both a
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temtxaral-bound (path-goal) and a measurina-out (end-point) to
an event by specifying that the event travels through the
phrasal verb object completely (Tenny intentionally suggests
Bolinger's spatial and temporal features).
The aspectual properties of temporal-bound and
measuring-out exhibit more than just single morphosyntactic
features of verbal aspect.

These properties are actually the

symbols that are common to both semantic and syntactic
systems and therefore make possible the mapping of structures
of one system to the other.

The semeuitics of phrasal verb

aspect has been described as a telicized event, a verb
combined together with telicizer prepositions (Carlson,
1997).

Because phrasal verb prepositions predicate a

resultant state, the completive semantics of the preposition
has also been intei^reted as a perfectivized event with a
morphosyntactic operation that is post-lexical, or beyond the
lexical property of telicity (Bybee and Dahl, 1989).
Regardless of the way completion is expressed by either
lexical or grammatical morphosyntcuc, a resultative meaning is
conveyed by the composite structure made up of the two
syntactic categories adhering together.

The adhesion of Verb

and Preposition occurs through the asj)ectual concepts of
temporal-bound and end-point, which are mentally represented
by the symbolic roles of oath-terminus euid measure-out.
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These two aspectual roles constrain linking between semeintics
and syntax (Tenny, 1994; 1992).

7.2

An Adhesion Solution:

Aspectual Roles Attached to Verbs

Though considered completely separate systems, semantics
and syntax are proposed by Tenny (1994, p. 2) to be "visible
to each other through a neurrow common vocabulary."
common vocabulcury includes delimitedness.

This

Delimitedness is

the consequence of simultaneity of two linking constraints,
the aspectual role measure-out accompcinied by the aspectual
role path-terminus.

However, delimitedness is not simply a

property of the verb; it is also a part of the constituents
internal to a VP.

VPs possess a certain structure, on

Tenny's analysis, that includes a direct internal position
for the measure-out role and sometimes eui indirect internal
position for the path-terminus role, which together delimit a
VP.

An example of this internal structure (Tenny, 1994, p.

11) is the sentence Tom ate an apple up.

The direct object

eui apple measures out the event through the constraint played
by its aspectual role, linking lexical semeintics (resultative
end-point) and lexical syntax (direct internal argument).

Tenny's delimitedness resembles several notions of telicity from
r—earlier research, including achievement/accomplishnien-t (Vendler, 1967),
- definite change (Dowty 1979), event^ (Mourelatos, 1981), boundedness
(Jackendoff, 1990) and culmination (Moens and Steedman, 1988).
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The measure-out role ceuinot delimit the event all by
itself because it lacks a peurameter that is associated with
the event structure.

The subparts of event structure involve

the spatial extent of the affected direct object plus the
distance/time of the event.

These subparts are unified

through a resulting change-of-state (Tenny, 1994).

Without

these two subparts, a verb like eat, for instance, has only
varying degrees of resultative end-points, reflected in (19).
The adverb halfway indicates gradient stages of being eaten
to which the affected object measures out its end-point.
(19)

Max ate an apple halfway.

As if embodying the missing event structure parameter, the
preposition up disambiguates the resultative end-point for
the verb eat.

Because it instantiates a completed end-point,

up enforces delimitedness on the measuring-out argument
(direct object) by assuming the aspectual role path-terminus,
telicizing the event in (20).

The spatial extent of the

direct internal argument has been totally affected as a
resultant state, so it is delimited by a temporal-bound.
(20) *Max ate up em apple halfway.
But Preposition in Tenny's (1994) analysis is implicitly
ambiguous because it consolidates the measuring-out with the
path-terminus of a given

she assumes that

event.

Since Tenny invokes Bolinger's (1971) two mandatory features for
phrasal verb prepos±tion3, motion-through-lncatxon and result/terminus,
she seems to attribute two aspectual roles to the preposition. The
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prepositions function in an aspectual role of measure-out
like a direct internal argument plus path-terminus like an
indirect internal argvmient.

Thus, she combines two linking

constraints on the mapping of syntactic structure ([measure]
and [path, terminus]) to separate templates of semantic
composition.

In the next section, I expemd on Tenny's

analysis of phrasal verb aspect to tease apeirt the conflation
of two aspectual templates [measure] and [path, terminus].

7.3

Teasing Apart [measure] and [path, terminus]
I separate the templates by focusing on the semantic

operator DO as well as the original spatial features of the
lexical preposition.

The relation of this semantic operator

to the phrasal verb construction is carefully laid out by
Dowty (1979), who associates phrasal verb prepositions more
with transitivity than with aspect.

By assuming Dowty's

reading, along with semantics of a functional application
proposed in Kratzer (1994), I distinguish between the two
semantic templates of Tenny (1994), who collapses them
together in the case of phrasal verbs.

By separating these

templates and assigning them to a composite structure, I can
account for nonfixed phrasal verb syntax based on ein einalysis

result is a confla-tion of the aspectual template [measure] with the
template [path, terminus], reserved for indifect internal arguments as
in ditransitive constructions. I believe Tenny attributes both
ten^lates to Preposition so that phrasal verb constructions do not share
the same exact structure of double object constructions.
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of prepositions that is primarily aspectual (a grammatical
property that prompts form-meaning mapping) but is also
associated with the grammatical feature of transitivity.
Phrasal Verb receives a formal compositional semantic
treatment in Dowty (1979).

The composite structure is

subsumed under the factitive/instrumental construction (e.g. ^
hammer the metal flat) because it denotes both causal event
and resulting state (Dowty, 1979).

Dowty reacts to Fraser's

(1976) holding events constant and varying resultant states
or varying events and holding resultant state constants
(systematic and figurative, respectively).

Dowty argues that

phrasal verbs are not single lexical items of joined verbs
and prepositions but instead composite constructions made up
of an activity verb (an unbounded event) and a preposition,
forming an accomplishment verb (a bounded event) and
expressing a resultant state.

These accomplishment phrasal

verbs signify a manipulative causation (as opposed to
directive causation) that is initiated by the agent of ein
event which affects the direct object.

Because verb eind

preposition each act as predicates according to his analysis,
Dowty concludes that two semantic operators are at work, one
CAUSE and an added DO taken from Ross (1972).

Dowty is not

completely satisfied with this latter operator, but it gives
his analysis the transitivity of controlledaility.

That is.
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when an event is controllable, the causation of another event
by the initial event is also controllable (Dowty, 1979).
Not a direct treinslation of transitive-controllable DO,
Kratzer's (1994) analysis of external argviments inspects a
proposed light verb DO as interpreted in Hung (1988).!®

As in

Lcirson (1988), a VP is comprised of an upper V-node and a
lower V-node.

This is shown in (21).

The upper V-head,

Kratzer explains, is empty except for a lexical element that
introduces an agent argxjment in its Spec.

The light verb is

interpreted not as a lexical head DO but a functional head
Voice, still located directly above the lower VP in (21).
(21^^J^ice^

Spec

^^^Voice^

^oice

VP
Spec

V
V

XP

I join together Kratzer's functional head Voice, furnishing
the functional application needed to introduce agents, and
Dowty's semantic operator DO, a secondary predicate ascribing
and agent's unmediated control over a resultant state.

The

basis for my conjoining of these two entities is established
through an investigation of einalyses that are provided in

Light-verb DO is also discussed in Speas (1990) as a verb in
lexical-conceptual semantics higher thcui the matrix Verb, and in Hale
and Reyser (1987-)-as-an extra verb head at ~D-9tructure.
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Travis (1997) and Ritter and Rosen (1997), which compel us to
attempt such a unification (through the operation Movement).
Travis (1997) addresses the structural facet of the dual
nature of verbal aspect.

Aspect is sometimes determined by a

lexical structure, referred to as akt ionsart.

Aktionseurt

involves both event type (e.g., unbounded or bounded) and
event participants (e.g., causative agent, affected object).
Aspect is also determined by a syntactic structure taking the
form of grammatical inflection called perfective/imperfective
or nonprogressive/progressive.

She proposes two functional

heads for each structure, one for lexically inherent
idiosyncratic properties, and another for grammatically
generated predictable properties, or L-syntax and S-syntax,
respectively.

The functional projection Event Phrase

sustains the boundary between the productive (S-syntax) and
the nonproductive (L-syntax) levels for the structural
configuration of events, as in (22).
(22) VP
Spec

>S-syntax
V

V

SP

>Event Phrase
-»L-syntax
ASDP

-^verb root
Also of interest is Travis's (1997)
(Aspect Phrase).

projection of AspP

This functional head immediately dominates
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the VP projected by a root-verb, essentially the same
position of Kratzer's functional Voice Phrase.

Without fully

describing Travis's proposal, the basic function of her AspP
is to insinuate the feature of telicity (+/- incomplete),
which is intrinsic to lexical causative (as opposed to
productive causative) morphosyntax of Malagasy and Tagalog.
The morphosyntactic behavior of the lexical causative
concerns the asj)ectual feature telic, allowing for basic
resultative semantics.

Working from a different set of

languages, Ritter and Rosen (1997) also seek to distinguish
aspectual structures by separate functional heads.

In their

proposal, one functional head operates in initial-bound
languages that highlight the agent of event structure, and
the other functional head operates in terminal-bound
languages that highlight the patient of event structure, as
in English.

The functional head that licenses terminal-

boundedness also denotes delimitedness, as in Tenny (1994).
And the structural j)osition of the Functional Phrase DelimP
stcuids immediately above VP, as do Travis's AspP and
Kratzer's VoiceP.

The morphological items occupying DelimP

heads, according to Ritter and Rosen, cure the two delimiters
-ify and -ize.

Phrasal verb prepositions are in

complementciry distribution with these delimiters, as (23)
shows.

For example, a deadjectival verb formed from the

adjective fancy as in (23a) is ungrammatical unless the
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aspectual preposition up is combined with it as in (23b). But
if a deadjectival verb is formed by combining fancy with -ify
as in (23c), then adding the aspectual preposition up as in
(23d) makes an otherwise grammatical sentence ungraimnatical.
(23a) *The paintings fancied the room.
(23b) The paintings fancied up the room
(23c) The paintings fancified the room.
(23d) *The paintings fancified up the room
The distinction between the initial-bound and terminal-bound
languages is that the latter (including English) allow
delimitation without initiation; but they do not allow
initiation without delimitation (i.e., a resultative reading
without a causative reading is forbidden in phrasal verbs).
I claim the initiation-delimitation connection is what
prepositions in English phrasal verbs achieve.

Preposition

denotes heightened transitivity in that the direct objects of
phrasal verbs undergo a change from A to not-A (PustejovsJcy,
1991) under the authority of volitional agents.

This

initiated-result meaning is illustrated in (24), with
readings that are ordered from low to high transitivity.
(24a)
(24b)
(24c)
(24d)
(24e)
(24f)

The
The
The
The
Max
Max

shop is closed.
shop is closed up.
shop closed.
shop closed up.
closed the shop.
closed the shop up.

Binnlck: (1991) claims that phrasal verbs cl.osely resemble causative
semantics. Recall, a causative reading underlies nonfixed phrasal verb
,—syntax in. Boliii9«r,-wtia intrerpre-ts resultative aeman-tica in Phrasal Verb
- as intrinsic consequence, or an intended result caused by eui agent.
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Prepositions designate a temporal end-point, or telos, for
verbs that lack or nonexplicitly signify telicity, or the
aspectual feature of delimitedness that facilitates mapping
of meaning and form (Tenny, 1994; 1992).

The meaning of

phrasal verb structure (and its kindred forms) instantiates
itself through the semantic operator DO (Dowty, 1979), and
the syntactic form of the phrasal verb's meaning asserts
itself primarily through a functional head dominating matrix
VP (Ritter and Rosen, 1997; Travis, 1997; Kratzer, 1990).
Data supporting this construal is provided by spatial
prepositions performing similar functions in other languages.
Salish prepositions encode degrees of control by agents
over actions.

For example, an out-of-control agent in kwis

"to fall" lacks a control particle and a neutral-control
agent in kwis (t)s

"to drop" uses a guasi-control particle.

However, a full-control agent in kwis in

"to throw down"

uses an adposition, or a spatial gram, to denote complete
control of the event (Davis and Demirdache, 1997).

Moreover,

prepositions in Salish constructions like kwis in carry a
full-control plus a "path" reading, purportedly related to
the prepositions of English phrasal verbs (S. Demirdache,
personal communication, June 21, 1997).

This sense of path

from an initiator to delimited object is indicated by
prepositions.

They identify an initiation of an event and

determine its end-^oint, a dynamic situation involving
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change-of-state.

Intrinsically, prepositions meirk path.

But

they also heighten volitionality/agency such that the more
volitional/agentive the action is, the more dynamic it is
(BinnicJc, 1991).

A volitional agent signals complete control

over an event being denoted by a verb, but controlleibility
over events is not morphologically associated with agentivity
but with transitivity.

Thus, in chapter 4, eui event that is

to be understood as controllable will be marked where
features of transitivity eire found in phrase structure.
The control demonstrated by a volitional agent bears
strong affinity to the complete control of an event that
Hueing assigns to Mandarin Chinese ba-constructions (see
Tenny, 1994).

Quickly reviewing the construction. Mandarin

ba influences the customary word order for clauses.

When

particle ba attaches to SVO word order in Memdarin, the
clause changes to SbaOV, so the addition of the particle
conditions movement of the direct object.

However, when ba

attaches to a clause, the direct object NPs are understood to
be definite (Mandcurin has no articles, so definiteness is
drawn from context).

Huang designates the notion of control

to the Mandarin ba-construction based on the definiteness of
its direct object.

The definite status of the direct object,

Huang claims, suggests control by an agent since its action
is directed at a known referent in a highly transitive
environment.

He interprets ba not as a preposition, the
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usual interpretation, but as a light verb (J. Huang, personal
communication, July 2, 1997Prepositions activate
heightened transitivity, so they associate with verb internal
properties, and phrase structure architecture provides a
suitable position for this function, light verb.
Technically, though, the position of light verb is not
verb internal if that is understood to be inside VP.

I am

not inclined to extend Huang's native intuition of Mandarin
to the case of English phrasal verb prepositions, which would
interpret them as light verbs occupying a position
immediately above VP.^^

Rather, I maintain the structure

proposed by Bolinger in (1) on page 61, where the preposition
is internal to VP and nonadjacent with the head verb.

But

when an aspectual preposition appears adjacent to the verb
(the alternative of 1) then it moves to the light verb
position.

In the next chapter, I flesh out more fully the

structure in (1) and its alternative verb-preposition
adjacency attained by the syntactic operation of movement.

I

adapt (1) to a Minimalist framework, which uses morphology as
the key factor in structure-building processes and syntactic

Chinese zai denoting progressive aspect is also a preposition, "at,"
which Huang also views as a light-verb.
Extending Haang~"s intuition to aspectual prepositions has
implications for an analysis of English phrasal verbs. A diachronic
, .analysis of phrasal .verbs (M. Roberts, 1936-y claims that such
prepositions once were preverbal, still preserved in some English verbs
like overturn and undertake. These verbs form an original Indo-European
'tmesis,' a preposition that is precontiguous to a verb and deteinnines
"the spatial range of the predication" (M. Roberts, 1936, p. 466).
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operations.

Before fleshing out the Minimalist structure, I

devote the next section of this chapter to a review of aspect
since the morphological features of focus in the next chapter
are aspectual.

Aspect is a grammatical operation on lexical

items, influencing the shape of eui event structure.

8.

Aspect as the Shape of an Event
Only prepositions that alter the shape of an event

structure can change the event type denoted by the verb.

The

change in phrasal verbs is from an atelic to a telic
interpretation, and controlleibility over the telos produces
the nonfixed phrasal verb syntax that is by now familiar.
Aspect and transitivity (qua causative-control) grammatically
represent the shape of the event structure, an interpretation
depicted by a totally affected object (initiated-result) in a
heightened transitive change-of-state (causative-control).
No one can tell which of aspect's subtle nuances serves as
the essential factor influencing how grammar represents
temporal interpretations of event structure.20
Yet one thing appears very sure from a study of
aspectology.

Aspect appears to be fundamentally associated

with the presence or absence of a temporal-bound.

This

understanding of temporality is not in the sense of time.

While Friedrich (1974) indicates that the essential fact of aspect
is that it must concern durational features, others cleLim that aspect is
.—ascertained sepacateftly -fcooL duration (e.g., Ghang and Timberlaker 1985).
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which is usually represented grammatically by tense.21

Steele

(1976) distinguishes between the time denoted by tense cind by
aspect;

Tense situates an action at a certain time, or a

temporal focus, while aspect ascribes to an event a temporal
contour.22

Temporal contour is the shape that an event

structure takes, an idea that closely resembles Holt's (1943;
in Friedrich, 1974, p. 4) wonderfully simple description:

"a

way of conceiving a passage of action."
Holt's words describe contour well.

He defines aspect

as a modification of how an event might be understood to have
transpired (e.g., a completed result that is initiated by a
controlled cause) as opposed to when or if it transpired.
Dixon's fl995> temporal perspective captures the idea that
the category aspect conveys one's personal disposition toward
an event.23

i define aspectual contour along the lines of

Smith's (1996) temporal point-of-view, a choice in expressing
an event made by an interlocutor to cast a particular
temporal light on the situation denoted by the event.

I

choose this definition because it provides aspect with the

21 Tense is the system referring to the point in time that an event
relates to a temporal ~£ocus, usually now, or the instance of speech
(Aikhenvald and Dixon, 1998).
22 Steele's account is reminiscent of both American and European
,—Structuralismr whoro aspect is respectively-described as an event's
- temporal contour, or distribution (Hockett, 1958) and as an event's
inherent temporal values (Jakobson, 1957).
23 Dixon's term temporal perspective involves how aspect interacts with
other grammatical systems tense and mood (see Bybee and Dahl, 1989;
Chung and Timberlake, 1985 for interaction). I concern myself only with
perspective. or personal point-of-view.
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sense of a personal point-of-view chosen by individuals for
shaping an event structure reflected in morphosyntactic
operations.

Recall that aspect has been proposed to involve

two types of morphosynteuc, Ceirlson's (1997) telicizers and
Bybee and Dahl's (1989) perfectivizers (one a lexical
operation and another a grammatical operation, respectively).
The remainder of the section distinguishes between the two to
identify which type phrasal verb prepositions are members of.
The issue to be explored is whether lexical operations
involve point-of-view.
The idea of point-of-view is very thoroughly laid out in
Comrie (1976).

He explains that individual inclinations

toweird expressing situations are grammatically encoded from
either one of two viewpoints.

One viewpoint is inclined to

express the duration of an event without specific regard to
its initiation or termination, and the other viewpoint is
inclined to express the completion of an event without
specific regard to the length of its duration.24

situations

are thus grammatically expressed according to these two
viewpoints, one personal point-of-view es^ressed from the
inside of cui event (duration) eind another expressed from the
outside of an event (completion).

Each sentence in (26)

In using the first viewpoint, "no explicit reference to the
beginning and the end" of an event is made while in asing the second
vie%#point the event'-s "-beginning, middle and-end [are] rolled into one"
(Comrie, 1976, pp. 3-4, my emphasis).
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demonstrates the two viewpoints for expressing event
structure, or two availcible shapes for eui event type eind
event participeuits that are profiled in the temporal contour
of either duration and completion

The first viewpoint in

each sentence concerns ein inside point-of-view, and the
second sentence concerns em outside point-of-view (English
sentences in [26b] and [26d] are glosses for Russian and
French counterparts in [26a] euid [26c], respectively).
(26a) Russian:
Ivan cital {imperfective; inside>, kogda ja vosel
{perfective; outside}
(26b) English:
"John was reading {progressive; inside} when I
entered {preterite; outside}."
(Adapted from Comrie, 1976)
(26c) French:
Quand il r6digeait {imperfective; inside} son
essai, voil^ son ordinateur qui est tomb^ {pass6
composg; outside} en panne.
(26d) English:
"While he was writing {progressive; inside} his
essay, his computer failed {preterite; outside}."
(Adapted from Fleischmann, 1990)
One's perspective can be adjusted in English by using
progressive verbal morphology for an internal point-of-view
"to spread out [the event] over a certain period of time"
(Chafe, 1970, p. 175) or by using nonprogressive verbal forms
to esteiblish an external point-of-view with a "total view of
the situation" (Bybee and Dahl, 1989, pp. 87-88), that is, to
roll an event into one single time period.
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The single time period within which an event structure
is rolled UP involves the relationship of an event frame to
the predicate of a given clause.

The event frame can either

rest outside the event structure, in which case, aspectual
morphology signifies a rolling up of the predicated event
type and event participants (completion), or the event frame
can rest inside the event structure.

In this case, aspectual

morphology signifies a spreading out of the predicated event
type and event participants (duration).25

Relating an event

frame to a predicated event structure by choosing a personal
point-of-view involves morphosyntactic operations associated
with grammatical aspect because the distinctions these
viewpoints make for an event are marked explicitly by
auxilieiries and inflections (Shirai, 1993).26

The aspectual

morphosyntactic operation demonstrated by nonfixed phrasal
verb syntax differs from aspect's grammatical function.
Grammatical asj)ect provides an individual with one
point-of-view to roll up an event structure of a clause by
placing an event frame outside its predicate.

But this

rolling-up function does not include the predication of a
25 Chung and Timberlake (1985, p. 214) say that; "the predicate can
- -occur wholly wi^thiivtlie event frame." I understand this to be the
rolled-up shape of an event, contained by an event frame exhibiting
—Coorie's outside viewpoint. Chung and Timberlake also note that a
predicate can "occur over a large interval of time that includes the
event frame." I understand this to be the spread-out shape of an event
containing the event frcune, comrie's (1976) inside viewpoint.
26 Examples of grammatical aspect in (26) are progressive morphology in
(26a) wmm reading and the imperfective morphology of Russian in (26b)
,—cxtal -axid French-in t^€c) c^digemit.
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temporal-bound on the event structure.

The predicating

function performed by phrasal verb prepositions is exhibited
by a morphosyntactic operation related to lexical aspect.
Lexical aspect, or aktionseirtr is a matter of morphosyntax
involving situations denoted by verbs.

Such morphosyntactic

operations make reference to the situational characteristics
determining the aspectual class of verbs (Smith 1996; 1991;
Shirai, 1993).

Aspectual class categorizes the status of

event types (Bakker, 1994; Mourelatos, 1981; Vendler, 1967).
Event type is determined by the dispersal or nondispersal of
energy (activity or state) and the immediacy or delay in the
upshot of dispersed energy (achievement or accomplishment).
Grammatical aspect does not involve the same sensitivity
to situational facets in event types and event participants.
Aspectual prepositions are sensitive to situationality
because they ascribe a clause with a temporal-bound by
fulfilling the aspectual role path-terminus.

Aspectual

distinctions of point-of-view, internal to the linguistic
system, are grammatical and denote two ways for an individual
to view the real world, which is exterior to linguistic
systems (Shirai, 1993).

These grammatical distinctions,

relating predicated event structures to event frames, are
disassociated with information eibout the exterior world
because grammar is external to real world information emd
conceptual-world awareness.

Because the morphosyntactic
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operations of grammatical aspect function regardless of the
aspectual class of a given event type, the individual
viewpoint of duration may still be selected by a speaker
using an event structure predicated with a temporal-bound as
in (27).

As (27) shows, the temporal-bound instantiated by

aspectual prepositions in phrasal verb constructions remain
subject to morphosyntactic operations of grammatical aspect.
(27) Max was eating up the apples when I came home.
The morphosyntactic operations of grammatical aspect
appear to function regardless of the aspectual class of the
event type.

The temporally bound aktionseurt signified by the

phrasal verb eat up is spread out across the event frame by
progressive morphology in (27), so a lexically inherent telos
need not necessitate an event structure to be rolled up
inside the event frame.27

Distinguishing between grammatical

aspect and aktionsart is not controversial.

However, it is

debatable whether the two different systems are entirely
disconnected.My analysis of nonfixed phrasal verb syntax
in the next chapter suggests a connection, in so much as a
feature of eiktionsart exhibits a morphosyntactic operation in
Aktionsart:, Comrie (1976) contends, should be excluded from
aspectology because it demands too fine a grain to make useful
generalizations about the relations holding between the event frame and
the -predicated event structure. I disagree-because aspectual
prepositions alter event frcunes in predictable ways, though not in the
same manner as his point-of-view alternations.
^ Vendler (1967) shows how English progressive morphology is generally
prohibited by event types that are states (?ffe is knowing the answer)
and achievements {'iShe was reaching the top). "This observation shows
that lexical and grammatical aspect interact and are not disconnected.
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the guise of an inflection or auxiliary, an aspectual
preposition of telic function (result) but perfective
direction (causej.29

Therefore, I mean to show that the

nonfixed syntax of phrasal verb prepositions does involve
grammatical properties (though not specifically those of
grammatical aspect).

It is important to understand that the

phrasal verb construction involves some grammeir since the
theoretical account of the composite phrasal verb event
structure will serve the instruction in phrasal verb syntax.
The two alternative word orders displayed by aspectual
prepositions arise from the manner in which this particular
pcirt-of-speech influences the subparts of the phrasal verb's
event structure.

9.

Analyzing Phrasal Verb Aspect:

The Present Study

I have es^anded on Tenny's (1994) analysis of aspect as
the information used for mapping the lexicon to syntax by
means of the internal contour of the event.

My expansion

29 One relatively neutral portrayal of aspect is that it influences
predicates in two ways, to remain constant: or change over time (Chung
. -and Timberlake,
. Another depicts aspectual information as
material for a parameter of discreteness that distinguishes event
structures as either constantive or completive (Hopper, 1982). Phrasal
verb prepositions predicate not only a telos but also a completive
change over time due to their causative-control semantics.
The adhesion in syntactically attached verb and preposit^ion of
phrasal verb constructions allows the alternating word order of
aspectucil prepositions! They bind the subparts of event structure,
^—namely the spatial extent of the affected -object -and the distance/time
_ of the performed verb, by predicating a resulting change-of-state
(Tenny, 1994).
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includes a semantic-control reading and a syntactic light
verb position.

I have assumed the control reading but not

the light verb position for phrasal verb prepositions.

I

will explain more fully in the next chapter why I consider it
a landing site for movement.
(28).

For now, take the sentences in

Aspectual up in (28a) illustrates a control reading of

unmediated agency over a direct object in a highly treinsitive
change-of-state.

The light verb do in (28b) illustrates an

emphatic reading without specified causative agency.
(28a)
(28b)

Max closed up the shop.
Mcix d i d close the shop.

The idea of an agent causing a completed event is conveyed
more precisely by the control reading than the light verb
usage, which simply emphasizes the truth-value of the event
having occurred.

Rather than associate such prepositions

with light verbs, I favor Brinton's (1988) analysis of them
as retaining a significant remnant (iconic path-goal) of the
original spatial gram denoted by the lexically functioning
preposition.

The phrasal verb preposition's role in the

internal contour of the event demonstrates only one of
Tenny's (1994) aspectual templates [path, terminus], not also
the template [measure] played by a totally affected object as
claimed there.
as light verbs.

Thus, aspectucd. prepositions do not operate
They operate as nonlexical functional heads.

Because they heighten tremsitivity, their nonfixed syntcuc in
phrasal verbs is derived in conjunction with a functional
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head Transitive, added to heads Voice and Aspect (Jelinek,
1996).^^

Prepositions fundamentally perform what Hopper and

Thompson (1980, p. 252) term carry over, the more dynamic an
event, the more transitive it becomes.
Reserving the required compositional and derivational
formula for next chapter, the phrasal verb prepositions that
eventually interject their transitive features constitute a
secondary predicate, ascribing a path argument to an event.
The predicative character of these prepositions finds a
staunch proponent in Tenny (1994).32

one elegant articulation

for a formal analysis of aspect as a nonverbal predication is
reported in Smith (1991), where event structures are
classified as (i) ongoing or cumulative event types and event
participants and (ii) resultant or quantized event types and
event participants in a predicate calculus devised by Krifka
(1987).

Krifka's mathematics distinguish event types that

are activities (cumulative) from accomplishments

Jelinek's manuscript "Voice and Transitivity as Functional Heads in
Yagui" adopts a more extreme version of Rratzer (1994), in that
^ - fanetieRal heads introduce all arguments in a clause, not just external
ones. Hy idea is that a path identification function is required for
^^establishing the appropriate aktionsart betwepn the functional head
preposition and the object NP argument introduced into the event.
The idea of a phrasal verb preposition as a predicate dates back
some time. In analyzing Wood's (1955) account of phrasal verb
prepositions, ~Eraaea (1961) reveals that Wood''a analysis of nonfixed
phrasal verb syntax viewed the event either as an ongoing activity
,—^sefositien left-of object) or a resultant state (preposition right of
^ object). Due to the resultative semantics, the "liberal interpretation"
of a phrasal verb preposition as an "adverb of place or direction" must
give way to a "predicative" rather than an "adverbial" reading of any
aspectual preposition "XBrades, 1961, p. 59^.
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( q u a n t i z e d ) H i s formal representations are aspectual in
nature because they show that nonverbal predicates,
cumulative and quantized objects of verbs, affect the
temporal interpretation of events.
Krifka's notions cure formulaically elegant as well as
explanatory.

When a thing or an event is quantized, a path

moves through the event structure, thus providing the clause
a telic aspect.

Clauses derived from cumulative things and

events have no such paths and receive atelic aspect.

The

path ascribed by an aspectual preposition is a secondary
predicate, like quantized nominal predicates, and path
modifies one's temporal interpretation of event structure.
By predicating a temporal-bound, phrasal verb prepositions
influence the internal contour of the event structure by
altering its shape.

10.

Preview of Phrasal Verb Analysis
Phrasal verb prepositions alter the temporal contour of

event structure.

Therefore, they participate in conveying a

personal point-of-view toward a situation.

They do not

33 Krxfka's mathematical analysis is cogently summarized by Smith
(1991, p. 33). The analysis emphasizes the function of path in
—cleteEsiAing aspectual -distinctions between-activity and accomplishment:
The idea is that a quantized event or thing involves a path that
traverses the entire internal structure , whereas cumulative
events and things have no such path traversing them. Krifka
models precisely the way in which telic predicates are quantized
and atelic predicates are cumulative, using the notion of path.
—He presents a formalism which shows -how-noninal predicates
influence temporal interpretation of verb constellations.
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indicate grammatical aspect, but phrasal verb prepositions
partake in a grammatical operation, accounting for nonfixed
syntax.

Nonfixed phrasal verb syntax involves the syntactic

operation of movement, stimulated by the interaction of
lexical aspect, or aktionsart, with the relative treuisitivity
of verb internal event peirticipeints, Direct Object and
Preposition.

Treuisitivity relates to causation in Phrasal

Verb, namely an agent controlling a definite object NP that
is totally affected and ushered into a resulteuit state.

In

the next chapter, I develop the phrasal verb structure in (1)
of this chapter (page 70) and focus on how definiteness
influences transitivity and the alternative word orders
enjoyed by aspectual prepositions in English phrasal verbs.
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CHAPTER IV

A MINIMALIST APPROACH TO PHRASAL VERB ASPECT

1.

Introducing the Analysis
My proposal depends on the relative strengths of

transitivity in two linguistic elements to be compared with
each other.

I employ an approach that capitalizes on

comparative criteria for deriving structure, the Minimalist
Program (Chomsky, 1998; 1995; 1993).

This approach reduces

the derivation of structure to a competition among alternate
descriptions of structure, the most economical derivation
blocking all others from realization.

This competition for

grammaticality suggests a way to link event structure in
semantics with phrase structure in syntax.

The criteria for

competition are related to aspect (telicity) and transitivity
(causation).

Operating through aspect, the mapping of

meaning and form is suggested to be constrained by a
bootstrapping mecheuiism (Gleitman, 1990; Pinker, 1987). I
follow Van Hout (1997a; 1997b) in assuming that the search
space for linking syntax and semantics involves aspectual
information.
In this chapter, I apply issues covered in the previous
chapter to instcinces of phrasal verb constructions.

My

application involves a Minimalist syntax for phrasal verbs.
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Nonfixed phrasal verb syntax results from competing
derivations compared to each other according to features
(aspect and treuisitivity) that determine the most economical
combinatory computations.

Features relate to phrasal verb

event structure and motivate a Minimalist linking theory.
The theory assxames a system in which elements combine into a
derivation that economically checks features.

Checking

features comprises a mapping function using internal contour
of event structure as a linking device to phrase structure.

2.

A Summary of the Minimalist Program
The Minimalist Program explains the manner in which a

grammar operates with as few theoretical devices as possible.
But Minimalism is not a theory.

It is rather a program for

linguistic theory (Chomsky, 1998).

The Minimalist Program

(MP) emerges from previous generative models.

Traditionally,

generative grammarieins claim that acquiring the cibility to
produce and comprehend language stems from a biologically
determined system. Universal Grairanar (UG).

U6 regulates the

combinations of linguistic elements for grammatical sentences
through combinatory computations.

This computational system

as construed by the MP compares combinations using economic
criteria; thus, a ^ammatical sentence is the most economical
of all possible combinations from the same linguistic
resources cind features.

And the MP's feature-checking system
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is associated with a "function mapping experience" that links
UG phrase structure to a particuleir lexicon (Chomsky, 1993).
As with generative theories of the past, the presence of
the lexicon acknowledges that language meikes infinite use of
the finite means at its disposable.

These means involve UG

and the lexical properties inherent to syntactic heads,(e.g.,
[+/- N, +/- V]).

The lexicon is not a bare output condition

for MP to accommodate but is an integral part of any minimal
model.

The lexicon provides UG with the phonetic and logical

properties to be represented directly at PF and LF interface
levels.1

Lexical material becomes responsible for licensing

argxunents and representing them in well-formed grammatical
configurations.

The MP lexicon specifies idiosyncratic

properties to which parameters apply only.2

idiosyncratic

properties of the lexicon (sound and mecining) are interpreted
according to the principle Full Interpretation.^

The

^ In the MP, only lexical properties are parameterized. Consequently,
the computational UG system is invariant and represents the only
.—l-anguage other than the lexicon. Linguist^tc-development reduces to
ascertaining lexical idiosyncrasies: phi-features serving PF, lambdafeatures serving LF, and sigma-features serving to relate PF and LF to
pure representations of theta-structure and theta-relations created by
computational transformations and chaiJi-formations using lexical
elements (Chomsky, 1991; Chomsky, 1986a).
^ "This new role for the lexicon preserves the spirit of a Principles &
Parameters tenet limiting descriptions of language-particular phenomena
to pareunetric values restricted either to lexical properties or to
poirn-a in rtoT-iving t-ho T.p frnm D-structure^ -Mhfire sentences also get
mapped to PF (Chomsky and Lasnik, 1993).
^ The principle is devoted to grammatical well-formedness at interfaces
for Phonetic Form (PF) and Logical Form (LF), which connect the faculty
for language to other cognitive systems external to it (Chomsky, 1986a).
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structure building process of sentences is more closely
related to the MP's other guiding principle. Economy.
The principle of Economy requires that all computational
operations be guided by conditions on representations, which
obey a last resort triggering mechanism.^

This mechanism

thwarts possible failures in meeting the conditions on
operations of structure building (Chomsky and Lasnik, 1993).
In the MP, structure building consists of two operations.
Move and Merge;

The former simply moves elements in a phrase

structure tree, and the latter forms structures from lexical
and functional resources as well as from other incompletely
constructed trees by means of a combinatorial combination
that is a generalized transformation.

Other relevant

information on structure-building processes includes the last
chance timing of movement, an operation constrained by two
least effort attributes. Greed and Procrastinate.

Greed acts

as a general constraint on the computational operation Move
by assuring that structure-building processes apply only to
the moving element.

Also a general constraint on movement.

Procrastinate ensures that no element moves until necessary.

^ Perhaps the most important Principles & Parameters notion extended to
the MP is "last resort" (Chomslcy, 1986a, p. 143). The significance of
^ - the idea is infecced €-cea. the eventuality 4:4»t-MP-traces cire caseless, a
consequence of a condition on forming chains from base-generated
argument positions (theta-roles) to case-marked landing sites for
constituents undergoing movement (Chomsky, 1986a, p. 137). In the MP,
last resort tendencies become a last chance timing for movement that is
constreiined by "Econoniy.
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These two constraints on Move, plus the Minimal Link
Condition (assuring that moved elements land at the necurest
relevant site), reveal that structure-building operations are
determined by the exigencies of morphology (Chomsky, 1993).
Morphology drives movement because grammatical features of
lexical heads must be checked against those of functional
heads or the derivation will not satisfy conditions due to
uninterpreted features an interface level.

Lexical elements

that are used to build up structure are fully inflected with
all prerequisite morphology attached, so functional elements
must be added so that the lexical elements' features cein be
checked and interpreted for interface conditions.^

The

strength or weakness of features on functional heads produces
all manner of word order combinations for languages.®
My MP summaiy is now complete.
Interpretation and Economy.

I have discussed Full

The first principle manages the

interface between lexical material (sound and meeuiing) and
the computational UG system.

The interaction between the

® If an unchecked feature enters an interface level, the derivation of
the SD fails to meet conditions on convergence and crashes. Features
r—are-nominal (number,-case, gender, person,-etc.) and verbal (number,
case, person, tense, aspect, etc), as necessary, and they may be strong
(f!hflr!ircri hofnrft pp ina-hnif«-oH) or weak (checkfid—after PF instructed).
L ® An example illustrates how a feature-checking system determines two
differing word-orders: in English, N-features on the functional head
Tense are strong, which requires that a Subject move before spell-Out to
check the head of T's strong N-features, leaving verb and Object behind
to form SVO word-order; in Japanese, the N-features of functional heads
,—Xease-aad Agreemeafe are stfoag, which re(pii£e»-4y)at Subject emd Object
— move before SpelX-Out. to check the T's and Agr's strong N-features, thus
producing SOV word-order.
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lexicon and U6 becomes significant when the discussion turns
to mapping semantics cind syntax.

The second principle

manages the combinatory computation of linguistic resources
used to build up sentences (i.e., how U6 combines lexical and
functional elements into grammatical sentences).

The

combination of resources becomes significant when the
discussion turns to an account of phrasal verb syntax based
on nonadjacent verb-preposition combinations.

I turn to this

discussion in the following section.

3.

Minimalist Derivations of Phrasal Verbs
The next subsection concerns why a nonadjacent syntactic

base is proposed for phrasal verb constituents.

My reasons

for this involve a close reading of one proponent for
adjacency (Diesing and Jelinek, 1994) and one for
nonadjacency (den Dikken, 1995).

Subsection 3.2 concerns why

two apparently separate syntactic entities as in (lb) should
be adjoined to satisfy conditions on convergence when the
same conditions cire apparently met by the base-generated
nonadjacent composite in (la).
(la)
(lb)

Max looked the information up.
Max looked up the information.

Since there is no recourse to optional alternatives in a
Minimalist framework, my estimation of alternating word order
rests on the obligatory movement of preposition through the
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interaction of definite phrasal verb objects,^ a contextual
feature, and transitivity, a grammatical feature.

3.1

A Lexically-Unified Phrasal Verb Compound Construction
Diesing cind Jelinek (1994) make several assumptions

about the varying word orders in (1).®

Their foremost

assumption is that verb and preposition in phrasal verbs are
lexically unified.^

Other assxunptions are (i) a Specifier

of XP precedes X', (ii) a Verb must move from VP to position
Asp,i° and (iii) accusative NPs must move to [Spec, VP] for
case.
XP

ii.

Asp'

Asp

iii. VP
VP

T
-V

YP

Diesing and Jelinek's first assumption addresses phrasal
constituent architecture.

A condition on the configuration

of maximal projections (XP) of phrasal heads (X) states that
all Specifiers precede structures projected by heads (X'), as
in (2).

^ Definiteness may be more accurately described as specificity, a
feature that generates screimbling of phrasal categories in a number of
languarges (S. -Kar-wiri, -personal communication,-Ma^ 4, 1999).
8
assumptions are based on Johnson (1991).
—3 This assumption, has a -ptofound impact -on an MP account in deriving
structure from the resources used to build sentences because it raises
the question of whether a phrasal verb like look up is numerated, merged
and moved singly as <loolc up> or separately as <loolo and <up>.
Johnson (1991) refers to this position as |a.
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(2)

XP
Spec

X'
X

(YP)

This assumption tcikes on grave imporkcince for Diesing and
Jelinek's proposal since it accounts for the optional word
orders in (1).

Alternate order stems from two accusative

case assignment positions^ [Spec, VP] and [Spec, AspP].
Diesing euid Jelinek's second assun^tion involves a
functional head sister to VP (Johnson's |a), where V must move
(to license case assignment of shifting direct object NPs at
[Spec, VP]).

I limit myseif to one seminal work on Object

Shift, Holmberg (1986).

Holmberg's (1986) analysis redefines

accusative case assignment, extended from the verbal head (V)
to any traces produced by it as it moves up the tree to
another functional head Tense (T).

Following Johnson (1991),

Holmberg claims that the verb must adjoin to |i as in (3) to
ensure object case assignment in the position [Spec, VP].^!
(3)
VP
|a

Spec

V
V

NP

Later in the derivation, V will move up to functional head T (sister
of |XP), but the trace of v left behind acts as a case asslgner when the
direct object con^lement of V moves to VP's Specifier position to
satisfy the Case-Pilter <see Holmberg, 198£, -pp. 176-184).
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Diesing and Jelinek's thixd assumption involves a
Principles and Parameters notion close to the MP model,
featxire-checlcing between head and Specifier.

Direct objects

move to [Spec, VP] for accusative case, a structural case
assigned to NPs occupying Specifier positions.

Movement of

accusative NPs as in (4) resembles an MP checking of casefeatures (versus Principles and Parameters case assignment).

(

Vi

Asp Spec

V
ti

NP

Diesing and JelineJc construe that phrasal verbs prepositions
remain attached to V's trace in VP while direct objects raise
for case, forming the requisite verb-obiect-oreoosition word
order expected.

If prepositions move to Asp along with V,

then we should expect verb-oreoosition-obiect word

^2

order.

Assuming that an object shifts also permits the movement
of pronominal objects to AspP's Specifier in order to retain
their contiguity with V after it moves to T as in (5).

This

movement must be required of weak pronouns so that conditions
on the Case Filter in Scandinavian eind English can be
satisfied (Johnson 1991, p. 613).

Alternative preposition positions are shown. In the diagrams below:
tTP...T lookl [MP...M tl [VP...V tl up [NP the Information]]]]
[TP
T
K tl ap2 [VP
V-tl ^2 [MP the InfoEmatlon]]]]
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ASDP
T pronoun Asp

Asp

ti
tpro
ti

tpro

Weak pronouns check case by traveling to [Spec, AspP] and
remaining as contiguous as possible to V.

For successful

case-checking to occur, the head Asp must move along with V
on its way to T, so V must strand a preposition as in (6)
since the presence of prepositions renders Asp immovable.
(6)

V
t

NP
"Preposition

Movement of pronominal direct objects occupies Diesing and
Jelinek's (1994) Minimalist euialysis of the phrasal verbs.
Presumably, the lexical head V <look up> enters the
syntax and combines through Merge, as in (7), with a direct
object NP, in the case of weak personal pronouns (like
<them>, <him> or <her>), a clitic pronominal head.

Following

Haegemann (1992), Diesing and Jelinek claim that clitic
pronominal heads are not of the same syntactic specifications
as NP constituents, like a definite NP combined by merging
<the> and <information>.

Phrasal catejgories eire specified by

[+/- V, +/- N] and also by [+/- meucimal, +/- projection]
(Muysken, 1982).

Full NPs receive [+ maximal, + projection]
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specifications, yet pronominal clitic heads, as all clitics
(Van Riemsdijk, 1991), receive [+ maximeil, - projection],
permitting them to attach to head V [- maximal, -projection].
Specified as such, pronominal clitics are represented by NQ,
expressing accusative case plus number and gender.
(7)
V
V

NP
Prt

NS

I

I

I

looked

up

it

Clitic specifications indicate that they have no intermediate
projection level ([- projection]).

Hence, NQ projects

directly onto NP ([+ maximal]) without N'.
Clitic pronominal NS attaches to V, which solves the
Minimalist dilemma over the apparently optional sentences in
(1).

Diesing and Jelinek (1994) explain that options for (1)

are unavailable for a pronominal object clitic, as in (8).
(8a) Max looked it up.
(8b) *Max looked up it.
A Minimalist model expects this outcome:

two sentences from

the same numeration; one crashes (8b), the other converges
(8a).

Inherently definite pronouns move out of the scope of

existential closure because they introduce free vcuriables
without existential representation and create a mismatch with
V's scope properties (Diesing and Jelinek, 1994).
Thus, NS attaches to V for a ride out of VP.

Attachment

involves head-movement whereby object j)ronouns raise with
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main verbs out of VP (Diesing and Jelinek, 1994).

The tree

in (9) indicates simulteineous movement of the two elements.

Asp

Spec

Preposition
For a clitic pronominal to get a ride out of VP, a separation
of the verb and preposition united in the phrasal verb must
be accomplished.

The unified phrasal verb separates

apparently at the point that the pronoun escapes existential
closure by attaching itself to newly separated V, and the two
elements land at Asp.^^

3.2

A Nonadjacent Phrasal Verb Composite Construction
Diesing and Jelinek (1994) explain one nonoptional

derivation of phrasal verbs, the postverbal position of
object pronoun clitics separating a unified verb and
preposition.

I tcike the separation of verb and preposition

as the underlying form of English phrasal verbs as in (8),
repeated here in (10).
(10a) Max looked it up.
(10b) *Meix looked up it.

For reasons of interaction between clitic raising and aspectual
morphology in Egyptian Arabic, Diesing and Jelinek choose the name
-Aspect
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As per Minimalist tenets, derivations of one set of
linguistic resources compete against each other for
grammaticalit^ eind one converges, the case in (10).

Unlike

Diesing and Jelinek, I take the nonadjacent phrasal verb in
(10a) as the numerated structure originally merged from
lexical and functional elements (Chomsky, 1995) and eirgue
this numeration with evidence from indefinite pronouns.

Not

all pronouns esc^e from VP's scope and demonstrate optional
word order (11).
(11a)
(lib)

I needed an umbrella, so I picked one up.
I needed an lunbrella, so I picked up one.
Adapted from Diesing and Jelinek, 1994

The verb-preposition-pronoun word order of (lib) converges on
the assumption that an indefinite pronoun like one may retain
an indefinite interpretation at LF and need not escape VP
before scope-fixing (Diesing cind Jelinek, 1994).

Presumably,

in (11a), one does not retain an indefinite interpretation
and escapes existential closure like inherently definite
personal pronouns.

In such cases, verb separates from

preposition to permit pronominal object clitic to attach to V
and ride out of VP.

Under my construal, verb and preposition

are root-structural]^ nonadjacent and joined together when
preposition attaches to V as a result of feature-checking.
Phrasal verbs resemble small clauses (den Dikken, 1995).
A verb has as its complement a functional head predicating a
secondary attribute of

curgument: in the instance of (11),
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functional preposition <up> with features [telic, transitive]
eind the pronoun <one> with features [telic, transitive, ACC].

Phrasal verb small clauses include prepositional heads with
only external arguments, so these small clause heads are
unergative prepositions (den Dikken, 1995).

In (11), I

accept that indefinite pronouns allow alternative word order
unlike personal pronouns with inherent definiteness, just as
in Diesing and Jelinek.
But I further assume that the property of indefiniteness
associates with low transitivity (Hopper and Thompson, 1980).
Thus, a transitive feature interacts with a definiteness
feature taken from context.

Indefinite phrasal verb objects

are not highly transitive and thus do not beeur transitivity
features.

Phrasal verb objects, regardless of definiteness,

bear telic features because they are small clause subjects of
unergative pr^ositions, a position for totally affected NPs
(den Dikken, 1995).

Yet if indefinite phrasal verb objects

have no transitive feature, they cannot check the transitive
feature on an unergative preposition, functioning aspectually
and thus highly transitive (Hopper and Thompson, 1980).

An

unchecked treuisitive feature requires aspectual prepositions
to save the derivation from crashing.

I claim that aspectual

prepositions, which are functional heads of small clauses,
move as clitics to Asp as in (12) in order to attach to V euid
take a ride for checking the treinsitive features.
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Asp

V

Functional clitic head PQ gets a ride with lexical head V to
functional head Transitivity (Tr).

A transitive functional

head is selected, projected and merged as sister to AspP at
LF.l^

Thus, functional head Tr stands between previously

constructed functional projections AspP eind TP, as in (13).
(13)

Tr

AspP

My MP account for English phrasal verbs pivots on
merging small clause constituents Preposition and Pronoun.
Merge performs a combinatorial computation where one merging
members forms the head of binary set while the other forms
the set of the two combined elements (Chomsky 1995).

The

head of a binary set determines the label of the set,
resulting in structures informally r^resented by X-bar
theory.

rphe product in (14) is the small clause complement

Selection of the bead Tr occurs after strong N-features of T are
checked against the NP subject in [Spec, AgrP] when the T head is raised
by V to the functioRal -head Agr.
Since the MP has done away with X-beir theory, the operation
^ producing (14) i» not constrained by a subtbeor«tical X-bar module.
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of a verb head V, the computational system combining <up> and
<one> (or any pronoun or full NP) into a minimal tree.
(14Mi^
one

up

Structures as in (14) conform to X-bar principles such
as lexical specification.

Thus, the computational UG system

reads <up> and <one> as clitics that are lexically specified
as [+ maximal, - projection].

The specification for a clitic

when added to that of a preposition ([- N, -V]) reads as an
unergative, functional head (PQ) of a small clause.
Unergative heads have no complements, only external eirguments
(den Dikken, 1995).

The two elements are selected and merged

at the beginning of the structure-building process, and P® is
a head projected as the label of the binary set^^ small clause
represented in (15).
(15)
Spec

1

NO
!
one

pa
1
up

The opera-tion Select enters elements <up> and <one> into the syntax.
-The operation Project -extends elements upwcird to execute the operation
Merge. Clitics project directly to maximal projections, so unergative
preposition up extends from functional head level
) to maximaT
projection (PP) without an intermediate X' [-maximal, + projection]:
PP

I

pa
Pronominal
. only point
pronoun is
A full

clitics extend in a similar manner from Ns to NP, and the
for iierge to operate on an unergative preposition and a
the Specifier position of PP.
NP could also be part of the binary set in (15).
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The case feature accusative [ACC] for the phrasal verb object
in the Specifier position of the small clause [Spec, SC]
associates with the merged element <pick>, an operation that
confirms the small clause complement to V, as in (16).
(16a)

O^bjJT

V

V

SC
y
Spec

I

picTc

I

NP

PQ

pick one up
ps heads the small clause, so the clause's Specifier is
defined by the configuration as a totally affected object
(den Oikken, 1995).

N-features for small clause subjects

reflect their affectedness, telic.

Unergative prepositions

function aspectually as telicizers euid transform process
predicates into transition predicates (Pustejovsky, 1991).
Thus, PS also bears telic N-features.

Other N-features borne

by small clause constituents should also include transitivity
because telicity heightens treinsitive properties holding of
propositions (Hopper euid Thompson, 1980).

When pronominal

and prepositional clitics in small clauses share telic cuid
trcinsitive features, the small clause constituents check the
two features in situ to ensure interpreteUsility at LF, but
the case feature [ACCJ is not shcired by the two small clause
members and therefore remains unchecked.
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To check case, inherently definite pronomineil clitics
require attachment to a V head (Diesing euid Jelinek, 1994).^®
Customary case-checking procedures, like moving to [Spec, VP]
(Johnson, 1991) or to [Spec, AgrO] (Chomsky, 1993), do not
hold for pronouns.

Checking case on these pronominal clitics

occurs at the functional head sister of VP when V lands there
on its way to Tense.

For Diesing and Jelinek (1994), this

functional head is best described by Aspect, based on the way
pronominal clitics and aspect interact in Egyptian Arabic:
But I believe the term Event is a better description because
it captures the verbal aspect of aktionsart.

Merging the

functional head Event (E) is conceptualized in (17).
(17a)
E'
I
E
I
Event

(17b)E'
E

VP

I

V
V
Spec

I

V

NP

PQ

I

I

I

pick one up
Functional head E provides a landing site for clitic
pronouns to check N-feature [ACCJ, as in (18a).

This case

feature is checked when V moves to E to check its own

Deflnlceness of reference is anotiher feal:are of heightened
transitivity (Sopper cuid Thompson, 1980), contributing to the
-interaction of tfatis-ifcive features with the -aspectual features of
phrasal verbs.
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features for aspectual class with E, as in (18b).

When the

verb and the pronoun eire contiguous with each other
(Holmberg, 1986), checking [ACC] is accomplished.
(18a)E'

(18b)

V

NQ-E

The proposed derivation unifies the motivations for movement
stipulated in Johnson (1991) and Diesing and Jelinek (1994),
Case Filter and scope of existential closure, respectively.
The case feature [ACC] is checked at a point outside of VP.
The functional head positioned immediately above VP functions
as Kratzer's (1994) light verb head Voice:

It introduces a

VP external argument and provides the function application
that is necessary for restricting possible combinations of
external arguments and VP constituents based on Aktionsart.
The functional head E, sister to VP, is implicated with
inherent lexical aspect.

The head interjects a subject

predicated of VP according to the verb's aspectual class, and
it motivates (under my proposal) the necessity of moving the
aspectual prepositions of phrasal verbs adjacent to the verb.
Henceforth, I take VP's sister to be the functional head
Event, a position where verbs check aspectual class features
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and which provides verb internal aspectual roles a landing
site to satisfy interpretability.
For instance, when a small clause subject has indefinite
status, then it is of low transitivity.

Because the small

clause subject has low transitivity and the small clause head
preposition has high transitivity, the preposition cannot
check its transitive features because it does not share
transitive features in situ with the phrasal verb object.
Therefore, these prepositions must move to E so that they may
attach to V and get a a ride to Tr for checking their
treuisitive feature with the Tr head.

This accounts for how

nonadjacent verb and preposition in phrasal verbs become
adjacent and derive sentences like (lib), repeated in (19).
(19)

I needed an umbrella, so I picked up one.

Word order of Preposition and Pronoun remain optional and
require attention from a Minimalist reseeirch program.

Since

the key feature, transitive, interacts with definiteness of
reference, a feature associated with context, a rich resource
for examination appears to be how contextual specificity is
queintified in NPs.

Turning attention towards this aspect of

phrasal verbs direct us to explcinations for acquiring not
only linguistic con^tence by pragmatic competence as well
(Van Hout, 1997b).
In the next section, I examine the notion of reanalysis,
often applied to verb-preposition combinations in English
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phrasal verbs.

I use this notion to support a claim for

phrasal verb nonadjacency but revise its application to the
construction since it assumes adjacent verb and preposition.

4.

Reanalysis:

Confirming Composite Phrasal Verb Structure

I turn now to the reanalysis of verb-preposition
combinations for the English phrasal verb.

Reanalysis

assumes that objects are assigned case when they are adjacent
to verbs.

When a phrasal verb preposition separates a verb

and object, the object of the verb cannot be assigned case.
Thus, a process of reanalysis, whereby a verb and preposition
are adjoined as a single unit, is required for satisfying the
Case Filter.

Objects are then assigned case because they are

adjacent to unified verb-preposition (Hornstein and Weinberg,
1981).

Reanalysis does not apply to inherently sepeurate

phrasal verbs (den Dikken, 1995) whose prepositional
constituent is modified by all, right, straight, euid the hell
in (20).
(20a)
(20b)
(20c)
(20d)

Max
Max
Max
Max

ate the apples all up.
drank the medicine right down.
sent the student straight over
took the teacher the hell on.

These modifications are impossible, however, if verb and
preposition undergo reanalysis as one unit, shown in (21).^^

Evidence for phrascil verb modification is also used by den Dikken
(1995) to support his cleiini for a small clause reading, though the P & P
.—aeceunt there are •uch-di.fferent than the-IS ^aeeount proposed here.
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(21a)
(21b)
(21c)
(21d)

*Max ate all up the apples.

*Max drank right down the medicine.
*Max sent straight over the student.

*Max took the hell on the teacher.

Rather than rely on the Principle and Peirameter's application
of reanalysis for verb-preposition combinations in English
phrasal verbs, I account for (21) by arguing that they
violate chain-formation processes once constrained by the
Empty Category Principle (ECP).20

j identify sentences in

(21) as a series ECP violations on chains joining moved PS

heads and their traces with regard to the structure of the
modifiers since their presence precipitates a violation.
In an ECP violation, the trace left behind by a moving
element is not properly governed by the moved element.
Proper government falls out from the consequences of X-bar
structure as framed by Relativized Minimality (Rizzi, 1990).
Rizzi's proposal for minimality describes government as
relative to the element being governed; that is, what is
considered to be a governor is relativized according to what
is being governed (Cook and Newson, 1996).

In P & P,

relativized minimality renders the Head Movement Constraint
as a statement that a head moves only to a position governing
its maximal projections to suit the demeinds of the ECP
(Chomsky, 1986b).

The Head Movement Constraint ensures that

heads move very short disteuices in step-like fashion, and the

Relying on the ECP is problematic for an MP account since this
principle pivots on the notion of government, a P & P sabtheory that has
—been rejected, -l address this issue later.
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ECP ensures that heads move only to other heads capable of
governing their traces (hence, a head would never move over a
c-commanding head, in phrasal verbs, PS across V).
Relativized minimality, unfortunately for Minimalist
analyses, is expressed in terms of government, a relation
determined by X-bar structure, no longer of theoretical
consequence in structure-building.

A reduction of the ECP

according to Minimalist considerations is therefore required.
Consider that Chomsky cast the MP without a technical account
for reducing the ECP (Cook and Newson, 1996); we may, then,
infer the content of such a reduction from Chomsky's (1993)
observation of the effect of Relativized Minimality, which
constrains heads from skipping positions that are reachable
by a shorter move but already occupied.

Reducing the ECP

within a Minimalist framework amounts to a recognition of
Economy, cin appeal to the Minimal Link Condition.

I propose

such a turn of events in movement for the checking of clitic
features in sentence (19), conceptualized in (22).

The

movement of the clitic preposition occurs before V-movement.

(22)
E

VP
SC
/I
Spec
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The V-head is the location of the shorter move for a clitic
head in an SC, yet the prepositional clitic head PQ skips the
position which happens to be filled by the lexical head.
If head-movement is relativized such that the typical
potential governor for an argument chain is an argviment
position and for an nonargiunent chain a nonargiament position,
then it should also be relativized such that the typical
potential governor for a lexical head-chain is lexical
position and for a nonlexical head-chain a functional
position (Baker and Hale, 1990). Clitic heads that perform a
functional role move to the nearest fxanctional head, the one
immediately above the lexical head V.

From that position, a

PQ head binds its trace (c-command and co-indexing) because
the properties of the moved head (PS) percolate up to the
head E (Hale eind Keyser, 1993), acting as a landing site.
The ECP, as it has been reduced for this MP account, is
satisfied by binding effects that provide members of the same
chain with the same index and maintain domineuice of the foot
of the chain by the head of the chain.
But domineince by PS over its trace cannot be maintained
when modifiers cire added while building sentences and
therefore the derivation crashes in (21), restated in (23).
(23a)
(23b)
(23c)
(23d)

*MGUC
*Max
*Max
*Max

ate all up the apples.
dremk right down the medicine.
sent straight over the student.
took the hell on the teacher.
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The basis for ECP violations steins from a faulty c-conunand
relationship shared between the head of the clitic PQ chain
and the trace at its foot.

The fault is introduced by a

phrasal verb modifier that intervenes much like an X2-level
head without projected material (den Dikken, 1995).

However,

the presence of a full NP as the modifier in (23d) reveals a
possibly richer structure than an X2 category, more like that
proposed by Koopman (1993; in den Oikken, 1995, p. 110).
Koopman interprets the bare xs modifier as a 'Deg(ree)-type'
head taking as its complement a PP extension of PS.

An X-bar

structural representation takes the form in (24).
(24)

[VP V [sc ...[xp [X right] [PP Preposition]]]]

Since the modifier acts as a maximal projection taking a PP
complement, the introduction of this maximal projection after
movement of PQ presents a barrier blocking the clitic's
ability to c-command its trace, violating the ECP.21

Averting

this modification need not depend on the nonminimal Principle
and Parameter's reanalysis of verb-preposition combinations.
Reanalysis should not be rejected but revised to fit
Minimalist considerations.

Unmoved clitics left behind in

the small clause appear to be reanalyzed as lexical heads.
Prepositional clitics remaining in situ as pronominal clitics
A Hlnimalist: phrasing would claim that c-command, which is defined
by the local relation of government, must be revised in terms of Economy
(A. Camie, personal communication, July 3, 1999). Thus, a local
relation once structurally understood is now derivationally understood,
so the added modifying phrase interferes with a derived local relation
between the moved functional preposition cuid its trace.
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escape existential closure are reanalyzed for an intermediate
P' level of representation and thus permit adjunct phrasal
constituents in a newly created complement position as in
(25) that is otherwise unavailable for an unergative head.
(25a)
(25b)
(25c)
(25d)

Max
Max
Max
Max

looked her up in the directory.
put them down on the bookshelf.
made him out a liar.
painted it up red.

Likewise, indefinite pronominal clitics remaining is situ as
prepositional clitics move to check transitivity features
might be reanalyzed as Full NPs to check case-feature ACC,
possibly in [Spec, VP].

My proposal for reeinalysis conflicts

with the P & P theory for phrasal verbs in den Dikken (1995),
so I expect that my argximent for a minimally-stated
reanalysis requires more debate.

Thus I leave

the MP.

In

chapter 8, I turn to the hypothesized mechanisms of language
development that take advantage of the Minimalist notions
discussed in this chapter.

I consider a minimal reading of

one-to-one mapping between syntax and semantics in terms of
aspectual roles.

7.

Concluding the Analysis
The kernel of the proposal for nonadjacent phrasal verb

constituents is the ungrammaticality of sentences in (25).
This ungrammaticality stems from the inability of a moved
constituent to govern its trace as an antecedent, a violation
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of the ECP.

This principle from P & P has not been fully

worked out in Minimalist models.

The end of this chapter has

tried to reconcile the old-fashioned constraint to up-to-date
theory.

The following chapters discuss the empirical

research that was completed to serve the linguistic analysis
of English prepositions in phrasal verbs.

Then, in chapter

8, I connect the MP analysis in this chapter to several other
important topics.

The first connection links my MP account

to a comparable feature-checking system based on the
aspectual information of predicates.

This system is likened

to the kind of mapping systems that have been proposed for
the linking of syntactic and semantic structure.

After

establishing this second connection, I move on to the most
significant connection, the one between the mapping of
grammar to the lexicon and language acquisition theories that
account for how such mapping is originally accomplished.

I

describe these bootstrapping theories and relate them to the
empirical research reported in the chapters that intervene
between the analysis in this chapter and the discussion in
Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER V

PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICE AND THEORY

1.

IP Research and Teaching
This chapter discusses three topics in pedagogy.

I

begin with a review of the IP work that informed my study.

I

then sketch ray research design and focus on the control
treatment based on Takahashi's ESL intuitions.

At the

closing of this chapter, I briefly address second language
pedagogical theory to show how these studies fit into that
framework.

This chapter thus provides background about IP

research and teaching in order to prepare readers for my
empirical research presented in the following chapter.

2.

Previous IP Research
The main goal of IP instruction is to modify the

strategies that students use to process second language input
in order to facilitate more effective form-meaning mapping
(Lee eind VeUiPatten, 1995).

The previous IP research reviewed

here includes studies of students in Speuiish classrooms at an
American university.

These studies focused on object

pronouns and word order, so they have been classified as
studies on the acquisition of syntax (VanPatten, 1996).
studies found that modifying the processing of input by

The
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students does influence developing grammatical system and
improves comprehension and production of the grammatical
constructions in question.
Traditionally, improved Icnowledge of a second language
grammar is imparted through explanation of grammatical rules.
A procedure for explaining rules does not receive a thorough
discussion from VanPatten (1996).

Such a procedure is em

important one, though, because it is shared by traditional
instruction (explanation plus output activities) and IP
instruction (explanation plus structured input activities) in
the research reviewed below.

In my own research, however,

explanation alone (i.e., without output exercises) serves as
the control treatment while complete IP instruction serves as
the experimental treatment.

2.1

VanPatten and Cadiemo (1993)
The motivation for VanPatten and Cadiemo's (1993) study

was a recurrent misinterpretation of Spanish object pronouns
as subjects since such objects occur before a conjugated verb
and subjects are often null (la) or placed after a verb (lb).
(la)

Te beso.
"I kiss you."
(lb) Lo escucha Roberto
"Robert listens to him"

IP instruction tried to alter this misinterpretation made by
native English-sj>e2Ucing students.

Three groups of these

subjects included one group receiving no instruction at all
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(control), another group receiving instruction from a
textbook and accompanying workbook and manual (traditional),
and another group receiving IP instruction (experimental).
pretest/posttest design assessed gains from instruction.

A

The

assessment tasks engaged subjects in a comprehension task
(picture matching) and production task (sentence completion),
where subjects had to produce a whole clause, as in (1).

Two

hypotheses were evaluated: IP instruction would improve
interpretation because subjects do not produce grammatical
constructions during the lesson, and traditional instruction
would improve production because subjects produce grammatical
constructions during the lesson.
Scores were collected from one pretest and three
posttests (immediately after, two weeks after, and one month
after instruction).

One ANOVAs analyzed the comprehension

data and another the production data.

Pretest scores showed

no significant differences across the three groups.

Posttest

results of the comprehension task show a main effect for time
(pretest & posttest) and instruction (control & traditional &
experimental).

The interaction of the independent veiriables

time cmd instruction was also significeurit:

The experimental

group's posttest scores were significeintly higher than their
pretest scores, but the other two groups' posttest scores
were not.

Posttest results of the production task showed a

simileur interaction.

However, the higher posttest scores
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were significantly higher for the two instructed groups but
not the control group.
VanPatten and Cadiemo interpreted these findings as
suggesting that traditional instruction did not influence the
developing grammatical system.

That is, only production

gains were made by the traditional group.

This points to

improved communicative performeuice but not necessarily to
increased syntactic knowledge.

The IP group, on the other

hand, were thought to have improved their syntactic knowledge
because they made gains not only on the production task but
also on the comprehension task.

2.2

VanPatten and Sanz (1995)
This study was a follow-up study of VanPatten euid

Cadiemo to address limitations of the earlier research.
Using similar methods, VeinPatten and Sanz (1995) probed
whether IP instruction could influence the use of grammar in
communicative performeuice with a text containing more thein a
single sentence.

Their subjects came from the same pool

(second-year college students of Spanish) but did not include
the same subjects as the previous study.

Since they focused

on assessment tasks and not instruction, VeinPatten and Semz
compeired only two groups, a control group with no instruction
and ein experimental group with IP instruction.

Materials
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from VanPatten and Cadiemo's comprehension task were used,
with items added (20 tcirget items and 10 distractors total).
Only subjects demonstrating gains on the comprehension
task were included in the emalysis of production scores.
This was so that VanPatten and Sanz could test the effects of
IP on different production tasks.
were compared:

Three production tasks

The sentence completion task from VanPatten

and Cadierno (1993), a new question-answer task based on a
story accompanied by illustrations, cind a story-telling task
based on a two-minute video.

VanPatten and Sanz also

mamipulated the modes of response (either written or oral)
for the production tasks.

While scores were recorded either

as correct (1) or incorrect (0) for the first two production
tasks, the third task required a special scoring formula to
track obligatory preverbal object occurrences.
A t-test of the interpretation task scores detected
gains like those found in the previous study.

VanPatten and

Sanz devoted their attention to the three production tasks.
A separate ANOVA was conducted on each task.

They showed

that the experimental group improved on all three tasks while
the control group in^roved on none of them.

Interestingly,

IP subjects performed better in written mode theui in oral
mode for the sentence completion and video neurration tasks,
but not for the question-euiswer task.

Since subjects

produced few preverbal objects in the question-euiswer task.
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the researchers concentrated on the other two tasks in their
comparison of time, task, cind instruction in the written mode
group and the oral mode group.

ANOVAs found that the written

mode group of IP subjects made significant gains in the
sentence completion and the video narration tasks.

But the

oral mode group of IP subjects made significant gains in the
sentence completion task only.
Because both IP groups (oral euid written) outperformed
the control group in all three production tasks, VanPatten
and Seinz saw the differences between the written IP group and
the oral IP group as a function of task demands.

They

concluded that IP instruction influences communicative
performance as well as the developing syntax, as shown in
VanPatten and Cadiemo (1993).

2.3

VanPatten and Oikennon (1996)
Another study in IP instruction motivated by VanPatten

and Cadiemo's original reseeurch concerned whether the
explanations or the structured input activities caused the
gains in IP groups.

Since the first st^ in IP instruction's

three steps includes some explcination, VanPatten cuid Oikennon
(1996) asked whether structured input activities without the
explcinatory component would produce improvement.

Since

Krashen (1982) claims that explanations of grammatical rules
cure stored as conscious knowledge that simply "monitors"
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output, the responses recorded in VanPatten and Cadiemo
(1993) and VanPatten and Seinz (1995) might be attributable to
Thus, VemPatten eind Oikennon drew from

conscious monitoring.

the same subject pool eind materials as VanPatten and Cadiemo
and VcinPatten and Sanz.

They then assembled three groups:

One received explanation and structured input activities
(normal IP), another received only explanations, and another
received only structured input activities.
Each group took a pretest and a posttest, the latter the
day after instruction.

These tests were used in VanPatten

and Cadiemo (1993), a comprehension task and a production
task.

The scoring procedure also followed that of VanPatten

and Cadiemo (1993).

No significant differences were found

from an ANOVA of the pretest results.

ANOVAs of the posttest

results showed main effects for both time and instruction, as
well as an interaction between the two on the comprehension
task.

The interaction was due to significant gains by the

group that received normal IP and the group that received
structured input only; no such gains were made by the
explanation only group.

No interaction was found in the

production data since all three groups had posttest gains.
The results from this study suggest that monitoring is
not the cause of eeirlier results.

Rather, VanPatten eind

Oikennon (1996) conclude that it is structured input
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activities and the mapping between form eind meaning during IP
instruction that account for the earlier results.^

2.4

Summary
To summarize, each of these IP studies contributes to my

IP research.

VanPatten and Cadiemo (1993) showed that IP

instruction influences both comprehension and production
skills whereas traditional explanatory instruction and
production exercises influences only production skills.
Then, VanPatten and Sanz (1995) showed that IP improves
production skills beyond the sentence level.

This study also

showed that some production skills are more difficult than
others in oral mode, sentence level being easier than
discourse level.

Finally, VanPatten emd Oikennon (1996)

teased apart two con^onents of IP instruction, explanation
and structured input.

They showed that structured input

activities alone produce significant results in comprehension
tasks.

These results suggest that an editor on production

like Krashen's (1982) Monitor cannot be responsible for
instructional effects, but negative feedback from teachers
possibly could be.

^ The researchers add that, another possiJsle account for their results
is negative feedback provided by instructors since subjects viere
corrected if ttiey-oade-an incorrect choice-during a structured input
activity. The highlight of the study, though, is that a monitor editing
the subjects' production is an unlikely cause for the reported results.
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3.

IP Pedagogical Method
In his description of the nature of IP instruction,

VanPatten (1996) proposes three necessary components:
(2a) explanation of grammatical form
(2b) information eibout input processing strategies
(2c) implementation of structured input activities
The first component resembles instruction in traditional
language classrooms.

Explanations of grammatical form occurs

in all form-focused teaching (VemPatten, 1996).

Explaining

grammeur informs adults studying a second language of the
meaning encoded by a particuleur construction as well as
position in the structure of a clause.

An example of the

explanations in the previously reviewed IP studies related
semantic and syntactic information (i.e., direct objects
indicate on what or whom an action of a verb is performed,
and the sentential position of all pronominal objects is
before a conjugated verb).
In the second component, the IP instructor's attention
turns to potential misinterpretations of the connection
between form and meaning, or for confusing one semantic
function of a grammatical form with another.

In the case of

Spanish pronominal objects, previous IP instruction revealed
miscues in interpreting grammatical form.

The miscues arise

from a strategy for processing linguistic input that
identifies the first NP as subject of the sentence when that
NP is the object, as in (1) (see VcuiPatten, 1996).

Such
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strategies lead students to incorrectly comprehend a sentence
as in (3a).

Because the pronominal object te occupies the

same position that the English sxibject does, English-speaking
students of Spanish misinterpret the intended meeuiing that is
found in (3b) for the meaning is that is found in (3c).2
(3a)
(3b)
(3c)

Te comprende el profesor.
"The professor understands you."
"You understand the professor."

Strategies that compromise the mastery of a grammatical form
are explained to students in a simple way.

This second

component is like the first in that the IP instructor is
merely informing students.

It is different because it

presents information about misassigning semeintic and
grammatical roles based on a strategy of word order.
In the third component, structured input activities
provide students the opportunity to modi^ counterproductive
processes they might have adopted eeirlier.

These activities

are described as structured input to capture what students
experience:

Input means that students comprehend but do not

produce (output) the grammatical form, and structured means
that the input has been altered for students to highlight the
grammatical form (VeinPatten, 1996; Lee and VanPatten, 1995).
The purpose of presenting students with such activities is to

2 This includes ignoring verbal morphology that disambiguates meaning.
Input processing assumes several principles: One states that learners
prafar to proceaa laatieal items, like pronoun -fca, than to process
morphological items, like third person singular -e (VanPatten, 1996).
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prompt them to attend to the grammatical form while still
seeking meeining.

To fashion structured input activities, IP

instructors should attend to the following set of guidelines
(VanPatten, 1996; Lee and VanPatten, 1995; VanPatten, 1993).
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Teachers instruct only one thing at a time
Teachers keep meaning in focus
Students use meaning of input to do something
Teachers use oral emd written input
Activities move from sentences to discourse
Teachers stress processing strategies in (lb)

I will briefly discuss each of these guidelines.
• A.

Teachers instruct only one thing at a time.

Patterns for grammatical constructions ought to be analyzed
into smaller units, one unit at a time.

For example, rather

than presenting students with a complete paradigm of verb
conjugations for eveiy person, the conjugation of verb
paradigms are broken down.
• B.

One person at a time is studied.

Teachers keep meaning in focus.

Grammatical

constructions found in the input must include some meaning
for students to attend to.

To produce an environment

conducive to such form-meaning mappings, there should be an
understandable message corresponding to the grammatical form.
• C.

Students use meeunino of input to do something.

VanPatten (1996) says that input becomes inteUce when it is
processed beyond short term memory.

To insure that the

construction in the input is accommodated by the developing
linguistic system, a number of different activities has been
developed to elicit responses to the meaningful import in a
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given grammatical construction (Lee and VanPatten, 1995).^
They attract attention to the meaning of grammatical form.
• D.

Teachers use oral and written input.

This

guideline responds to individual preferences in second
language classrooms.

It is not a principle of second

languages processing (VanPatten, 1996).
• E.

Activities move from sentences to discourse.

Structured input activities should begin with sentence level
input cuid end with connected discourse.

VanPatten (1993,

1990) claims that discourse Cein outstrip the capacity of
students to process meaning.

Since students are rarely faced

with input that comes one sentence at a time, discourse
exercises are included.
• F.

Teachers stress processing strategies in (Ibt.

Instructors must be aware of the processing strategies that
occur naturally but lead students to misinterpret input.
Activities interrupt such processes and propel students to
direct their detection (Schmidt, 1990) to the grammatical
forms targeted in the input (VsmPatten, 1996).

Through

detection, students are pushed to create connections between
grammatical forms and their meeuiings, but the meanings

^ A complete list of these activities includes binary options (yes-no,
—tnie-i^alse, teacher^^Htndent), matching (pictures to input sentences),
supplying information (habits and attitudes), selecting alternatives
(multiple choice -of items)-, and surveys^
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include entire clauses because learners must respond to
messages contained in complete sentence.

4.

Differences Between VanPatten' s IP and The Present Study
My study does divide tasks according to comprehension,

sentence production and discourse production faculties.

But

the manner of presentation differs from the three studies
reviewed above.

Interpretation is not picture matching,

sentence completion is not accompanied by illustrations, and
discourse production is not prompted by a video.

Another

difference concerns the meuiipulation of instruction for the
control and ea^jerimental groups.

In both VanPatten and

Cadierno (1993) and VanPatten and Seuiz (1995), the
experimental groups received IP's three components euid the
control group no instruction.

In VeinPatten and Oikennon

(1996), groups received all of IP's components, or the first
component (explanation), or the third component (structured
input).

In my reseeurch, the experimental group received IP's

three components euid the control group received only the
explanation component (that being based on Takcihashi's (1969)
intuitions).

I now distinguish my assessment tasks from

VanPattens' and discuss explanation developed from Takahashi.
Previous IP research relied on picture matching in the
comprehension task (VcinPatten and Oikennon, 1996; VcuiPatten
and SeUiz, 1995; VemPatten and Cadiemo, 1993).

Subjects
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matched one of two pictures to the meaning of a Speinish
sentence with a word order using objects before subjects, a
grammatical phenomenon that leads English learners of Spanish
to misinterpretations.

Instead of picture matching, my

comprehension task followed a task developed in Van Hout
(1997a; 1997b).

In this work, Dutch-speaking children were

told brief stories accompanied by illustrations depicting the
affectedness-of-object with atelic verbs eten and drinken and
telic verbs opeten and opdrinken.

Van Hout measured the

development of telicity across ages (2 through 6) and also
examined the influence of different NPs, like definite MPs,
bare plurals, and quantified NPs.

I selected Van Hout's task

for my comprehension test because I used a picture-matching
task for the structured input instructional treatment, as in
previous IP research.

Thus, I avoided the same task for both

instruction and assessment and was able determine whether
subjects detected telicity denoted by aspectual prepositions.
Previous IP research relied on sentence completion
prompted by illustrations in one production task (VanPatten
euid Oikennon, 1996; VanPatten euid Sanz, 1995; VanPatten and
Cadiemo, 1993).

Subjects completed sentences based on a

sequence of two illustrations.

Sentence completion tasks

employed compound sentences, two simple sentences joined by a
coordinating conjunction.

The first sentence corresponded to

the first illustration, eind the second sentence corresponded
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to the second illustration.

The second sentence was missing;

the subjects' task was to provide a sentence with a
pronominal object for the second illustration.

I reasoned

that illustrations would not prompt verb-preposition
combinations with pronouns because pictures could not exactly
elicit the required constructions.

So, I used incorrectly

ordered pronoun-preposition-verb sequences to prompt subjects
to express their ability in ordering them grammatically.
Previous IP research relied on a video depicting a
sequence of seven scenes to be retold as a narrative
(VanPatten and Seinz, 1995).

Subjects viewed the video twice

and either wrote or spoke their recall of the story.

IP

researchers looked for grammatical phenomena handled in their
instructional treatment, object-before-subject word order euid
preverbal pronominal objects in Spanish.

Like my sentence

production task, my discourse production task prompted
subjects to produce verb-preposition combinations handled in
the instruction.

Subjects listened to recorded neirratives

containing the grammatical constructions in question and
wrote their recollections after they listened to them once.
In the first chapter, I mentioned the views of Teikahashi
(1969).

Teikahashi, a speedcer of English as a second

Icuiguage, faults English language specicilists (teachers,
grammarieins, amd native users) for making prepositions so
difficult to master for ESL users.

In sharing his intuitions
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on English preposition pedagogy with his reader, his main
suggestion is for a "logical" explanation of the function euid
usage of the English preposition.

What is logical for

Takahashi is human perception of geometric relationships as
points, lines, surfaces, and areas.

Since prepositions often

refer to space, Takahashi turns to the fields of psychology
and physiology for a solution based on perception of visual
space cind understanding geometry.

The critical connection

for him is that, if geometric concepts are central to
understanding space, they should be equally facilitative in
mastering words used to denote space, that is, prepositions.^
One criticism that must be levelled at Takahashi's
logical explanation of English prepositions is an assumption
that understood extralinguistic concepts necesseurily
correspond with linguistic concepts.
every case.

This is not true in

In the domains of mathematics and music, humeuis

understand a niamber of concepts without corresponding
linguistic entities.

Thus, the domain of leinguage need not

automatically match extralinguistic cognitive modes that
humans are capable of.^

Takcdiashi's proposal is incompletely

thought out, but I value it as an ESL user's intuition.

^ Takahashi cites Hach's (1943) Space and Geometry, discussing the
nature, origin and development of our perception of space. He also
cites Gibson's (1950) The Perception of the Visual World, discussing the
-influence of the human-visual organs on the visual field.
- 5
concept without a linguistic counterpart is exemplified in
Sammerberg (19&64-. Studies on phonology find-that English-speaking
^ students of Thai experienced much trouble in mastering the tones of that
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Takahashi suggests no method to be implemented, however.
Thus, a treatment that followed his advice needed to be
developed.

I developed such a treatment using Quirk et. al.

(1985) as a source for my pedagogical materials.

This

reference work accepts that denoting space is the prominent
function of prepositions and depicts spatial relationships in
geometric terms to elucidate the meanings that English
prepositions conv^.

I use illustrations in Quirk et. al.

(1985) and adhere to the principles of Euclidean geometry
advocated in Takahashi (1969) for an explanation component.

5.

Pedagogy and Second Language Acquisition Theory
One's approach to second language teaching often

reflects one's theory of second language acquisition.

And a

reseeirch project could be designed to discover whether the
theory is correctly reflected by the pedagogy.

One method of

teaching a second leuiguage, the Natural Approach (Krashen and
Terrell, 1983), assiames that no peirticular form of grammeur
instruction is of any real value, neither traditional
explanation with production practice of isolated features nor
focus on form engagement in the communication of meaning
(DeKeyser, 1998).

The Natural Approach conforms with the

claim that second Icinguage knowledge is "acquired" like a

—Idu^uctye in Bptiwh but mitrerienced little txanble when asked to whistle
these tones as a tune. For some reason, these people could musically
rpprndnrp these tones but could not reproduce them linguistically.
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first language through exposure to meaningful linguistic
input in communicative settings (Krashen, 1985).

This

implicit, subconscious knowledge contrasts with the explicit,
conscious knowledge of leinguage that is "learned" through
second language instruction, an important distinction for
Krashen's (1982) hypothesis since one of his central tenets
is that learned knowledge ceinnot become acquired knowledge.
Under such "theoretical" constraints, grammar instruction
does not contribute to the developing second language system;
it only constructs a monitor on the production of linguistic
forms, so it has no influence on the comprehension of input.
As an "overall theory" of second language acquisition,
Krashen's (1985) Monitor Model has had a great impact on the
way instructors think about the processes behind successfully
teaching a second language.

Krashen (1982) conjectures that

genuine mastei^ of second language by adults occurs in the
same way as children master first languages, subconsciously
processing the ir^ut to which they eire es^osed through the
use of a leinguage acquisition device.

His Monitor Model has

equated the acquisition-learning distinction with Chomsky's
(1975) distinction between cognizing eind knowing a language,
which becomes critical to the understanding of how the
Icuiguage acquisition device is a moduleir "mental orgcin"
(Chomsky, 1980).

Krashen's concentration on processing input

as the key to Icuiguage acquisition has influenced what now
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happens in second leinguage classrooms.

We find today a

strong preference for communicative language teaching that
provides input in the form of understandable messages.

As a

teaching method that is rooted in a theory of acquisition,
the Natural Approach encourages using understandeible messages
(or comprehensible input) to facilitate development, and
explanatory lessons and production drills in grammar have
fallen out of use.
An ideal research design for a project that tests the
correlation of second language grammar instruction to
Krashen's second language acquisition theory would include a
group with no grammar instruction along with a traditional
group receiving explanation and output exercises for contrast
against the results from eui experimental focus on form group.
The advantage of having a traditional group is to demonstrate
how effective explicit pedagogical methods that use
traditional explcuiation plus output activities can be in
comparison to implicit pedagogical methods that focus on
form.

Plus, having a control group receiving no grammar

instruction is pertinent to a study conducted under the
assumptions of the Natural Approach, where no grammeir
instruction is considered just as helpful, if not more, than
any that might be implemented.

If the Natural Approach were

correct in its strongest sense, then a control group should
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demonstrate the same results as a group receiving either
formal or informal instruction.
This kind of study was conducted by VanPatten and
Cadiemo (1993), but they were concerned with comparing
structured input activities and output exercises.

My study

does not enter that debate (see Salaberry (1997) and DeKeyser
and Sokalski (1997) for a full discussion).
one issue that I take from that debate.

There is only

The issue involves

the relationship of IP to linguistic knowledge, namely that
the intake provided by structured input activities feeds
graimnatical competence as natural linguistic input does in
first leinguage acquisition (VanPatten, 1996).

A widely

accepted theory of linguistic knowledge claims that language
exists at two levels:

eui external performance level where

humans put language to use in communicative interactions, and
an internal competence level where humans process language
mentally by virtue of their language faculty (Chomsky 1986a).
Structured input activities in IP instruction putatively
recreate first language acquisition processes.

The intake of

structure input activities sustains second language
grammatical development by cueing internal competence as
input does for first Icuiguage acquisition.
This issue will be discussed in the final two chapters.
The next two chapters concern the empiriced. resecirch of this
dissertation project, the research design and results.
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CHAPTER VI

METHODS AND DESIGN

1.

Introduction
I begin with three research questions.

I then describe

my study's design, in which one group receives formal and
another group receives informal instruction on English
prepositions in phrasal verbs.

Next, I describe the tests

that I administered to the subjects and the abilities that
these tests probed.

Finally, I describe the subjects and the

data collected from them.

2.

Research Questions
I pursued the following research questions.
(la)

Would an informal, focus-on-form style of

grammar instruction prove significantly better than
formal, ea^jlicit instruction?
(lb)

Would such focus-on-form instruction prove

effective for a relatively nonproficient group?
(Ic)

Would a relatively nonproficient group of ESL

users mcike distinctions among three different
functions (spatial, idicxnatic, aspectual) of the
English preposition without benefit of instruction?
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3.

Design of Study
Based on the pedagogical research reviewed in the

previous chapter, I developed two types of instructional
treatment for phrasal verb syntax.

One treatment was a

traditional type that acted as the control; the other
treatment was a form-focused type that acted as the
experimental treatment.

I opted for a design where the

control group is exposed to a traditional formal lesson of
explicit explanations.

As mentioned earlier, I based these

explanations on what TeUcahashi (1969) claims would be most
effective for ESL students.

The experimental treatment

group, which I will call IP, was then contrasted with the
control treatment group, which I will call Takahashi.
treatments were created specifically for this study.

Both
The

traditional instruction was developed to provide the control
subjects with some manner of instruction that is fashioned to
be genuinely helpful for ESL students.^

Each treatment was

given to two groups of ESL users who were enrolled in a
first-year college writing course.
Both before and after the subjects were exposed an
instructional treatment, they took tests designed to tap into
three different linguistic skills.

The first test probed

their ability to interpret the meeuiing of phrasal verbs with

^ It did not appear ethical to me to design a lesson plan that \(oald
not help the students that it was created for.
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aspectual prepositions in postverbal position, the same
position as spatial and idiomatic prepositions.^

The second

test probed subjects' ability to produce phrasal verbs at
sentence level.

The test prompted subjects to complete

sentences by combining a verb, a pronominal object, and
either a spatial, idiomatic, or aspectual preposition.
Subjects were required to place aspectual prepositions in
clause-final position.

The third test probed subjects'

ability to produce phrasal verbs at discourse level.

The

test prompted subjects through a written recall exercise,
where they listen to a story with the purpose of retelling it
in writing.

The written recalls used during testing

contained spatial and aspectual preposition up.

3.1

Description of Instruction
The dependent variable for my statistical analysis are

the students' scores.

The independent variables are

instruction (IP and Takahashi), time (pretest and posttest),
and type of test (comprehension, sentence production and
discourse production).

This design is graphed in (2).^

^ Dnlike Van Hout (1997a; 1997b), I did not test for different NPs. I
used a definite NP in the data-elicitation question where an aspectual
-—^r-epoaition was -^-aced -in the same position -as a spatial oc idiomatic
- preposition. I chose this position to discover if subjects would
interpret the aspectual function of the pre^sition correctly though it
occupied the same place as differently functioning prepositions.
^ Data were also collected from a third noninstructed group of subjects
taken from the same pool. Xheir data were compared with written recall
pretest data from instructed subjects. Research with the noninstructed
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(2)

Independent_Vari^les
Takahashi^_Inst^^
Prete^

Comp

Postte^

Pro^ tlomp
Sent Disc

^rete^

Prod^Comp
Sent Disc

P^tte^

Pro^ Comp
Sent Disc

Both treatments were alike in one respect.

Sent Disc
The

Teikahashi treatment is the first two components of the IP
treatment.

Recall from the previous chapter that IP

instruction includes three different components.
(3a) explanation of grammatical form
(3b) information about input processing strategies
(3c) implementation of structured input activities
The group exposed to Takahashi instruction received
explanation (3a) and information on processing (3b). The
third component of the IP treatment (3c) did not intervene
between pretest and posttest for the Takahashi group.

After

outlining the timetable for instruction, I describe the
instructional treatments in the rest of this subsection.

I

describe pretests and posttests in the following subsection.
IP instruction includes an explanation component, so the
Teikahashi method was also presented to subjects in the
experimental group.

After explanation and information on

processing, the experimental group was presented with the
structured input component that was withheld from the control

—BSli uHom was duuiyuud t:o tes-t subjects' consciousness o£ differing
- verb-preposition combinat^ions. Results are reported in Appendix A.
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group.

The control group took the posttest after explanation

and processing information.'^
Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 shows the schedule.

Treatment Timetable for Use of Class Time

Treatment Introduction Explanation
(5 mins.)
(15 mins.)
Takahashi Prepositions
& Geometry
Prepositions
IP
& Geometry

Semantic
Content
Semantic
Content

Processina
Information
(10 mins.)
Syntactic
Behavior
Syntactic
Behavior

Structured
Inout
(15 mins.)
N/A
Activities

The entire 30 minutes of Takahashi equals the first two
components of IP, whose third component involves the
activities meant to alter the processing strategies covered
in the second component.

I first describe the explanation

component designed for the Takahashi treatment used with both
groups before moving on to the IP treatment used for only the
experimental group.

Takahashi
My lesson plan for English prepositions was based
Takahashi's (1969) intuitions.

Subjects listened to

explanations of the semantic content denoted by English
prepositions and the syntactic behavior that these
prepositions demonstrate.

Along with the explanation of

semeuitic content, they viewed a number of diagrams from Quirk

^ I modelled part o£ the design on VanPatten
one group received structured Input only, one
and one group all three components of IP. In
groups according to the last two, explanation

and Olkennon (1996), where
group explanation only,
my study, I designed
only and all of IP.
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et. al. (1985).

These diagrams emphasized the geometric

qualities of prepositions by depicting spatial relations
using points, lines, surfaces, and areas.

For example, a

single point represented the preposition at, while a point
making contact with a line represented the preposition on and
a point being contained by a square represented the
preposition in.

After explaining the semantics of spatial

reference, I informed subjects about processing prepositions
in phrasal verbs.

The coverage of processes related to the

syntactic behavior of prepositions informed students about
sentential position:

When an aspectual preposition is

positioned between verb cind object, it appears at the same
syntactic point for a spatial or idiomatic preposition, so it
can get confused with one of the other functions.
The aspectual preposition's syntactic behavior received
the greatest amount of information on processing.

It was

considered a marker of inherent lexical aspect in chapter 3.
Prepositions that function aspectually enjoy nonfixed word
order when phrasal verb objects are not pronouns.

The fixed

word order of aspectual prepositions with pronominal objects
was explained as well as the fixed word order of prepositions
that function spatially and idiomatically.
Takahashi lesson is sketched in (4).

An outline of the

Roman numerals I and II

correspond with Introduction portion of Table (1) eind III,
IV, and V-A with the Explanation portion.

Outline sections
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V-B and V-C, corresponding to the Processing Information
portion, are traditional in that they explain strategies for
understanding input and nontraditional in that they interrupt
counterproductive strategies that lead to misinterpretations.
(4)

INTRODUCTION
I.
The spatial function of English prepositions
II. A review of Euclidean Geometry
A.
The three-dimensions
B.
Points, lines, surfaces, and areas
SEMANTIC CONTENT

III

Some illustrations of spatial relationships
A.
Simple prepositions
B.
Relative prepositions
C.
Passage prepositions
D.
Over as simple, relative, and passage
IV. Prepositions without spatial relations
-h.
Cause preposition for
B.
Means preposition with
Aspectual prepositions
A.
Aspectual properties (temporal bound)
SYNTACTIC BEHAVIOR
B.
Unfixed word order with noun phrases
C.
Fixed word order with pronouns
Since explaining processing is nearly as traditional as
explaining meaning, I added IP component (3b) to TaJcahashi.

IE

Unlike VanPatten and Cadiemo (1993), my traditional
instruction did not include output exercises.

That is,

subjects in my control group listened to explanations of
meaning and processing but engaged in no overt practice of
phrasal verb syntax.^

Only subjects in the experimental

^ Removing oatrput practice also met an institutional constraint on the
use of class time since it eliminated 15 minutes of production drill
- -from the control
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group participated in practice.

This kind of "practice"

requires no output, or production; rather, it encourages
comprehension because subjects attend to the meaning of a
grammatical form in input.
Recall that structured input activities call students'
attention to the meaning of a particular grammatical form.
When students are prompted to attend to the meaning of the
form, they are more likely to avoid processing strategies
that confuse the meeining of the form for euiother.

The

structured input activities designed for my IP treatment
follow VanPatten's guidelines for such instruction (see the
previous chapter).

Because the structured input component

represents the crucial distinction between the control and
experimental treatments, each structured input activity will
be described here.

I turn now to the features characterizing

my five structured input activities (see Appendix B).

Activity A
Activity A addresses aspectual prepositions, especially
how in clause-final position they denote the complete
affectedness-of-object when the object of a phrasal verb is a
personal pronoun.

The activity prompts svibjects with written

cind oral input to select between two options.

The options

involve two clauses exactly alike save for their word order.
The order of one clause conveys a meeuiing of complete
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affectedness-of-object, and the word order of the other
conveys the meaning of a spatial relation.

Subjects chose

which of the two clauses communicated an object that was
changed by the event.

An example is given in (5).

(5) The sea gently splashed a bottle standing on
the shore until a big wave
a. rolled over it
b. rolled it over
After subjects respond to six items, they are provided with
correct responses (for (5), letter b).

Aspectual and spatial

prepositions randomly appear after letter (a) and (b) (see
Appendix B, structured input activity A).

Activity B

Activity B addresses how aspectual j>repositions denote
the complete affectedness-of-object of an internal NP
argument in a phrasal verb.

The activity prompts subjects

orally to match an utterance with one of two pictures.

The

pictures involve two events exactly alike except for the
completion-of-event:

One depicts an uncompleted activity

(atelic) denoted by a verb eind the other a completed activity
(telic) denoted by a verbf signalled by ein aspectual
preposition.

Subjects are asked to determine which picture

best represents the meaning of ein utterance using such a
preposition.

For example, subjects are required to match one

of two illustrations of cui old womeui to the uttercuice in (6).
One illustration shows the old womein collecting flowers from
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a plant; crucially, some flowers remain unplucked.

The other

shows her having collected all the flowers from the plant.
(6)

The old woman gathered up the flowers

After subjects made their matches in six items, they were
provided with the correct responses (for (6), the telic
illustration).

Aspectual prepositions are used for every

item, and telic and atelic depictions reuidomly appeared first
or second in each item (see Appendix B, structured input
activity B).

Activity C
Activity C addresses how spatial prepositions convey the
projection of a trajectory for the subject of a verb.

The

activity prompts subjects through written and oral stimuli to
supply information.

The information requested in Activity C

involves a single clause that subjects decide is typical
either of college students or of college professors.
Subjects cure asked to express their attitude on the typical
behavior of their fellow classmates and classroom teachers.
An example is given in (7).
(7) When I am late for class, I run up the stairs
instead of waiting for the elevator.
a. typical student
b. typical teacher
(I assume that the behavior described in (7) to be typical of
a first-year university student, young enough to run up steps
and concerned enough to not miss part of the day's lesson.
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but I did not pretest the assumption.)

After subjects supply

information about five items, they are invited to share their
attitudes with the other subjects in the group.

Choices of

either typical student or typical teacher are curreuiged
randomly (see Appendix B, structured input activity C).

Activity D
Activity D addresses how idiomatic prepositions behave
syntactically like spatial prepositions without conveying the
same geometric properties.

The activity prompts subjects

through written and oral stimuli to supply information.
Subjects are asked to express their attitude of their own
typical behavior as beginning writers in college enrolled in
a first-year con^osition course.

An example is given in (8).

(8) In order to finish English essays quickly, I
write with a computer.
a. typical of me
b. not typical of me
(I assume the behavior of (8) to be typical of a first-year
university student learning how to produce docxaments for
their college classes, but I did not pretest the assumption.)
After subjects supply information about five items, they are
invited to share their attitudes with other subjects in the
group.

The choices between typical emd untypical are

arranged randomly (see Appendix B, structured input activity
D).
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Activity E
Activity E also addresses how idiomatic prepositions
behave syntactically like spatial prepositions without
conveying the same geometric properties.

The activity

prompts subjects through written and oral stimuli to select
among alternatives narratives containing instances of
idiomatic phrasal verbs, specifically verb-preposition
combinations of a single verb and two prepositions, as in
check in on.

Subjects are asked to determine which idiomatic

phrasal verb from three alternative phrasal verbs applied to
the protagonist in the story.

After subjects select their

alternative from three sets, they are provided the correct
responses (see Appendix B, structured input activity E).

3.2

Description of Tests
Two tests were developed for the study.

or test B acted as a pretest and a posttest.

Either test A
That is, one

group of subjects received test A then test B; another group
of subjects received test B then test A.

Each test has a

comprehension section, a sentence production section, and a
discourse production section.

The first section taps into

the interpretation mode of expressing linguistic knowledge
while the second euid third tap into the two production modes.
Tests A and B cure balanced in terms of the numbers eind types
of items.

Intei^retation and production items were bound in
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books of 8 1/2 X 11 sheets of white construction paper.

The

discourse section involved listening to an audio tape
cassette without visual cues (orthograpt^ or illustrations).
The comprehension section of each test included 21
items. Each item was a yes-no question about a brief
narrative.

There were seven nsurratives,® and three items per

narrative.

One of the three items focused on the

interpretation of the telicity denoted by aspectual
prepositions while the other two were distractors (see the
description under Comprehension later in this subsection).^
The first production section of each test also included
21 items.

Seven probed verb euid aspectual preposition

combinations, seven verb and idiomatic preposition
combinations, and seven verb and spatial preposition
combinations.
exercise.

Each item consisted of a sentence completion

Sentences to be completed were grammatically

coordinated with a previous clause (conjoined with and, but,
or so).

When completed correctly, seven items adhered to

^ I included more atelic than telic narratives because this taps
xsomprehension at temporal-bound best. In a telic situation, like when a
man drinks an entire glass of soda, a subject may respond "Yes" to the
telic question Did the man drink up the soda? while comprehending the
atelic meaning of the question Did the man drink the soda?. A
preponderance of atelic situations was included to offset the
possibility of a response based on misunderstandings.
^ Like the yes-no questions about the completion of the depicted
activity, the distractor yes-no questions also ask about information
depicted in illustration. Such questions asked "Was the little girl
-wsarinq a bat?" Xt^-was important that all three questions ask about
information availcible in the final illustration of each narrative to
insure that I was not tapping into memory of picture but rather the
comprehension of what had happened in it (san^le materials in Appendix).
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verb+Dronoun-^preDosition word order of aspectual function and
14 others adhered to verb+preposition-t-oronoun word order,
seven of these functioning spatially and seven idiomatically.
The second production section (discourse level) involved
listening to, recalling and retelling two extended
narratives.

Each narrative contained nine occurrences of one

type of up.

One narrative included nine aspectually

functioning upsj and another nine spatially functioning ups.®
Answer sheets for each test section were provided to
subjects so that they could respond without marking the
testing booklets.
In the following subsections, each portion of the tests
will be described in more detail, and a rationale for the
three test sections concludes the description of the tests.

Comprehension
While subjects read along with a tape recording, each
narrative was accompanied by three illustrations.

As noted

in the previous chapter, I modeled this task after the
research on first language acquisition of phrasal verbs in
Dutch (Van Hout, 1997a, 1997b).

The first illustration

® A third narrative with nine idiomatically functioning aps was
-presented to a tltixd "nonteeted and nonlnstructed group selected from the
same pool of subjects. Their data are compared with the pretests using
aspectually and spatially functioning aps. By comparing the three aps,
I try to elicit data to show whether subjects distinguish between these
functions, a project testing subjects' consciousness of the functions as
in VcinPatten (1990) (this secondary research is reported in Appendix A).
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coincided with the first sentence, the second illustration
with the second and third sentences, and the third
illustration with the fourth emd fifth sentences (see
Appendix C, sample of comprehension test item).

Each set of

three illustrations depicted either a telic or atelic event.
Five of the seven narratives were atelic and two were telic.
At the end of each neirrative, the tape recording was
stopped.

Subjects were then asked three yes-no questions

about the narrative.

They could view the third illustration

while the researcher asked the yes-no questions.

The second

question of eveiy set of three concerned the telicity of the
event.

That is, the question asked about the completion of

an activity in relation to the illustrated narrative.

Based

on the information provided by the wording and the matching
illustrations of the narrated event, subjects interpreted eui
aspectual preposition as a marker of a temporal bound and
applied that knowledge.
Examples of the crucial second question about the
telicity of events in (9).
(9a)
(9b)
(9c)

Did the hungry girl eat up the ice cream?
Did the angry woman push over the cart?
Did the little boy hold down the balloon?

Aspectual prepositions were placed between verbs and objects
to make them more like spatial euid idiomatic prepositions,
which must occupy the same position.

Aspectual prepositions

could also occupy clause-final position.

However, by
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occupying the same position as spatial and idiomatic
prepositions, the aspectual prepositions in these questions
encourage the ESL student to distinguish the meurking of
telicity from the other functions a preposition plays.

In

the alternative verb-object-preposition position, subjects
could use word order to distinguish an aspectual preposition.
Subjects responded to these questions by marking a Yes
or a No on their answer sheets.

Production
I selected one item from each of the three possible
combinations (a verb and one spatial, one idiomatic, one
aspectual preposition) and grouped them together into a set
of three.
order.

Each set presented the three items in a different

For example, test items number one to three included

an item from each combination in one order (i.e., spatial,
idiomatic, aspectual), test items number four to six included
an item from each combination in another order, and so on.
This was done to prevent subjects from predicting item order.
Each item took the form of a compound sentence (see Appendix
C, sample of sentence completion item), two simple sentences
linked together by a coordinating conjunction, as in (10).
(10) The student could not remember the phone
number, so she
.
(it
up
look)
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In every compound sentence, subject and object were the same.
The second simple sentence after a conjunction had subject
and object pronouns.
I instructed the subjects not to turn pages until told
to.

I provided eight to ten seconds for each item.

I also

instructed subjects that they would be presented with
compound sentences and that grammatical subjects and objects
in each item were the same.

I explained further that the

first simple sentence in each item was complete but that the
second one, with a pronoun, was incomplete and thus left
blank.

I said that it was up to the testtakers to arrange

the verb, pronominal object, and preposition given below the
blank spaces in a grammatical order.

The order of verb,

pronominal object, and preposition below the blank space was
always the same, the ungrammatical pronoun-preposition-verb
word order.
Subjects responded to these exercises by arranging
pronoun-preposition-verb in the order th^ thought correct on
a bleuik space on their cuiswer sheets.

Discourse
For test A, the extended narrative presented subjects
with only spatial uses of up while, for test B, the extended
narrative presented subjects with only aspectual uses of up.
Subjects were asked to listen to a neurrative and try to
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remember as much as j>ossible.

They were also instructed to

make a meurJc every time they heard the word up during the
narrative.

I provided a very brief narrative with another

word, dog, for practice.

After the narrative, subjects wrote

down every detail that they could remember from the narrative
(they had up to five minutes for written-recall).
Subjects responded with check-marks euid composed their
recall of the stories on their answer sheets.

4.

Description of Subjects
This section describes some basic background about my

subjects, focusing mostly on their knowledge of English as a
second language.
My subject were in the ESL writing course for
international students who have been determined by a
university composition program to be nonproficient; this
determination is based on a number of measures (TOEFL score,
First-Year Placement Essay exam, transferred grades/GPA).
Nonproficient ESL users newly arrived in English-speaking
communities have been described as inexperienced with using
phrasal verbs, which makes them a good teirget audience for
instruction in phrasal verbs (Cornell, 1985).

A mastery of

English prepositions in phrasal verbs, peurticularly in
phrasal verb syntax, has been claimed to mark the nonnative
ESL user as a near native (Bywater, 1969).

Thus, I
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determined that the international students in four
developmental ESL college writing classes made appropriate
subjects.

4.1.

ESL Composition Students as Subjects
Any number of factors could affect the learning of a

diverse group of students like ESL users who come to the
United States to attend an American university.

Gender,

lecuming style, personal attitudes, and multiple measures of
intelligence represent just a few of the variables that might
affect the data in SLA resecurch.

The most significant

personal descriptive factor for this study is nonproficiency.
Other factors include the length of time residing in an
English-speeiking community and the type of exposure to
English in the subjects' home countries.®

A list of the

factors that I tracked is given in (11).

I have ordered

them according to the level of importance that they have to
the research project.
(11a)
(lib)
(11c)
(lid)
(lie)
(llf)
(llg)

length of residence in English-speaking community
length and manner of exposure to English at home
point at which individual first used English
TOEFL score
age
first and other second language(s)
name

^ Coioiell (1985) states that ESL phrasal verb instruction is frowned
, ttpon because -the eongtruction represents colloquial speech, no-t part of
the bookish curriculum found in many ESL syllabi. In response to this
^ -possibility, X thought
wise to distinguish among manners of exposure
^ to English at home because of phrasal verbs' potential productivity
outside of formeLL settings, such as conversations, television and radio.
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The most significant for the research is (11a), measured
in terms of months.

Length of exposure in (lib) is expressed

in years, but equally important is manner of exposure because
it bears a close relationship to (11c).

One's exposure may

be through conversation with an English-speeiking parent very
early in life.

In a way, this factor is the most personal in

that no one shares exactly the same experience.

In the Fall

semester of 1998, 91 international students enrolled in the
university's course for nonproficient ESL writers.

Of those

91 students, 71 elected to be subjects in the project.

A

list of the native languages that they provided in the survey
of personal descriptive features is given in (12).
(12)

Arabic
Bangla
Chinese
German
Greek
Tcele«idic
Indonesian
Japanese
Kikuyu
4(orean
Kurdish
Norwegian
-Russian
Spanish
Vietnamese

13
1
15
1
4
1
5
16
1
4
1

2
1
3
3
71

The average amount of experience residing in ein Englishspeaking community for these subjects ranged between 8 to 8.8
months.

Nearly all of them had been es^sed to English

before coming to the states to go to college.

The average
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age was 21.2 years, and the average TOEFL score was 536.6,
which is lower than normal in that stemdeirdized test.

4.2

Selection of Subjects
Each of the 71 international students was registered in

one of four nonproficient ESL college writing sections.

The

sections were staffed by three native English-speeUcing
instructors assigned to prepcure students for a two-semester
college composition sequence.

The nonproficient sections etre

interesting for a few other characteristics displayed by the
students.

Generally specUcing, students placed in

nonproficient ESL writing sections have little experience (6
to 9 months) living in an English-speaking community, and
their exposure to the language has been likened to a formal,
bookish style in classroom teaching of English as a foreign
language (Cornell, 1985).

4.3

Participating Subjects
Subjects could withdraw at any time from the study as

per human subjects' consent.

Of the 91 students enrolled in

the four nonproficient ESL writing sections, 20 did so before
it ended. (I did not have the opportunity to discover the
reasons for the attrition rate.) The study was conducted
during their classroom time, so subjects were grouped
according to the course schedule of each section.
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The subjects were not prepared by their teachers for the
instructional intervention that I implemented.

They carried

on their usual interactions with their instructors regardless
of the intervening research.

I intervened at a point in the

Fall 1998 term that was deemed appropriate by the course
instructors, who controlled the syllabus and curriculum.

5.

Testing Schedule
The times and days that the four sections of the

nonproficient ESL writing course met shaped how I established
a schedule for the study.

Two of the four sections met

Tuesday-Thursday for 75-minute periods and the two others
Monday-Wednesday-Friday for 50-minute periods.

From this

schedule, I created a balanced design (see Table 6.2).
The course instructors let me spend a full week with
their students (two class periods for the Tuesday-Thursday
sections, three class periods for the Monday-Wednesday-Friday
sections).

I administered pretests on the first day and

posttests on the last day of my visit.

Each test took about

35 minutes to complete (because the last portion of the tests
involved written recall, some subjects took more time theui
others to complete their narrations).

In order to construct

a balanced design for the testing component of the study, I
divided the subjects and their pretests and posttests
according to the j)attem that is presented in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2.
Schedules

Distribution of Subjects emd Tests bv Course

Pre/Post TakcQiashi Pre/Post
Schedule
IP
N = 18
75-minutes Tu-Th N = 18 A / B
B / A
N = 19
50-minutes M-W-F N = 16 B / A
A / B
N = 34
N = 37
Total
Following pretests and before instruction, subjects
previewed the topic of instruction.

The Tuesday-Thursday

groups received instruction immediately prior to posttests.
The Monday-Wednesday-Friday groups had one day between
instruction and posttests.

The Takahashi group that met

Monday-Wednesday-Friday reviewed phrasal verb syntax before
the posttest.

The IP group that met Monday-Wednesday-Friday

participated in structured input activities.

The instruction

schedule for the Tuesday-Thursday and Monday-Wednesday-Friday
classes is presented in Table in 6.3 below.
Table 6.3.

Treatment Schedule for Takahashi and IP Groups

Schedule
75-min. Tu-Th
50-min. M-W-F

6.

pretest & instruction &
preview
posttest
pretest & instruction
preview

^^_t^
N/A
Takahashi-review &
posttest
IP- structured
input & posttest

Data Treatment
This section addresses how scores were recorded euid

statistically analyzed.

Recall that three tests tapped two

ways of expressing linguistic knowledge:

One set of scores

for interpretation mode and two sets for production mode, at
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sentence and discourse levels.

All scores were collected

from the subjects' cuiswer sheets.
The answer sheet for the cc»nprehension test provided a
choice between a Yes eind a No for each of the 21 Yes-No
question-items comprising the entire test.
the questions concerning telicity.
Yes-No responses were considered.

I analyzed only

Thus, a total of seven
Correct responses received

the score 1 and incorrect responses received 0.

A correct

response to atelic situations (uncompleted actions) was No,
and a correct response to telic situations (completed
actions) was Yes.

Thus, a total out of a possible seven was

collected from each subject.
I focused on word order in all items, sorting by whether
items involved spatial, idiomatic, or aspectual prepositions.
Thus, a total of seven verb and spatial, seven verb and
idiomatic, and seven verb smd aspectual prepositions were
considered.

Correct word order received the score 1 and

incorrect word order received 0.

The correct word order for

items with either spatial or with idiomatic prepositions was
verb-preposition-pronoun; the correct word order for items
with aspectual prepositions was verb-pronoun-preposition.
Thus, a sum total out of a possible seven per prepositional
function was collected from each subject.
Anticipating that prepositional functions would
influence the amount of the neunrative recctlled by subjects, I
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focused on each discourse item up regarding its functional
status (aspectual euid spatial).

Thus, a total of nine

prepositions, one function per ncurrative, were considered
along with the number of clauses in the written recalls.

The

number of check-marks made for functional prepositions heard
by each subject was totalled, and the number of clauses were
measured according to a T-unit analysis in Hedberg and Westby
(1993).

A T-unit is defined as a single main clause and einy

embedded subordinate clauses or clausal elements that are
attached to that main clause.

Therefore, a sentence may

include only one T-unit for being a main clause or include
more than one T-unit for being a main clause with a dependent
clause or clausal element attached to it.^o

T-unit totals

were collected from each subject emd recorded for the group.
As for statistical analyses, a two-sample t-test on
comprehension emd sentence production was conducted for the
fosttest and pretest variation in the es^erimental and
control group, respectively, as well as on the posttest
variation between the two groups.

The latter analysis would

show any statistically significant results between the two
instructional treatments.

A one-way ANOVA was conducted on

A T-anll: is a grammatical st:ruc^ure that is between a claase and a
sentence. It may con-tain one main clause plus all subordinate clausal
—elements that are embedded in t^he main cittttse -(fledberg and Hestby,
1993). Thus, single sentence may be comprised of a single clause (i.e.,
a simple sentence^, or it may be comprised of two or more clauses (i.e.,
a compound and compound-con^lex sentences). Thus a sentence may contain
just one T-unit (one clause) or multiple T-units (more than one clause).
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sentence production for the pretest and posttest variation in
the three differently functioning prepositions to find euiy
interaction among the types and whether interaction might
stem from treatment.

A scatter plot was conducted on

discourse production for a correlation between perceiving
prepositional function euid producing T-units from recall.

A

two-sample t-test was also conducted on pretest and posttest
variation in experimental and control groups, respectively.
In the latter analysis, an effect of prepositional function
and instructional treatment on check-mark and T-unit totals
was also considered.
The results of the statistical analyses of the scores is
reported in the following chapter.
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Chapter VII

RESULTS AND PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATION

1.

Introduction
This chapter begins with the comprehension data and then

the production data.

For each report on the results, I

consider some preliminary interpretations.

I analyzed the

data using independent samples t-tests, paired-obseirvations
t-tests, two-way and one-way ANOVAs.

2.

Analyzing Comprehension Data
I chose an ind^endent-samples t-test to determine

whether a treatment effect could be detected in the
comprehension data.

I also chose the alternative hypothesis

for a one-tailed independent-samples ^-test instead of the
null hypothesis for a two-tailed t-test.
alternative hypothesis for two reasons:

I did chose the
First,

a treatment

effect was found using IP instruction in previous studies, so
I assumed that

data would come from two populations with

different means (alternative), not one population (null).
Second, I wanted a justification for a course of action after
the research was finished.

So, before my analyses, I

selected the alternative hypothesis, which uses the highest
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.05 portion of a bell curve for determining a probable
treatment effect (Grimm, 1993).

2.1

Results
My one-tailed independent-samples t-test produced a

significant value for

The results of that statistical

analysis are presented in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1.

Independent-Samples t-test of Posttest Results

Treatment

M

SD

SE M

N

IP

5.32

1.20

0.21

34

Takahashi
E=.023

4.76

1.14

0.19

37

The mean score (M) shows that the average posttest score was
5.32 out of 7 for the IP group euid 4.76 out of 7 for the
Takahashi group.

The standeurd deviation (^) shows the range

of variance in scores for each group, and the standard error
of the mean fSE Mi shows each mean's theoretical distribution
based on all possible samples taken from that population. The
population number (N) shows how many subject were in each
group.

I conclude from this test that a treatment effect for

IP was probcibly responsible for the difference between the
two groups' means.

^

This measarement denotes the probability of a treatment effect.
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To confirm this finding, I investigated the performance
of each instructional group.2

First, I conducted a paired-

observations t-test to see if the two sections comprising the
IP group and the two sections comprising the Teikahashi group
produced significeuitly higher scores on their posttest scores
in comparison with their pretest scores.

A significant

difference indicates a treatment effect, and no significeint
difference indicates no treatment effect.

The results from

that statistical analysis eure presented in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2.

Paired-Observations t-test of Gains from Pretest

to Posttest. Based on Instructional Treatment

i
r

Treatment M

SD

SE_^

g

N

IP

1.059

1.5

0.281

0.0002

34

Takahashi 0.459

1.7

0.257

0.11

37

The mean score (M) shows that the posttest scores in the IP
group increased by an average of 1.059, a significant gain.
The mean score (M) shows that the posttest scores in the
Takahashi group increased by an average of 0.459, not a
significant gain.

Evidently, the subjects treated to IP

instruction made significant gains in the posttest in

2 The pretest mean for the IP group was 4.265 and the posttest mean was
5.324. The pretest~meeu\ for the Takahashi group was 4.298 and the
posttest mean was 4.757.
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compcirison to their pretest scores while the Teikahashi group
did not.

Again, I conclude a treatment effect.

Then, I conducted the same paired-observations t-test
analysis on each section to look at them individually.

The

analysis revealed an interesting difference between the two
IP sections, shown in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3.

Paired-Observations t-test of Gains from Pretest

to Posttest. Based on Course Schedules

Treatment

M

SD

SE M

IP (Tu-Th)

1.611

1.335

0.315

0.0001

18

IP (M-W-F)

0.438

1.459

0.365

0.25

16

Takahashi (Tu-Th) 0.167

1.098

0.259

0.53

18

Takahashi m-W-F) 0.737

2.130

0.489

0.15

19

N

As Table 7.3 suggests, the treatment effect comes from one
section.

This conclusion is confirmed by a one-way ANOVA on

the posttest scores of all four sections.^

The significant p

^ This statistical analysis can determine significant difference across
means of more tlian two sections. To discover if mean differences from
pretest to posttest for IP Tu-Th section might be significantly
different than means for the other three sections, I used a one-way
ANOVA to confirm this. The analysis indicates that the treatment effect
was possibly not felt by both IP sections. Results of the one-way ANOVA
are in Table 7.3'.
Table 7.3'. One-Wav ANOVA of Posttest Means of the Pour Groups
Source
Section
Error
Total

DF
3
67
70

SS
14.94
85.00
99.94

MS
4.98
1.27

F
3.92

B.
0.0012
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value determined by this analysis demonstrates that the
posttest scores of one section or more than one section among
the four is significantly different.^
Because previous IP research had used ANOVAs to find a
treatment effect, I also used this statistic with my data.
The independent-samples t-test determined a result based on
only one independent variable, instruction.

A two-way ANOVA

allows one to detect a main effect for two independent
variables simultaneously and interactions between the two
variables.

In my study, time (pretest/posttest) and

instruction (IP/Takahashi) were both independent varieibles.
The results of that analysis are presented in Teible 7.4.
Table 7.4.

Two-wav ANOVA for Instructional Treatments &

Timed Tests

DF

SS

MS

Instruction

1

2..70

2..70

Time

1

21..19

21..19

Inst X Time

1

3.,27

3..27

Error

144

197.,95

1..37

Total
**£ < .01

147

225..11

Source

L

^ A one-way ANOVA run on t:he pretesl: scores of all four groups showed
no significant: differences eunong i:hem (£3=0.739), which means thai; all
the groups started-at roughly the same point before Instruction. Thus,
- this analysis indicates that the results obtained on posttest measures
a r e atrf-r-Thiitrahlc t n i e f f e c t s .
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The degrees of freedom (^) show the number of values free to
vary, or the number of independent vcuriables minus one.

The

sum of the squcires (^) is the total of squared deviations
from the mean, and the mean square (^) represent ^ divided
by DF.

In the far right column, the ** signals a main effect

for time (the MS value exceeds the critical F value of 3.91,
separating other MS values that reject a treatment effect).
From this analysis, we can determine only that the scores on
the posttests were significantly higher than on the pretests.
There was no interaction and no main effect for instruction.
One might therefore question the treatment effect uncovered
by other statistics.
My last analysis on the comprehension data involved
another two-way ANOVA.

This time I searched for an

interaction between the two IP groups.

If found, I could

assume that the ei^erimental treatment interacted with a
group feature.

An interaction between the two experimental

groups might be construed as evidence of a critical
difference between them.
A two-way ANOVA of posttest scores for IP Tu-Th section
and IP M-W-F section produced two significant results.^
Recall that a two-way ANOVA can detect an interaction between

^ A similcur analysis conducted on the t;wo control groaps produced no
significant^ results.
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two independent variables.

The results from this two-way

ANOVA are presented in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5.

Two-way ANOVA of IP Tu-Th and IP M-W-F Sections &

Pretest and Posttest Scores

DF

SS

MS

Time

1

6.24

6.24

IP Section

1

0.38

0.38

Time X IP Section

1

18.81

18.81

68

85.88

1.26

71

111.31

Source

Error
Total
* E < .05

** £ < .01

The two significant results are for gains from pretest to
posttest and interaction between pretest/posttest gains and
the two IP sections.

We should not expect a main effect for

section because IP Tu-Th section and IP M-W-F section are
virtually the same population according to resecurch design
(i.e., both had the same instructional treatment).

Nor

should the main effect for time seem surprising since both
groups taken together produced higher posttest scores in
compcurison to their pretest scores.

When the two IP sections

were analyzed sepcirately, I discovered that they produced
vastly different scores on the posttest (see Table 7.3).

The

interaction shown in Table 7.5 reflects the difference
between the two sections, suggesting that the influence of
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the treatment effect of IP instruction was felt unequally.
Both sections experienced posttest gains, but the interaction
shows that one section was affected more strongly by IP.

2.2

Preliminary Interpretation
One might wonder how effective IP instruction was based

on the results.

But if both groups did not receive exactly

the same delivery of instruction, I would not question IP's
effectiveness.

And the two IP groups were instructed under

differing schedules, so the cause for the interaction between
IP Tu-Th section and IP M-W-F section could possibly be
derived from a differing distribution of instructional
components.

IP Tu-Th section received all components of IP

instruction on the day of the posttest, but IP M-W-F section
received the first two components two days before the
posttest and the third, structured input activities, on the
day of the posttest.®
This conclusion about distribution of components is not
consistent with previous IP research.

One criticism of early

IP instruction was that structured input simply added more
instruction to traditional explanatory methods.

Additional

practice, not necessarily structured input, could have been
the origin of significant results because added instruction

® Takahashl Tu-Th section and Takahashi M-ff-F section received their
InB-truc^ioneil treatment all in one day, so splitting up the delivery of
instruction did not play a role as it did in the IP sections.
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helped subjects monitor their performance better.

To test

this conclusion, VanPatten and Oikennon (1996) did the
VanPatten euid Cadiemo (1993) research, but one group was
assigned structured input only, without the benefit of
expleination.

The results showed that, on the comprehension

task, structured input alone worked as effectively as
structured input added to explanation.

Therefore, I suspect

that the conclusion about the ineffectiveness of structured
input alone as an instructional component may be incorrect.
But then how should I explain my results?

Because I was

present for both testing and instruction, I can suggest that
the results stem from the environmental validity of the
instruction.

IP M-W-F section showed no signs of treatment

effect because, in my estimation, they received no treatment.
My decision to sepeirate structured input from the other IP
instructional components was not volunteury but compelled by
the subjects.

Registered for a 50 minute course, these

students were regularly and excessively tardy for class.

Due

to their tardiness on the day of instruction, I pushed back
the structured input activities until the day of the
posttest.

And due to their tardiness on the day of the

posttest, I rushed through the structured input activities to
allow time for the posttest.
Since IP Tu-Th section's structured input activities
took over 15 minutes and IP M-W-F's section took less thcUi 10
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minutes, I conclude that environment, which adversely
affected the distribution of instructional components, was
largely responsible for the results.
address this in future research.

Obviously, I will

I plan to control the

components' distribution as in VemPatten and Oikennon (1996).

3.

Sentence Production
The statistical analyses selected for the sentence

production data are mostly descriptive, unlike the
inferential statistics used for the comprehension data.

I

chose descriptive statistics because subjects performed near
ceiling on sentence production task and thus scores could not
yield an instructional treatment if one were present.

I also

used one-way ANOVAs to measure differences among test items,
which showed a significance in prepositional functions.

3.1

Results
One-way ANOVAs show a significant difference (£ = 0.000)

across the means of the three types of prepositions.

This

significance held regardless of time or instruction.

Across

the meeuis for the three preposition types, scores for
idiomatic prepositions almost reached the ceiling score of 7.
I assume verb-preposition combinations involving idiomatic
prepositions are unproblematic for ESL students.
they eure considered to be single unit compounds.

Perhaps
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An independent-samples t-test could not determine a
probable treatment effect because both treatment groups'
scores for all types were nearly at the ceiling score of 7,
even without instruction.

Descriptive measures of pretest

scores demonstrated this, presented in Tables 7.6a eind 7.6b.
Table 7.6a.

Means of IP Pretest Scores for Each Preposition

Type

M

Median

SD

N

spatial

5.706

6.000

1.528

34

idiomatic

6.412

7.000

1.395

U34

aspectual

5.500

6.000

1.503

34

IP

Table 7.6b.

Means of TaJcahashi Pretest Scores for Each

Preposition Type

M

Median

SD

N

spatial

5.919

6.000

1.064

37

idiomatic

6.703

7.000

0.618

37

aspectual

5.676

6.000

1.396

37

TeUceihashi

The reason that no significance was detected by an
independent-samples t-test (p=.84) is the extremely high
scores.

The scores for subjects in both IP and Teikahashi

groups were necirly perfect on idiomatic prepositions.

A
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descriptive measure of posttest scores in Tables 7.7a eind
7.7b demonstrates how little scores changed after both the IP
and the Takahashi treatments (note necir absence of gains).
Table 7.7a.

Means of IP Posttest Scores for Each Preposition

Type

M

Median

SD

N

spatial

5.529

6.000

1.212

34

idiomatic

6.529

7.000

0.861

34

aspectual

5.765

6.000

1.478

34

IP

Table 7.7b.

Means of Takahashi Posttest Scores for Each

Preposition Type

M

Median

SD

N

spatial

5.811

6.000

1.151

37

idiomatic

6.676

7.000

0.626

37

aspectual

5.595

6.000

1.363

37

Takahashi

Perhaps virtually no gains were made because the means of
each of the prepositional types were so close to the ceiling
score of 7. A set of paired-observations t-tests confirm the
absence of any significant difference between the pretest and
the posttest for both the IP and the TcUceihashi groups r as can
be seen below in the Tcd3les 7.8a euid 7.8b.
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Table 7.8a.

Paired-Observations t-test of IP Gains from

Pretest to Posttest

M

SD

SE M

fi

N

-0.176

1.086

0.186

0.35

34

idiomatic

0.118

1.387

0.238

0.62

34

aspectual

0.265

1.864

0.320

0.41

34

Table 7.8b.

Paired-Observations t-test of TeUcahashi Gains

IP
spatial

from Pretest to Posttest

M

SD

SE M

E

N

spatial

-0.108

1.149

0.189

0.57

37

idiomatic

-0.027

0.799

0.131

0.84

37

aspectual

-0.081

1.382

0.227

0.72

37

Takahashi

There are no significant values related to time or
instruction to be taken from the sentence production data.
However, interesting phenomena cure revealed by analysis of
the individual test items.

I used one-way ANOVAs to analyze

the items on test A and test B according to spatial euid
aspectual preposition type because the subjects scored nearly
perfectly for idiomatic prepositions.
of the idiomatic preposition type.

I analyzed no instcince

There were three

significeuit results from these ANOVAs that merit discussion.
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A one-way ANOVA that compared the seven aspectual
prepositions to each other in test A and test B reveal a
significant differences.

The results from this analysis are

presented in Tables 7.9a and 7.9b.

Scores from all 71

subjects are pooled due to lack of group and time difference.
Table 7.9a.

One-Wav ANOVA for Aspectual Prepositions. Test A

DF

SS

MS

F

£

6

11.292

1.882

12.59

0.000

Error

490

73.239

0.149

Total

496

84.531

Source
Aspectual

Table 7.9b.

One-Wav ANOVA for Aspectual Prepositions, Test B

DF

SS

MS

F

£

6

22.809

3.801

30.46

0.000

Error

490

61.550

0.125

Total

496

83.964

Source
Aspectual

P values from the one-way ANOVA on both tests reveal at least
one of the seven means measured in each verb-preposition
combination item is significantly different.

Tables 7.10a

and 7.10b show means for correct responses to each item (1
being a correct resjponse).

Corresponding verb-preposition

combinations for which the mean is a measure are also shown.
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Table 7.10a.

One-Wav ANOVA for Each Aspectual Preposition.

Test A

Item

M

SD

N

V-P Combo

1

.873

.335

71

call off

2

.507

.504

71

TALK OVER

3

.929

.257

71

write up

4

.634

.485

71

SEND ON

5

.775

.421

71

pass out

6

.958

.203

71

give away

7

.803

.401

71

dress up

Table 7.10b.

One-Wav ANOVA for Each Aspectual Preposition,

Test B

Item

M

SD

N

V-P Combo

1

.887

.318

71

point out

2

.606

.492

71

READ OVER

3

.887

.318

71

show off

4

.845

.364

71

carry out

5

.958

.203

71

fill up

6

.972

.166

71

put away

7

.338

.476

71

CHEER ON
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The two items in test A with the lowest meein correct are over
eind on.

The two items in test B with the lowest mean correct

are also over and on.
A one-way ANOVA comparing the seven spatial prepositions
from test A and test B also revealed a significant

value.

The results eire presented in Tables 7.11a and 7.11b.
Table 7.11a.

One-Wav ANOVA for Spatial Prepositions. Test A

Source

DF

SS

MS

F

Spatial

6

17..505

2.918

20.48

Error

490

69..803

0.142

Total

496

87..308

Table 7.11b.

Source

0.000

One-Wav ANOVA for Spatial Prepositions. Test B

DF

SS

MS

F

g

6

21.855

3.643

32.83

0.000

Error

490

54.366

0.111

Total

496

76.221

r
Spatial

P values from the one-way ANOVA on both tests reveal at least
one of the seven means is significantly different theui the
others.

TeUsles 7.12a eind 7.12b show correct response mecuis

for each item (a score of 1 being a correct response) with a
verb-preposition combination for which the meein is a measure.
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Table 7.12a.

One-Wav ANOVA for Each Spatial Preposition.

Test A

Item

M

SO

N

V-P Combo

1

.916

.280

71

sit on

2

.676

.471

71

LOOK IN

3

.944

.232

71 run through

4

.901

.300

71

walk to

5

.451

.501

71

JUMP OFF

6

.944

.232

71 hide behind

7

.578

.498

71

Table 7.12b.

STEP OVER

One-Wav ANOVA for Each Spatial Preposition.

Test B

Item

M

SO

N

V-P Combo

1

.956

.119

71

look into

2

.704

.460

71

FALL OFF

3

.901

.300

71

walk in

4

.958

.203

71 escape through

5

1.000

.000

71

sleep on

6

.761

.430

71

FLY OVER

7

.366

.485

71

CLIMB UP
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The three items in test A with the lowest meems correct are
off, over, and in.

The three items in test B with the lowest

means correct are off, over, and up.^
The preposition on was analyzed in its spatial,
idiomatic and aspectual forms.

I focused on the preposition

on because it is the only form in the tests that was used to
function in all three ways.

A one-way ANOVA produced a

significant p value from the six items taken from both tests.
The results are presented in table 7.13.
Table 7.13.

One-Wav ANOVA for Prepositions On

Source

DF

SS

MS

F

Prep On

5

23.596

4.719

42.88

Error

420

46.225

0.110

Total

425

69.822

0.000

P values from the one-way ANOVA on both tests reveal
at least one of the six means measured is significantly
different than the other.

Table 7.14 shows means for the

number of correct responses to each item (a score of 1 being
a correct response) with the verb-preposition combination for
which the mean is a measure.

[

^ Behavior of Xn in test A as compared to test B is also surprising and
requires explanation~tsee footnote 3, Chapter 8^). But tes^ A's in does
not have necirly as low a mean as up in test B does, so it does not
attract the same kind of attention that the robust difference in means
as up deserves.
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Table 7.14.

One-Wav ANOVA of Individual On Items

Item

M

SD

V-P Combo

1

.634

.485

71

SEND ON

2

.338

.476

71

CHEER ON

3

.916

.280

71

sit on

4

1.000

.000

71

sleep on

5

.958

.203

71 concentrate on

6

.916

.280

71

comment on

The most distinctly different mean appears to be the one for
phrasal verb combination cheer on, but the mean for send on
also appears distant from the other means such that it may
indicate a significant difference.

Besides, they are both of

the same type, so they should both differ from their spatial
and idiomatic counterparts.

3.2

Preliminary Interpretation
Among the aspectual prepositions in tests A and B, two

instances of on and two instances of over proved difficult
for the subjects to position correctly, so these items
yielded means that were significantly lower theui other
aspectual prepositions (see Tables 7.10a and 7.10b).

The

subjects produced correct responses for cheer on at a rate of
33.8% and for send on at a rate of 63.4%; they produced
correct responses for talk over at a rate 50.7% and for read
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over at a rate of 60.6%.

I Ceui only speculate about the low

rate of success for the phrasal verb cheer on:
unfamiliar to subjects.

Perhaps it is

But the mean for the phrasal verb

send on, which contains the same preposition, was also
significantly below the other means for aspectual
prepositions.

Thus, the aspectual function of the

preposition on should be the cause of the poor performance.

4. Prelimineiry Interpretation of Discourse Production Results
Distinguishing between spatial and aspectual
prepositions is what this third test component concerned.
The discourse production test measured the possible influence
of preposition type on the amount production and whether the
influence was affected by instruction.

The check meurks

measured whether subjects attended differently to varying
functions of prepositions, and the T-units measured whether
the differently functioning prepositions influenced their
attention to the content of the narrative (see Appendix C,
discourse production task narratives).
No significant differences among were found for T-unit
means nor for check marks.

I examined scores on subjects'

pretests and posttests and compared the type of instruction
that they encountered, yet discovered no critical statistics.
A striking observation concerning the rewritten neirratives is
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that siibjects avoided using the verb-preposition combinations
they heard in the original naurratives.
A preliminary interpretation of the discourse production
component could conclude it was not effective instrument.
While VanPatten and Sanz's (1995) video successfully prompted
production of pronominal objects in a text, my narratives
unsuccessfully prompted production of phrasal verbs in a
text. They did not test well the effects of instruction on
subjects• ability produce prepositions of differing functions
in verb-preposition combinations, nor did they test well the
influence of the different functions on producing T-units.

I

conclude, however, that the lack of useful results from this
test component may not be entirely attributable to instrument
effectiveness.

Rather, the fact that subjects did not

produce very many verb-preposition combination may indicate a
need for more time to be spent with the instrument.

The

amount of time subjects need for the written recall should be
increased.

The additional time would provide subjects the

opportunity to retell neirratives without the pressure of
having to complete them to meet an institutional constraint.
More time to produce T-units might elicit more critical data
for detecting treatment effect or influence of prepositional
function.

Also, the amount of time subjects need for

listening to the narratives should be increased.

The

additional time would provide subjects the opportiinity to
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listen to the neirratives twice without the pressure of
recalling the narratives in one instance to meet eui
institutional constraint.

A second opportunity to listen to

narratives would allow subjects to detect verb-preposition
combinations in narratives and prompt them to produce those
combinations in their written recalls.

5.

Summary
Data collected from the comprehension test revealed a

significant effect of IP instruction and confirmed findings
in previous IP research:

IP instruction affects subjects'

comprehension of problematic grammatical constructions while
traditional instruction does not.

VanPatten concludes that

structured input sustains development of the second language
grammatical system and acts as intake to the language faculty
in the way that input does in first language acquisition.
The sentence production test produced interesting data
for linguistic analysis.

The test revealed that a set of

prepositions proved difficult for ESL learners based on how
those particular prepositions functioned, either spatially or
aspectually.

However, the data collected from this test told

us nothing about the effects of instruction because subjects
produced scores close to ceiling, masking a treatment effect.
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Results from the discourse production test produced no
conclusive data.

This test showed no useful results, except

that ESL users avoid producing verb-preposition combinations.

6.

Relating Results to Discussion
Results of significance are from the comprehension test.

They are important because they relate IP instruction to the
facilitation of form-meaning mapping by altering input into
intake, a subset of the input that drives developing second
language grammatical systems.

Input does not provide the

requisite material for adult language acquisition, so intake
is required to direct adults' attention to grammatical form
and foster the connection between a form and its meeuiing
through the mapping process.

This process is promoted in

children with linguistic input, but VanPatten (1996) surmises
that delivering intake to the adult linguistic system
operates on the same mapping mechanism as that in children.
In the following chapter, I discuss the process of
mapping for child language acquisition.

The reason that

children require only input and not detection of grammatical
form in intake is that they acquire leinguage by virtue of the
hiameui language faculty, the computational UG system.

The

intake promoted by structured input activities activates UG
but only by instigating the mapping of form and meeining
through the emphasis of detection of form.

Adults detect
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form with structured input activities by meiking decisions
based on a form's meaning.

The next chapter discusses how

form-meaning mapping treinspires and how structured input
activities use of adults' detection to map form to mecuiing.
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CHAPTER VIII

DISCUSSION OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

1.

Introduction
What does it mean to know a language?

It does not mean

that one knows all the words of a language but rather that
one knows how to use any word to build any grammatical
structure of the language.

Thus, successful language

acquisition involves grammatical development.

More

specifically, when speakers know a verb, they do not simply
know what activity is expressed by that verb but also how
many participants eire predicated by it and what kind of
thematic relation the participemts have with it (Haegeman,
1994).

While a syntactic structure accommodates a number of

participants, a lexical structure encodes thematic relations.
Grammatical development, then, depends on the generative
procedure.

The generative procedure is the means by which

the computational UG system routinely gains access to the
lexicon in order to estcU^lish Icinguage knowledge in the
individual (Chomsky euid Lasnik, 1993).

Whether children cind

adults master languages in the same way or in different ways,
their Icinguage knowledge must be cast in terms of the
generative procedure.

If one objects to this classification.
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then one must offer a plausible alternative to the generative
procedure in its stead (V. Cook, 1993).
This chapter connects the results of the empirical
research to a generative framework of language acquisition.
This connection is suggested by VemPatten (1996).

He claims

that the intake provided by structured input activities
sustains the developing second language grammatical system
taking the form of UG, the system responsible for child
language acquisition.

Intake is prompted in adults when they

make decisions about the meaning of grammatical form,
prompting form-meaning mappings required for acquisition.
I begin the chapter with interpretation of findings.
Then, I move on to the mechanisms of UG (see chapter 4) since
form-meaning mappings instigated by IP instruction occurs by
virtue of UG.

Next, I relate UG mechanisms to a form-meaning

mapping process known as checking event semantic structure,
or CHESS (Van Hout, 1997a, 1997b).

CHESS is important for

the dissertation because it operates on aspectual roles
(Tenny 1994, 1992) and is based on research that fleshes out
bootstrapping hypotheses (Pinker 1994, 1987; Gleitman, 1990).
Bootstrapping explains how children acquire Icuiguage.

2.

Interpreting Research Findings
Comprehension results show IP Tu-Th section accepted the

intake provided by structured input euid IP M-W-F section did.
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not.

My prelimineiry surmise was that differing modes of

delivery caused this result, IP Tu-Th section getting all
three components at once and IP M-W-F section getting the
first two on one day and the last one two days later.^
Without purposeful manipulation of delivery, one could not
surmise it as an important feature, especially since one may
still argue that structured input is added instruction.

In

response to such criticism, I could control for added
instruction by including more explanation to the traditional
instruction or add to traditional instruction an output
component, asking this group to complete production
exercises.

This move places the research project into the

debate about IP feeding UG competence and output exercises
feeding performance systems.

The claim made by VanPatten

that IP sustains second language competence is addressed
later but is claimed to be unfalsifieible (Salaberry, 1997).
The debate whether production practice also sustains second
Icmguage competence is one that I am not prepared to enter
(indeed, the research design of my project forbids it since I
have no output instruction implemented).
Results from my production task could not indicate a
treatment effect caused by IP instruction.

Scores on the

sentence completion task were neeirly at ceiling, so a

^ I rejected this because IP group 2 was unable to receive intake of
structured input activities due to its t£u:diness on the lesson day.
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treatment effect could not be detected.

Some items revealed

tha ESL users are influenced by how prepositions function.
The preposition on proved difficult when it functioned
aspectually but not when it functioned spatially.

A corpus

study of the frequency of use with aspectual and spatial
prepositions (O'Dowd, 1998) shows that on is used aspectually
only 15% of combinations with verbs.

If on is used spatially

85% of all combinations, then ESL speakers may have
difficulty using it aspectually due to infrequent exposure.2
Aspectually functioning over also proved difficult.

But

it combines with verbs as an aspectual preposition 73% of
combinations.

If frequency affected success rates, then over

should prove unproblematic like other aspectual prepositions.
But over is a problem because it is spatially complex.
Spatial prepositions have several classifications, three of
which are simple, relative, and passage (Quirk et. al.,
1985).

Simple prepositions denote static positions

(locations, e.g., at, on, in) or movement toweird a
destination (direction, e.g., to, onto, into)} relative
prepositions denote locations eind directions with respect to
the position of the object (e.g., behind, in front of,

2 The unproblematic aspectual prepositions in the tests, ap, oat, off,
are used aspectually 98%, 98%, and 79% of the time, respectively, so
frequency of exposure may prove crucial to ESL speakers. O'Dowd (1998)
did not direct her corpus study at the preposition away because it is
_ intransitive when used spatially and only appears to have an object when
used aspectually and positioned between the verb and the object of the
phrasal verb, as in throw away the trash.
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beside); passage prepositions denote a sense of journey
(e.g., across, through, past).

Spatial over can be

classified as all three (Quirk et. al., 1985), a simple
location (The picture hung over the sofa), a relative
direction (She threw the blanket over the sofa), and a
passage (The kitten climbed over the sofa).

If several

classifications of spatial over cause poor performance in
aspectual function, then it should also in spatial function.
And we find this.
problematic.

Spatial functioning over appears

Of course, the relative infrequent use of

spatial over in combination with verbs, 24% (O'Dowd, 1998),
may cause difficulty.
preposition up.

This would be the case for spatial

Nearly two-thirds of subjects used spatial

up aspectually, and it is treated aspectually perhaps because
up is used 98% of combinations with verbs in its aspectual
function and only 2% in its spatial function (O'Dowd, 1998).
With preposition off, the aspectual function is used 79% of
combinations with verbs, and spatial off proved difficult.
Interpreting sentence completion results centers on
frequency of prepositions used aspectually or spatially.

ESL

users seem affected by frequency of preposition functions.
Thus, for aspectual emd spatial functions, the frequency of
combinations (except for spatially complex over) that was
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determined by O'Dowd's (1998) corpus study appear to
correspond with the results of the sentence completion task.^
Results from comprehension and sentence completion tasks
indicate different sources of acquisition.

The comprehension

results show that IP instruction helps acquisition by
modifying input into intake.

Intake induces the mapping of

grammatical form to meaning, so it is construed as sustenance
for UG, which teUces up the remainder of this chapter.

But

sentence completion results identify frequency as sustenance
for language acquisition.

Conflict between intcike and

frequency is discussed in the next chapter, so I attend to
connecting UG mechanisms to form-meaning mapping processes
qua CHESS; I then connect mapping processes to bootstrapping.

3.

A Theory of UG:

Return to the Minimalist Program

My MP account for English phrasal verbs stood on merging
Preposition and Pronoun into a small clause constituent.^
The small clause structure contained in phrasal verbs

^ One exception to correspondences between the corpus and data is the
case of look in, containing a spatially functioning preposition that was
often confused (.676 success rate) for an aspectually functioning one.
In Is used in its spatial function 81% of combinations with verbs, so it
is unexpected that such a frequently used spatial function would be
mistaken for an aspectual function. One explanation is that look is
used in phrasal verbs look up and look over and thus may associate a
preposition that attaches to It with em aspectual function. The
combination look into, on the other hand, does not bear this explanation
out. Into, however, never functions aspectually whereas in does.
^ The sentence of focus here is example (14) from Chapter 4, repeated
in (i) in this footnote, with added trace notation.
(1) I needed an umbrella, so I picked upl one tl.
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pertains to the features of inherent lexical aspect.

The

members of the small clause constituent bear eui aspectual
feature that relates it to aktionsart, that is, telicity.
The preposition of the constituent functions as a telicizer.
Thus, it bears the feature telic.

The feature telic is also

borne by the pronoun of the constituent since it is a totally
affected object.5
The preposition instantiates a path argument.

This

function indicates a totally affected object rendered by a
volitional agent.

Initiating volitional agents and delimited

affected objecst are connected by aspectual preposition's
path-goal, a residue of the spatial function.

Due to

initiated-resultative semantics, members of a Phrasal Verb's
small clause constituent bear transitive features.
Preposition telicize situations and associated v/ith high
transitivity, and pronouns associate with high trcuisitivity
because they are inherently definite (Hopper and Thompson,
1980).

I concluded in Chapter 4 that indefinite pronouns

have low transitivity and do not match the trcuisitivity
features of a preposition in the small clause, resulting in
feature-checking breakdown.

The preposition must move to the

functional head sister to VP, Event to meet V euid tcUce a ride

^ Not: only pronouns, but any nominal element stcinding in the Specifier
position of a small clause possesses the feature telic because the
configuration of the small clause constituent renders it a totally
affected object (den Dikken, 1995).
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with it to fix the breakdown.

Event describes how the head

instantiates the function application for the agent argument,
permits a verb to identify its event type, and allows clitic
event participants internal to VP as small clause members of
to check features that are unchecked in situ.

4.

Aspectual Roles and Event Structure
The feature-checking process, the mechanism by which UG

achieves form-meaning mapping, operates on cheiracteristics of
two aspectual roles:

measure-out, played by the verb's

direct internal argument, and path-terminus, played by the
telicizing preposition (Tenny, 1994; 1992).

These aspectual

roles bear aspectual features in need of checking so that
they may be pronounceable and understandable.

To fulfill the

requirements of the MP's principle of Full Interpretation,
all features of a linguistic structure must be interpretable
so that they can be interpreted at interface levels PF and LF
(Chomsky, 1998).

Nominal case acts as one particuleur set of

morphological features that must be interpretable.

But the

morphology that is fundamental to language development is
aspect, more precisely inherent lexical aspect.

Aspectual

morphosyntactic operations eure not limited to one item but
include all items that are internal to VP.

These

morphological features are considered salient factors in
linking syntactic and semantic structure.
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Semantic structure concerns facets of lexical items.
Though the syntactic function eind semantic predication of
lexical items are related, the facets of the lexicon in focus
here eire how attributes are predicated by and of lexical
items functioning as verbs and nouns.

Such structures

naturally include predicates, like verbs, but they also
include the entities attributed with semantic relationships
to predicates.

These entities are referred to as theta roles

(Grimshaw, 1981); with predicating elements, they form
argument structure.

Because the veurying theta roles often

but not always use predicteible positions in phrase structure,
it has been proposed (Grimshaw, 1990; Jackendoff, 1990;
Chomsky; 1981) that argument structure expresses the link
between grammar and the lexicon, making language acquirable.
One theory of eurgvunent structure and acquisition
(Pinker, 1989) states that the argument structure of a verb
provides a different information than its semantic structure.
Semantic structure represents the meeming of a verb but not
the mental representation of the concept that the verb is
used for.

Argument structure specifies the syntactic

properties for all the arguments associated with a verb,
which has a thematic core cuid peirticipants.

Participants do

not need a theta role Icibel but rather fill eui argument slot
by virtue of its ordinal reink (first, second, third curgument)
eind the verb's thematic core.

The first argument of a verb
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with a thematic core cause fills the subject slot and becomes
an agent through a linking rule mapping form to meaning.
When the semantic structure varies, the new meaning must be
associated with a new argxamions amount to a shift in the
event structure, turning a process event into a transition
event, which poses a complication for a developing system.
Transitions should prove more complicated to the learis to
adopt a mapping system that does not require theta roles.
The lexical relations shared among the array of theta roles
demonstrate linking with syntactic configurations.

But a

theta-criterion (Chomsky, 1981), lexical conceptual semantic
variables (Jackendoff, 1990) or argximent structure
hierarchies (Grimshaw, 1990) are too rigidly formulated to
suit a mapping system that will permit alternations of
semantic structures and their correspondence to alternate
argument structures through linking rules (Pinker, 1989).

A

mapping theory should dispense with theta-centered linking in
favor of a model based on the structure of Verb's event
semantics and the alternative relations produced by event
structure shifting (Van Hout, 1997a; 1997b).

One property of

Tenny's (1994) Aspectual Interface Hypothesis is that it does
not do away with theta roles but views the lexicon as
encoding conceptual information that is theta related
(thematic) eind aspectual information that is event related.
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5.

Mapping as Checking Event Semeintic Structure (CHESS)
For my account, symbols like telicity must be shared by

both semantic and syntactic modules of the leuiguage faculty
and must be accessed by one system from the other.

Syntax

and semantics retain their encapsulation from each other, but
part of the common vocabulary that these modules use to
"speak" to one another is telicity (Tenny, 1994).

Other

information besides telicity include the aspectual class of
Event plus the number of peurticipeuits to be linked to
argument positions.

The common vocabulary does not name the

same symbols for syntax and semantics, but by sharing a
"language" the two modules help guide the linking that occurs
between them, reducing the possibilities at their disposal.
Event peirticipants retain their thematic information,
yet the mapping system relies on the aspectual information.
This information must be accessible from the lexicon to the
predicates activated in syntactic frames.

If the semeuitic

structure of a verb should change from atelic to telic, the
aspectual information contained in the meaning of the verb
guides the linking rules to em argument structure.

Checking

event semantic structure (CHESS) not only regulates linking
but it also manages shifting in event semeuitics by mapping
einy alternate semeuitic structures onto differing syntactic
configurations (Van Hout, 1997a).

By modulating shifts in
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event semeintics, a CHESS system guides mapping of predicated
attributes to grammatical forms.
Event shifting signifies a critical facet of language
development, especially for the systematic phrasal verbs
discussed in chapter 3.

Reccill that these phrasal verbs,

through the addition of aspectual prepositions, alter the
meaning of the verb root in the construction in a uniform
way;

They add a temporal bound to the original root while

sometimes varying its meaning and subcategorization
(figurative look up) and other times preserving its meaning
and subcategorization (systematic eat up).

The key

alternation in semantic structure is the temporal-bound added
to a root (making it telic):

The small clause that is part

of the new argument structure makes a phrasal verb object a
totally affected object because an aspectual preposition acts
as a semantic operator activating its functional application.
The phrasal verb preposition does not change the
selectional requirements of the original root.

Thus, there

is no instance in which the argioments associated with the
original verbs cannot also be associated with the phrasal
verbs.

The product of these alternations amounts to a shift

in the event structure, turning a process event into a
transition event, which poses a complication for a developing
system.

Transitions should prove more complicated to the

learner because they involve verbs that both denote a process
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and a resultative state, not simply a process or a state.
Shifts are evident in phrasal verbs.

We find such a shift in

(2), a transformation of the verb eat, an event whose
aspectual class is that of process (P), into eat up, an event
whose aspectual class is that of transition (T).

This

transformation signals the change of state (S) of the direct
object from state y to state not-y, or z (Pustejovsky, 1991).
(2)

eat & up
P
S
XfY
z

>

eat up
T
P
x,y=z

S
y=z

Due to the shift in event type, a corresponding alternative
syntactic frame is sought for eat up that resembles a
subcategorization of argtiments [(SU)EJECT, (D)IRECT (0)EJECT,
(OEL)IQUE OBJECT], which has shifted from the frame for eat,
[SU DO] (Van Hout, 1997a).

Mastery of this event shift

(mapping new semantic structure to new argviment structure)
has been shown by Van Hout (1997a) to develop over time.
In Van Hout's past research, three-yeeur-old Dutchspeaking children respond to the telicity that is overtly
marked by aspectual prepositions, but not perfectly.®

The

progress made by older children who eventually respond
perfectly demonstrates that phrasal verb eat up is at first

® Van Hoat (1997a) reveals that these children correctly interpret by
responding "no" to aspectual prepositions 57% of trials when presented
with illustrations of atelic situations, as opposed to adults who make
correct interpretations 100% of trials.
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understood to have the same semantic structure, and thus the
same argiament structure, as the verb eat (Van Hout, 1997a;
1997b).

Van Hout (1997a) interprets the results of her

research as indicating that some grammatical details of the
syntax-semantic interface, like overtly marked telicity,
develop between the age of 3 to when one attains linguistic
maturity, perhaps in unison with the grammar's pragmatic
component.

Van Hout's research shows us that the acquisition

of mapping form and meaning through linking semantic
structure to argvunent structure progresses from interpreting
phrasal verbs as processes (based on the original root) to
interpreting them as transitions (mastery of prepositions).
Further examination of Van Hout's CHESS is needed before
we can consider any potential associations held between CHESS
and bootstrapping mechanisms for language development.

The

remainder of this section focuses on the pertinent learning
processes responsible for acquisition.

One process that

learners must posses is the ability to construct event
structures from their constituent parts, event types and
event peirticipants.

This process involves the aspectual

class of the event, either a state, a process or treinsition
(i.e., the aktionsart of verbs as states, activities, or
achievements/accomplishments).

Event types provide important

information about event participants, the degree to which
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verb internal eirguments are affected by the event's telicity
(transition) or atelicity (process).
The ability to determine aspectual class is central to
the composition of event structure from an event (E) euid its
participants (i.e., non-measuring external arguments,
measuring internal direct argument, and terminus internal
indirect argximents, as in Tenny, 1994).

It is insufficient

for a verb to associate with thematic information for the
mapping of syntax and semantics.

It must be recognized for

its aspectual information to guide the mapping processes that
link a grammar with the lexicon.

Thus, I have invested the

functional head sister to VP with the designation Event.^
This sanction, a license for predicates to identify with
their eventive properties, has implications for V-to-E
movement.®

This movement is necesseury so that predication of

attributes to an external argument occurs in a syntactic
frame that is suitable for the intended attribution.

By

moving to the functional head Event first, the lexical head

^ The same position is occupied by Johnson's (1991) |a, Diesing and
Jelinek's (1994) Asp, Kratzer's (1994) Voice, and Ritter and Rosen's
(1997) Delimitation phrase.
® V>to-E movement has been discussed in chapter 4. It is an Instance
of lexical head movement to a functional head. Recall earlier that my
interpretation of relativized minimality permitted the raising of a
functional head (PS) over c-commanding lexical head (V) to another
functional head (B), which acts as a typical potential governor. The
possibili-ty of the opposite movement, lexic£d.-to-functional head, is not
unheard of for V since, in the MP, it moves up a phrase structure tree
to other functional heads to meet conditions on PF and LF interfaces.
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Verb checks its event type and facilitates the movements of
VP internal arguments.
I choose as an example of this the product of the
delimitation constraint on measuring arguments.

A delimited

measuring-out produces a telic direct object and a
nondelimited measuring-out produces an atelic direct object.
The mapping across grammar and the lexicon involves
alternative interpretations of events that are discerned by
language learners by the guidance of aspectual information.®
Learners are also guided to different interpretations by
noting where in a structural configuration semantic features
of objects are checked in the computation of the derivation.
The lexical-syntactic interface that is upheld by aspectual
roles pertains to a guiding mechanism for the way to map (by
distinguishing telicity) and the place to map telic and
atelic objects.

The mapping system uses knowledge of

differing structural positions that are landing sites for
telic and atelic objects.

® It is aspectual information that guides the Dutch-speaking children
in Van Hout's experiment in interpreting eat up as eat; the atelicity of
the original root leads them to map that meaning to its syntactic frame.
Ultimately, it is aspectual information that, guides the children in
Van Hout's experiment to interpret eat up correctly; the telicity of
other roots (like find) leads them to move the telic direct object of
eat up to a different point in the phrase structure tree for checking
its event semantic features, which are different than the features of
atelic direct objects.
In Van Hout's estimation, the landing site for telic objects for
feature-checking is [Spec, AgrO], though for her is only a surmise.
Atelic objects check their features at [Spec, VP].
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Language learners master the determination of telicity
and arrive at the appropriate mapping points for objects.
They come to know how to map a telic event to one argiament
structure and how to map an atelic object to another argument
structure.

Plus, they come to know where to move telic and

atelic direct objects to the different positions given in
phrase structure to check their event semantic features.

In

terms of developing this knowledge over time, one can know
that there are two possible object landing sites, but one may
not know what they are for; and, if one understands the
telic/atelic distinction, one may still not understand where
such objects move to check features.

Only when one knows

both how to distinguish telicity and that this distinction
determines the correct landing site to check event semantic
structure will one have knowledge of CHESS mapping system.
Such knowledge is gained by learning the mechanisms of
telicity;

First, one must master the meaning of expressions

that overtly refer to an event's (un)boundedness, like
completely (telic) or halfway (atelic), which adverbially
modify the natural end-point of an event; second, one must
master other overt expressions that peurticipate in the
composition of an event structure (e.g., verbs and aspectual
prepositions); and third, one must master the grammatical
encoding of em object with and without determiners or
queintifiers, plus euiy potential presence or cibsence of
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boundedness influencing an event's temporal-bound (Van Hout,
1997a).

Mastering the verb and its argvmients requires a

language learner to do at least two things, ascertain event
structures of new verbs and resolve whether these verbs
assert their own temporal scale.
This section has been taken up by the study of the
acquisition of the system of mapping between grammatical form
and lexical meaning, that is, research completed in the
context of the issue of bootstrapping (Van Hout, 1997b).

The

next section examines the issue in detail.

6.

Semantic and Syntactic Bootstrapping
Lexical lecirning euid structure building processes are

related in bootstrapping hypotheses.

As the metaphor

suggests, language leeimers initially pull themselves into
the linguistic system by their own bootstraps.

These

bootstraps are wrought from some materials taken from the
biological endowment of the faculty for language, which
allows individuals to naturally perceive portions of the
noise around them as Icinguage and use their perceptions to
categorize the noise so that they may acquire language
(Pinker, 1987).

The parts focused on in bootstrapping

hypotheses cure Verb and Noun.
One bootstrapping hypothesis emphasizes how nouns, or
categories Icibelling things in the world, motivate the
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syntactic structures required for building granunatical
sentences (Pinker, 1987).

Another bootstrapping hypothesis

emphasizes how verb phrases, or categories labelling events
in the world, motivate the learning of new words (Gleitman,
1990).
Pinker's (1987) semantic bootstraps include entities,
like thing, true-in-oast. predicate-argument relations, or
causal agent.

These are present in the context of input, and

they trigger automatic links that coordinate with syntactic
entities given in UG, like noun and auxiliary, including Xbeur notions of dominates eind subject (Pinker, 1987).

For

Pinker, the language learner perceives in the input a
presence; that is, a semantic entity in the linguistic system
corresponds automatically with a conceptual entity present at
the insteince of the utterance of a linguistic item.

Thus,

searching for other grammatical information is limited to a
language's possible subsets in an otherwise larger search
space (Pinker, 1987).
Linguistic input presents the same situation in a
syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis.

But the bootstraps are

abstract structural objects given by a language specific
grammar, not conceptual entities present in the real world.
These structural objects constitute grammatical
configiirations that are used to offset "the insufficiencies
of observation" of the real world as language lecumers
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examine a language to deduce the meaning of a lexical item
(Gleitmcui, 1990, p. 27).12

por Gleitman, an essential point

is the insufficiency of observation; that is, one's sensoryperception of utterances and their contexts cannot account
for acquisition of predicative items.

The structure of the

linguistic system itself suggests to Gleitman the means for
completing the language learning task.

Gleitmein does not

deny the possibility that semantic bootstraps gives us nouns.
Learners may observe a real-world context, but they must also
observe the syntactic structures that predicative items
appear in.

This strategy is a procedure for deducing what

words mecin from the subcategorization frames with which verbs
associate, thus narrowing the search space used by learners.
Semantic and syntactic bootstrapping concentrate on
different elements of language.

Pinker, a proponent of the

semantic hypothesis, denies that syntactic bootstrapping is
relevant to initial acquisition of grammar.

Pinker (1994)

argues that semantic bootstrapping accounts for the earliest
development stage because semantic entities of the linguistic
system are linked to conceptual entities present in the real
world.

And he argues that Gleitmeui's syntactic bootstrapping

Gleitman (1990, pp. 12-13, 19) says that one "who notices everything
can leam nothing [since] the very richness of perception guarantees
multiple interpretive possibilities at many levels of abstraction for
single scenes; but the problem for word learning is to select from cunong
these options the single interpretation that is to map onto a particular
lexical item.... [a solution] begins to invoke evidence that is not in
the world of observation but rather resides in the design of language
itself* (italics are her emphasis, the underline is mine).
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hypothesis accounts for a later developmental stage because
it focuses on argiunent structure; that stage requires some
previous leuiguage knowledge.

Pinker has argued that Gleitmeui

misuses the term "bootstrap" because her hypothesis does not
apply to the point of initial development.
This foundational difference between the two hypotheses
lies in exactlv when the process of language acquisition
begins for children.

According to Pinker (1994), a

bootstrapping hypothesis ought to concern itself with the way
language leeimers breeik into the linguistic system at the
very outset.

While semcintic bootstrapping explains noun

learning, which appears to happen earlier than verb leeuming
(based on children's production), it is untenable for verb
learning because observation is insufficient for acquiring
argxament structure.

And, while the syntactic bootstrapping

procedure explains verb learning, which appecirs to happen
after some nouns eire already acquired based on child language
production, it cannot qualify as bootstrapping because the
child has already broken into the system.

In child leuiguage

development, it is likely that both bootstraps cire used
because neither strategy applies to all types of words.

7.

Bootstrapping and Phrasal Verb Learning in Adults
In adults' language development, the question of whether

one type of bootstrap works more effectively theui another may
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exist because adults obviously do not develop linguistic
knowledge with the same rapidity and effectiveness as
children do.

Do adult learners naturally prefer a procedure

for deducing phrase structure from word meanings that are
acquired from prior observations of events as with semantic
bootstraps? Or do they prefer to deduce the meeining of words
from the pertinent syntactic structures associated with the
semantics of a verb in input as with syntactic bootstraps?
Individual variation may play a role in how adult
learners could respond to linguistic input.

The developing

second language grammar might progress based on observing
salient contextual attributes before the construction of any
syntactic structure is accomplished.

Or, grammatical

development in a second language may depend on deducing the
meanings of verbs and their argviments after the adult has
already surmised a syntactic structure for VPs and thus can
make the appropriate deductions before any more grammatical
relations have been learned.

While both hypotheses seem

complementary for children, they may not be of equal
assistcuice for adults.

Semantic bootstrapping amounts to

lexical learning without the benefit of using grammatical
structure (assumed to come at a later stage), and syntactic
bootstrapping amounts to lexical learning through the use of
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grammatical structure imparted by the human language faculty.
Do both bootstraps constitute probable intake for adults
Teachers may ask themselves if it is possible for adults
to freely move between bootstrapping strategies.

Certainly,

if adults could receive input in the same way as a children,
then they would seem to use both observations of real-world
context emd deductions from the given linguistic system.

But

adults cannot make use of the language faculty in the same
way that children do.

Otherwise, the experience of input

should suffice for a second language acquisition as much as
for a first language.

But, as claimed by IP instruction,

only a portion of input drives the developing grammar
system's forward, so the subset known as intake could be
reflective of whether one bootstrap is more effective than
the other.

Bootstrapping hypotheses accomplish the narrowing

of the experience of input needed for linguistic development.
Bootstrapping strategies correlate the computational UG
system and experience of input such that the search space of
form-meaning mapping is condensed enough for learners to make
successfully connections by virtue of the linguistics system.
Yet these accounts cure also extended to a point that includes
linguistic experience.

Recall that inpat alone is not sufficient for adult language
acquisition. If it were, they \iiould find language acquisition as
problem free as children do. Thus, only a subset of input, namely
intake, can sustain the developing second language grcunmar.
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Native speakers of a Icuiguage have used UG and input to
gain possession of a steady state of that language's grammcur.
But how do those who already possess a steady state arrive at
another in the form of a second lemguage grammeir?

Having

discussed form-meaning mapping in terms of bootstrapping
hypotheses, I associate issues of bootstrapping to the method
of instructing second language grammar.

My purpose for

bootstrapping hypotheses is to address how second language
instruction in English phrasal verbs may relate to such
processes of acquisition.
If we look at the results from my experimental results,
it appears that development in the comprehension of phrasal
verb syntax has occurred.

Adults correctly interpreted

aspectual prepositions with more facility following IP
instruction.

Plus, if my own analysis of phrasal verb syntax

is correct, adults improved their understanding of
derivations in which there is a mismatch in transitivity
features of preposition and object.

In such instances, the

mismatch forces movement of the aspectual preposition to the
functional head E so that it may take a ride with V to Tr
(the functional head Treuisitive, which checks aspectual
prepositions transitive features).

This derivation is not

only more complex because it involves the added operation
Move, but it also looks the same as other combinations of
verb and spatial or idiomatic preposition because the order
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of phrasal verb constituents is verb-preposition-object.
Thus, adults show that they can distinguish between
aspectually functioning prepositions from their nonaspectual
counterparts.
Adults' mastery of the operations behind phrasal verb
syntax is possibly due to the use of a syntactic bootstrap.
This scenario may have been played out during IP instruction,
where aspectually marked syntactic structures were exposed to
adults in place of sentences with no overt marking of
telicity (e.g., gather up as opposed to gather).

Adult

learners could have used the overt markers inside VP to
deduce the semantic structure of completed activity,
shrinking the search space for mapping to an appropriate
argxanent structure by using grairanatical information about the
movement of a VP internal constituent to the functional head
Tr, the point at which telicity is syntactically encoded.
The kind of experiment that would confirm this conjecture is
Vcui Hout's work, which manipulated verb-internal constituents
not only with aspectual prepositions but also with
quantifiers and eurticles that indicate an object shift to
[Spec, VP] for atelic and [Spec, Tr] telic events.
Adults also may have seized on the semantic bootstrap of
presence.

Structured input activity B of IP instruction (see

Appendix B) involved the use of illustrations of telic
contexts.

The illustrated events in this structured input
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activity depicted objects that were totally affected along
with objects that were not.

Telicized objects were present

at the point in which syntactic structures that convey
telicity were used.

Adult learners may have limited the

search space for form-meaning mapping with nongrammatical
information regarding the depiction of total affectedness in
structured input activity B, the presence of a semantic
entity of telicity encoding the correct syntactic frame.

An

experiment that would confirm this conjecture might involve
IP research with structured input activities that used only
events depicting the presence of telicity as opposed to
activities that used only textually-presented events, as in
structured input activity A (see Appendix B).
Both activities included oral input along with the text
and the illustrations, but the activities themselves provide
the presence of two possibly differing entities.

The textual

activity furnishes written signals that accompany the aurally
supplied scenario of a completed activity resulting in a
totally affected object.

The visual activity furnishes

illustrated representations that accompany the aurally
supplied scenario of a completed activity resulting in a
totally affected object.

These activities do not correspond

exactly with the presence of syntactic and semsmtic entities,
but the two bootstrapping hypotheses suggest that one type of
input (verb or noun) most sufficiently guides form-meaning
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mapping.

Moreover, in terms of semantic bootstraps, working

one's way into a peurticular grammatical structure is achieved
when the construction and the context, the grammatical
structure and the perceptual category, coincide in the same
insteuice (Goodluck, 1991).
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

1.

Teaching Phrasal Verbs:

Semantic or Syntactic Bootstraps

Using IP instruction in a classroom setting facilitates
the mapping between a difficult-to-master form (phrasal verb
syntax) and its meaning (a completed activity resulting in a
totally affected object).

IP instruction is unique in its

concentration on fostering the mapping of meaning and form
(VeinPatten, 1996).

Plus, it purports that the manner of

intake provided to adults is much like the input that
children use to acquire language by using the human language
faculty, UG.
We should begin testing if IP instruction delivery of
intake to the developing second language system occurs in the
way that input sustains the developing first language system.
I would suggest two sources of intake can be delivered by two
methods of focus-on-form instruction, one using only
linguistic intcike (oral and textual input) and cmother focus
on form instruction using linguistic plus extralinguistic
intake (oral input eind matching illustrations).

The first

method of instruction on English phrasal verbs would be based
on Sharwood Smith's (1993) input enhancements which
manipulates text by using color, boldface or some other
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manner of textual emphasis.

The second method of instruction

would be based on VanPatten's structured input activities eind
use illustrations by depicting a scene to match the input.
If a significeuit difference between the two focus-on-form
methods of instruction were found, then we might conclude
that one method fosters more effective intake thein the other
Moreover, we may also hypothesize which kind of
bootstrap is used by second language learners.

If the

textual methods would outstrip the illustrated methods of
form-focused instruction, I would suggest that syntactic
bootstrapping is primary, a very attractive hypothesis
because the syntactic module shrinks the search space for
possible grammatical frames for the telic denotation of
phrasal verbs.

A syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis would

also support the autonomy of the syntactic component, the UG
system guiding language development.

Plus, with evidence for

an autonomous syntactic module, one could then introduce the
notion of language competence in second Icuiguage development
derived from the syntactic module due to focus-on-form
instruction, a fundamentally interpretive method cuid
therefore not associated with Icuiguage performcuice.

Previous

IP research as well as my own project demonstrates that IP
instruction has favorable effects on comprehending second
Icinguage input.
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However, if illustrated, extralinguistic form-focused
second Icinguage grammar instruction demonstrated a more
robust effect them purely textual, linguistic focus-on-form
instruction, then I might be inclined toweird a semantic
bootstrapping hypothesis.

I would base such a conclusion on

the assumption that a form of extralinguistic presence in the
illustration, a perceptual category (Goodluclc, 1991), would
stir the mechanism given in the system for linking form with
meaning.

This conclusion would challenge the autonomy of the

syntactic component because responsibility for grammatical
development would be due to perceiving a meaningful
conceptual entity at the point of intake, undermining a
theory for encapsulated linguistic competence.

Under such

conditions, second language acquisition resecurch in IP could
not rely totally on the generative procedure and would have
to incorporate other theoretical frameworks of acquisition.

2.

Developing Second Language Grammar:

Inteike or Frequency

Results from the interpretation task confirmed that the
intake provided by structured input activities facilitated
the mapping of meaning of phrasal verb prepositions to their
grammatical form.

Results fron the sentence completion task

suggest that the frequency of how phrasal verb prepositions
function influences the developing second Icuiguage grammar.
The question that the results raise is, cire there two
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veirieties of input, inteike and frequency, that feed the
developing second Icinguage grammatical system?

Based on the

interpretation task, it appeeurs that acquisition is
stimulated by the intake needed to map meeuiing to a
difficult-to-master grammaticeuL construction.

And, based on

the sentence completion task, it appeeurs that acquisition is
stimulated by the frequency of the use associated with the
meanings of a difficult-to-master grammatical construction.
This latter conclusion contradicts what IP instruction claims
to achieve since structured input activities are meemt to
prompt form-meaning mapping, something that frequency is not
purposefully designed to do.
Future research on second language acquisition of
English phrasal verbs should pursue the issue of intake
versus frequency.

Reseeirchers could measure the

effectiveness of IP instruction in phrasal verb prepositions
against the effectiveness of em instructional method that
exploits the frequency of the functions of prepositions as
they combine with verbs.
Previous reseeurch on second language acquisition of
prepositions shows that frequently used j)reposition-strcmding
constructions {She's the one who I came to the demce with)
were acquired earlier than infrequently used pied-piping
constructions {She's the one with whom I came to the dance),
which were acquired later (Bardovi-Heurlig, 1987).

But, in
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classroom instruction, increasing the frequency of a
granunatical construction in input does not appear to be
effective in eve^ case.

Increased frequency of participial

adjectives (The professor was so interesting) in instruction
has produced improvements in performance on sentence
completion tasks, but increased frequency of passive
participles (The professor was so interested) has not
produced the same improvements (Williams and Evans, 1998).
Thus, in classroom research that controlled for
frequency as a factor in second language acquisition, it
appears that frequency in input is not a complete account
(Doughty and Williams, 1998).

Plus, instructional treatments

based on frequency have shown gains in production only.
Other studies like mine that highlighted grammatical
constructions without controlling for frequency found
significant differences in interpreting target constructions
and producing target constructions accurately (Jourdenais,
Ota, Stauffer, Boyson and Doughty, 1995; Leeman, Arteagoita,
Fridman and Doughty, 1995; Shook, 1994).

These studies used

the input enhancement technique of Shcirwood Smith (1993), not
the structured input of IP instruction.

This is an importeuit

distinction to meUce because not all input enheuicement
instruction has produced significant differences than
nonenhanced instruction (J. White, 1998).

Doughty cind

Williams (1998) conclude that some target forms may be more
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meaningful than others because they bear more semantic weight
and are frequently used, which explains conflicting results
from the input enhancement studies reported here.
It would appear then that meaningfulness of a target
construction plays an important role in its ability to be
learned.

French learners of English who use incorrect adverb

placement (I drink often coffee) are claimed to find correct
placement unlearnable (L. White, 1991; 1989) because they
must detect its absence second language input, an unlikely
consequence.

More important, this persistent error does not

cause a failure in communicating the meaning of the message,
so it is equally unlikely that native speakers will correct
the error, allowing it to be undetected by French ESL
learners (Long and Robinson, 1998).

Thus, the need for

classroom intervention to ccanplement naturally occurring
factors like frequency becomes more crucial.

And, for errors

that persistently plague second language learners who crave
accuracy, instruction must involve some level of noticing or
detecting the grammatical construction (Carr and Curran,
1994; Tomlin and Villa, 1994; Schmidt, 1993; 1991).
English prepositions in phrasal verbs persist in
confounding adults who wish to become proficient ESL users.
Phrasal verb syntax should be instructed by using the most
effective meems possible for attracting adults attention to
the grammcir of aspectual prepositions.

Though it is
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worthwhile to discover whether other forms of second Icuiguage
grammeir instruction, like those based on input enhcincement
and increased frequency, will prove more effective than IP
instruction, previous research suggests that these methods
often vary in effectiveness.

One reason it would be a

worthwhile endeavor to systematically pit IP instruction
against other methods besides traditional instruction is that
such a project may contribute to the claim the IP instruction
alone focuses on the form-meaning mapping required to gain
proficiency in difficult-to-master grammatical constructions.
I have shown that IP instruction is very effective in
teaching adults how to interpret the aspectual function of
prepositions in English phrasal verbs.

So, while we wait for

these further studies to transpire, IP instruction should be
continued in the teaching of phrasal verb syntax.

But

testing instmments for measuring the sentence and discourse
production of verb-preposition combinations must be improved
in order to further support the claims made by IP instructors
euid determine the effectiveness of this grammeur instruction
method on English prepositions in phrasal verbs.
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APPENDIX A.

SECONDARY RESEARCH PROJECT

I report the methods and results of an ancilleiry project
conducted in tandem with the primeiry dissertation research.
The secondary project involved no instruction since I
considered only data collected from the discourse production
task.

The subjects, residing in an English-speaking

community for an average of 8 to 9 months, were those in the
primary project.

Their pretest discourse production scores

were compared to scores of a third group who peirticipated in
one discourse production task.

The project, based on

VanPatten (1990), tests whether second language learners
attend to both form and meaning while processing input.

I

briefly describe VanPatten's study here and then present my
methods and results.
VanPatten (1990) tested the ability of English-speaking
learners of Speinish to attend to both form eind meaning during
exposure to input.

He asked three groups (first-year,

second-year, and third-yeeur lecumers) to listen to a passage
about inflation in Latin America.

Each group was asked to

listen for content and then rewrite as much as they could
recall.

But each group was subdivided four ways:

One set of

subjects was asked to note by check meurk eveiry time they
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heeird inflacion (a content word); euiother set was asked to
note when they heard de (a free morpheme), and a third set
was asked to note -n (a bound morpheme); and a fourth set was
asked to note no item.

For the three groups asked to note an

item, each item occurred in the story eleven times
VanPatten predicted that this fourth group would produce
more T-units in a written-recall of the passage than the
groups who listened for a particular item.

He also predicted

that subjects who listened for the content word would produce
more T-units than subjects who listened for the free or bound
morpheme.

Results bore him out.

The subjects who listened

for the content word produced significantly more T-units than
the subjects who listened for the free and bound morpheme.
And subjects who listened for the content word produced about
as many T-units as those who listened for no items at all.
VanPatten (1990) interpreted these results to support the
claim that consciously attending to form contends with
consciously attending to meaning.

Moreover, he discovered

that first-year and second-year students struggled with
attending to items that were not content words.
Recall that I considered only students determined to be
of low proficiency, so my project did not look at the
differing stages of development as did VanPatten (1990).
Instead, I looked at one group of leeumers in a relatively
eeurly stage of acquisition.

Of this group, one set of
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subjects was asked to listen to a passage containing
instances of spatially functioning up; another set listened
to a passage containing aspectually functioning up; another
idiomatically functioning up (each passage contained 9
items).

All subjects, regardless of type of passage, were

asked to make a check mark every time they heard the word up;
they also tried to recall as much of the passage as possible.
If spatial up were truly a content word and the other ups
merely morphemes, the number of T-units produced by the
subjects listening for spatial up should be significantly
more than in the other two cases.
The results did not bear this out.

Though the set who

listened for spatial up did produce more T-units than the
others, a one-way ANOVA showed that this intergroup
difference was not significant (p = 0.16).

The descriptive

statistics for each group is reported in Table 1.
Table 1.

One-way ANOVA of T-units According to Function of

m

up—type

N

jl

Median

SD

spatial

34

6.529

6

2.915

idiomatic

17

5.588

6

2.093

aspectual

37

5.676

5

2.517
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Though there were no significant result found for the number
of T-units recalled across the three different up-types, a
significant difference was found for the number of ups noted.
A one-way ANOVA showed that the group that listened for
idiomatic up produced fewer check marks than the groups
listening for spatial or aspectual up (p = 0.047).

The

descriptive statistics for each group is reported in Table 2.
Table 2.

I

One-way ANOVA of Check Mcurks According to Function

of Up

up—type

N

jj

Mediae

SD

spatial

34

6.794

7

2.213

idiomatic

17

5.647

7

2.999

aspectual

32

6.378

6

1.991

At this point, I conclude nothing more than that my
project seems slightly better designed in that I test for a
single item (with three different functions) whereas
VanPatten's (1990) project tested for vastly different items
(inflacion, de, -n).

I do not intend to draw the same

conclusions as VanPatten since the results drawn from my own
research diverge so greatly fron his.

The greatest source of

divergence in my research project concerns the number of
subjects in the idiomatic pool.

Perhaps if more subjects

participated in that portion of the reseetrch, the results
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might prove conclusive.

One advantage that VanPatten's

research has over mine is that all subjects listened to the
same passage whereas mine listened to three different
passages, so subjects' familiarity with content might have
played a factor (each passage, however, was balanced for
equality of grammatical construction, syllables and T-units).
This one significant finding suggests that the project
should be done again with the following modifications.
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APPENDIX B

STRUCTURED INPUT ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY A
Circle the letter (a or b) of the correct completer of each sentence
showing the underlined word has experienced a change of state:
1.

The sea gently splashed a bottle that stood on the beach until a
big wave
a. rolled over it.
b. rolled it over

2.

The teacher sat on a piece of chewing gum that was stuck to
the top of the chair and she
a. got it off.
b. got off it.

3.

The zoology student did not know the large animal in the cage
so he
a. looked it up.
b. looked up it.

4.

The actors decided that the stage was too dusty for the play
and they
a. swept off it.
b. swept it off.

5.

The neighbors worried that the storm damaged the fence so
they
a. looked it over.
b. looked over it.

6.

The host of the dinner thought that his guest would like some
candies for dessert so he
a. passed on them.

b. passed them on.
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ACTIVITY B

Ba

255

llyS\«

AQ

SQ

^\ 11"

AQ

6a

256

6 D
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ACTIVITY C
Indicate whether or not each statement applies to you. Share your
responses with your classmates.

Yes, this
applies
to me.

No, this does
not apply
to me.

1.

In order to finish essays
quickly, I always write with
a computer, not by hand.

2.

When people are not on
time, I wait for them to
arrive.

3.

When teachers are relaxed, I
can speak to them more
easily.

4.

Before I give homework to
my teachers, I go over it to
find mistakes.

5.

When my parents want me
to do something, they insist
on it until I agree.

6.

Every time I have a difficult
problem, my parents and I
talk about it.
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ACTIVITY D
Indicate whether each of the following sentences is characteristic of
the typical college student or the typical college teacher. Share your
responses with your classmates.

Typical
student

Typical
teacher

1.

Every day in class, 1 clean
the blackboard and write on
it.

2.

If a classroom is located
upstairs, I walk up them
instead of using the
elevator.

3.

Before class begins, I find a
seat and sit on it until the
end of class.

4.

Every morning before class,
I board the bus and ride in it
sleepily.

5.

Every day in class, I open a
notebook and write in it.

6.

Before class begins, I
approach the podium and
stand behind it until class
ends.
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ACTIVITY E
Read the following story for general meaning. It's not necessary to
read and understand every word. Answer the questions based on
this reading.
Rad Time at a New Tob
Sam expected to have a bad time at his new job.
He imagined that the city tax collection agency was an
unfriendly place of work, so he read up on the duties of tax
collecting because he believed knowing the rules would help him
avoid conflict at work.
Before beginning his fu-st day, he checked up on the bus
routes that would take him to the agency's headquarters.
Sam found a very easy way to get there: he rode bus #3, which
easily kept up with the heavy traffic on Main Street; he also used bus
#7, which waited up for bus #3 at the midtown station.
Sam thought it was a good idea to know all the necessary bus
routes, so he stocked up on some of the bus schedules that he
considered most important.
The last bus that Sam took ended up in front of the agency
building, which he believed was an unsightly structure to view.
He had to face up to his new bosses before he received an
emplo5anent contract to sign.
Cautiously considering his contract, Sam discovered that his
new bosses ganged up on all new employees who were uneager to
work there.
During the interview, Sam put up with the insults of the rude
bosses; after that, he decided to try for another job.

Part I.
Which of the following best describes Sam's behavior
towards his bosses?

He laughed along with them
He put up with them
He won them over
Part II.

Which of the following best describes the bosses'
behavior towards Sam?

They asked for his opinion
They took him on
They ganged up on him
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Part in.

Which of the following best describes Sam's knowledge
of tax collecting duties?

He read up on them
He thought tbem over
He reflected on them
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS
Interpretation Task Item Example

Here is a thirsty young man with a glass of soda.
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See, he is xlrinJdng the soda.

He is not very thirsty, so he takes oiily one big sip.
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^_Look, here is Xhe soda.
Some of it remains in the glass.
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Sentence Production Task Example Items

; The visitorJound a chair in the office, so
Jie
iit
on
sit)
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The boss Goidd not attend the meeting, so
she
tit
off
call)
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The graduate wanted the job very much, so
he
.
tit
for
apply)
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Discourse Production Task Narratives
Spatial UP
On the evening of the third day of my vacation, I
visited with my friend Jim.

He told me how he celebrated his

birthday.
I thought that I would enjoy hearing his story.
Jim decided to teike a long hike on his birthday.
He believed that the National Park was a good area to
hike, so he drove up the highway until he reached the park
entrance.
Then, he packed some supplies into his backpack:

food,

bottles of water, a first aid kit, and a big flashlight for
seeing at night.
After parking his car, he walked up a long trail over a
steep hill.
Jim liked that no one used the trail often, for he
enjoyed walking alone in the wilderness.
Jim saw a lot of wildlife:

he watched an eagle which

had flown up into the blue sky; he even watched a wildcat
which had jumped up a tree to its highest branches.
Jim knew that wildcats sometimes harmed hikers
seriously.
He thought it was a good idea to avoid the wildcat, so
he wcuidered up another path that he considered less dangerous
because he did not want to come too close to the animal.
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The path that Jim chose led up a steep canyon that soon
became difficult to hike.
He felt that he was ready to continue the rest of the
way.
He had to climb up some very large rocks before he
reached a comfortable place to stop.
Jim needed to drink some water and have a snack.
Stopping for a rest, he felt the cool wind blow up this
canyon which was too well hidden to find easily.
Near the top of the canyon, he finished his snack
supply.
After resting, he glanced up the path towards the
canyon's top; then he decided to return to his car.
Jim said the long hike was one of the best birthdays
that he ever spent.

Aspectual UP
On the morning of the second day of my vacation, I
visited with my friend Fred.

He asked me if I expected some

breakfast.
I said that I would enjoy trying his cooking.
Fred wanted to meUce a good meal for his breakfast.
He thought that a giant omelette was an easy thing to
cook, eind he opened up the cabinet after he stcurted the
coffee.
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Then, he took some things out of the ceibinet:

plates, a

big bowl, cooking tools, and a box of matches for lighting
the stove.
Before lighting the stove, he filled up a big bowl with
a dozen eggs.
Fred thought that twelve eggs was more than enough, but
he enjoyed cooking a lot every morning.
Fred chose these ingredients:

he used ein onion that was

cut up into little chunks; he also added a tomato that was
chopped up already for a dinner salad.
Fred felt that tomatoes often helped eggs taste better.
Fred thought it was a good idea to season the omelette,
so he ground up some fresh pepper that he added quite
carefully because he did not Weint to put too much into the
omelette.
The pepper that Fred chose spiced up these plain eggs
which soon appeared ready to cook.
He knew that he was about to complete the rest of the
breakfast.
He had to mix up all the ingredients before he prepeured
a wonderful meal to eat.
Fred decided to have some coffee cmd cook the meal.
Drinking our coffee, we felt the old stove heat up the
kitchen that was so difficult to keep wcunn.
At the tcUsle in the kitchen, we ate the whole omelette.
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After eating, we cleaned up the dishes in the kitchen
sink; then we decided to relax with some music.
Fred said the omelette was one of the best breakfasts
that he ever cooked.

Idiomatic UP
On the evening of the fourth day of my vacation, I
visited with my friend Sam.

He talked about his first day at

his new job.
I pretended to enjoy hearing him complain.
Sam expected to have a bad time at his new job.
He thought that the garbage dump was a grim place to
work, so he read up on trash collection since he needed some
details.
Then, he chose some work clothes from his closet:
gloves, dirty overalls, a very old cap, and a long-sleeve
shirt for guarding his skin.
Before beginning his first day, he checked up on the bus
routes to the city dump.
Sam believed that busses were easy to reach, so he
enjoyed planning a few different paths.
Sam found a very easy way:

he rode bus 3 that had kept

up with heavy traffic; he also used bus 7 that had waited up
for bus 3 at the downtown station.
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Sam expected that this bus station was the best one for
transfers.
Sam thought it was a good idea to know all the bus
routes, so he stocked up on those bus schedules that he
considered most convenient.
The last bus that Sam took ended up at the city dump
which soon seemed painful to smell.
He realized that he would have much trouble working at
this place.
He had to face up to his new bosses before he received a
contract to sign.
Sam appeared to hate the job he had come for.
Signing his contract, Sam discovered that his new bosses
ganged up on all new employees who were uneager to work
there.
During the interview, Sam put up with the insults of the
city dump's bosses; then, he decided to find a new job.
Sam said the city dump job was one of the worst places
that he ever saw.
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